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SBORNiK CESKE GEOGRAFICKE SPOLECNOSTI 
ROCNtK 1994 • CiSLO 2 • SV AZEK 99 

CENTENARY OF THE CZECH GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY 
1894 - 1994 

This year may undoubtedly be designated as important in the history of the Czech 
geography. It is mainly due to the fact that hundred years ago, the Czech Society of Earth 
Science was fOlmded, but also to the decision of the International Geographical Union, 
taken on its World Congres in 1988 in Australia, to organize its regional conference in 
Prague exactly on the occasion of this centenary. These two important events will in
scribe the year 1994 significantly into the history of the Czech geography. nlis number 
of Sbomik, too, is dedicated to them. 

Efforts of Czech geographers, and not only those from universities, to associate, had a 
long and deep tradition. Already in the seventhies of the 19th century, Czech natural 
scientists, and of course geographers as well, were associated in the Club of Natural Science 
(founded in 1870). Similarly in the Club of History (founded in 1872), geographers, 
mainly the YOlmger ones, established a special Section of Earth Science unifying "some
times more than 60 members" (1. Metelka, 1895), mainly secondary school teachers. 

Since the beginning, the history of the Society was very closely tied with the life at 
the Charles University where the position of geography was rather complicated in the 
second half ofthe 19th century. In 1856, an important event is to be noted at the Faculty 
of Arts: the frrst second habilitation in geography, Jan KaSpar PalackY being the frrst docent . 
(associate professor) of geography. It did not however signify a satisfactory position of 
the branch which would implicate constitution of a Chair of Geography or of an insti
tute. Doc. PalackY, covering the majority of lectures in geography, was devoted mainly 
to regional and physical geography. But since 1866, his lectures were getting scarse and 
thl' fiNt docent in geography, probably also because of his personal disagreements with the 
Faculty, began to pay more attention to bis political activities (be was Imperial Council 
Deputy in Vienna). 

nle seventies are characterized by an intensification of efforts to divide the University 
to a Czech and a Gennan part. In that situation, J. K. P.alackj recommenced with his 
lectures hoping to be nominated professor of geography. Unforttmately, neither the Facul
ty direction, nor the commission charged to choose candidates, did not opt for 1. K. Pa
lackY and so it happened that Dionys Griin, native from Pferov, was in 1872 nominated the 
first extraordinary professor of geography. He entered in function only in 1875, his inau
guration lecture presented on 1st of May was dedicated to the geography as an autono
mous science (Die Geographie als selbstandige Wissenschaft), theme topical even nowa
days. nlis first professor of geography, since 1876 ordinary, concerned his attention mainly 
to regional and physical geography, as well as to dle history of geography. 

'In 1882, the University is divided according to national principle and the Institute of 
Geography in Ovocny trh together with Professor Grlin had become the part of the 
German University. This enabled 1. K. Palackj to become in 1885 extraordinary and in 
1892 ordinary professor of geography - in 61 years of age. Even when geography had 
not an independant institute, it was significant that, from the point of view of number of 
students, it was one of the most popular study branch at the Faculty. In average, 150 to 
160 students were inscribed at the Faculty of Arts, 45 to 50 out of which opting for 
geography lectures. This fact might lead us to make comparisons with dle present state., 
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In that time, the Czech geography had another important centre outside the Charles 
University. Since 1851, Karel Kofistka, professor of mathematics and practical geo
metry, had been lecturing at the Prague Technical University. He was an excellent geo
grapher and cartographer and its work influenced also nmuber of further generations of 
Czech geographers and cartographers. 

The third place, where geography was cultivated at the turn of the 19th and 20th 
century, was the Faculty of Law, where some disciplines of economy, statistics and 
political science, related to geography, were developed. For that reason, some geogra
phers attended lectures not only at the Faculty of Arts, but also at the Faculty of Law 
(Y. DvorskY). 

In these conditions - after constitution of the Czech University, with the existence of 
the Institute of Geography at the Faculty of Arts and with high muubers of students of 
geography - efforts to create an independent scientific society culminated. At the begin
ning of 1894, a preparatory committee was constituted in which a great deal of work 
was done by Dr. Jindfich Metelka and Dr. Josef Frejlach. After approbation of statutes 
by the Royal and Imperial Vice-Regency of the Kingdom of Bohemia (the whole appro
bation procedure did not last more than three weeks), the constituting plenary session 
was convocated into MMfanslGi Beseda in Prague for the 1st of May 1894. The session 
was chaired by the "Nestor" of Czech geogrdphers, Court COlmcillor Prof. Dr. Karel 
Knight Kofistka. "Everyone of the emerite leading geographers was present, and also the 
middle and yOlmg professional generation was richly represented" (Metelka, 1895). 

The plenary session approved statutes and elected the first committee with professor of 
geology 1. N. Woldfich on its head. Prof. Dr. F. Augustin and F. Sobek, secondary 
school head-master, were nominated vice-presidents, Dr. 1. Metelka and Dr. 1. Frejlach 
secretaries, Director J. Korensky became librarian and adj. H. Kollmann registrar. 
Already in the moment of the Society constitution, it was decided to publish a geograph
ical journal called Sbornik. Even when this intention was carried out only a year later 
(in 1895), it was brought to life again by 1. Metelka and 1. Frejlach, whose initiative, 
industry and devotion were also at the origine of the Society of Earth Science and of its 
Sbornik. ' 

The further development of the Society was complicated, there were numerous obsta
cles, but also bright sides, for instance regular congresses presenting geographical knowl
edge of that time and tracing its further development. This centenary history is present
ed in a more detailed way by a publication written and published at the occasion of this 
year's centenary (Tnivnicek D., 1994). 

The today's Czech Geographical Society claims all the positive that had been done in 
the past century. The importance of the present period is nevertheless evident. Deep 
transfonna tions of the Czech society going on since November 1989 are reflected also in 
the activities of scientific societies. The fonner state subventions have been cut away, 
partly replaced by project and grant backing, but after forty years, the Czech Geographi
cal Society has become again an independant scientific society. It means that its affairs are 
settled through democratic mechanisms. 

A qualitative change in the centenary history occurred in 1992 when a publishing 
house of the Czech Geographical Society was constituted by fusion of three subjects 
(Czech Geographical Society, Travel Agency of Czech Geographers of Dr. V. Jahn and 
Terra firm), since 1993 only two sbujects have remained when Terra activities were 
getting more and more distant from the initial intentions. The aim of this publishing 
house is publication of high-level and modern secondary school geography textbooks 
and other teaching materials (excercise-books, blind maps) for teaching geography at 
elementary and secondary schools. The Czech Geographical Society intelectual power 
has got a new development axis in view to present the Society among geography teachers. 
It is a new, and we hope also purposeful, activity which would, besides the traditional 
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forms as lectures, seminars, excursions, conferences, etc., significantly mark the Socie
ty activities in the period to come. 

During a relatively very short period of this publishing house existence, in total 15 
titles in more then 150,000 copies were published. Even more important than these 
quantitative data are positive reactions of teachers appreciating books published by the 
Czech Geographical Society Publishing House. In the same time, the publishing house 
ensures publication of both geographical journals which are now being published in the 
Czech Republic, that is the nearly centenary Sbornik of the Czech Geographical Society 
and the yOlmg and vigorous Geograficke rozhledy (Geographical Overview) aimed at a 
larger geographical public. 

This year will certainly bring an opportunity, even on the international scale, to 
evaluate the past century development of the modern geography in the Czech Republic. 
The narrow links between the Czech Geographical Society and the existence, develop
ment or stagnation of geography at Czech lmiversities, from the oldest one to those found
ed in past years, as well as at elementary and secondary schools, in project making, 
research and decision making institutes and institutions, will reflect in these evaluations 
a century of efforts and hard work for'the development of the Czech geography. Key
works in this development, as National Atlases 1936 and 1966, as well as errors and 
mistakes accompanying the centenary existence of the Society will be reminded. 

We believe nevertheless that in the second, just beginning, century of its existence, 
the Czech Geographical Society will find sufficiently of internal force and energy to 
constitute a purposeful geographical comllllmity associating Czech geographers to realize 
aims traced before more than hundred years and remaining topical even now. 

Literature: 

METELKA, J. (1895): Zpnivy 0 spolecnosti (lnfonnation about Society). Sbornik Ceske spoleenosti 
zemevedne (Journal of the Czech Society of Earth Science), volume 1, Prague. 

H.~UFLER, V. (1967): Oejiny geografie na Univerzite Karlove 1348-1967 (History of geography at 
Charles University 1348-1967). Prague, Charles University. 

TRA VNicEK, O. (1994): Sto let Ceske geograficke spolecnosti (Centenary of the Czech Geographical 
Society). Czech Geographical Society Puhlishing House, Prague. 

Vdclav Garoovskj 
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SBORNiK CESKE GEOGRAFICKE SPOLECNOSTI 
ROCNtK 1994 • CiSLO 2 • SV AZEK 99 

STO LET CESKE GEOGRAFICKE SPOLECNOSTI 1894 - 1994 

Letosni rok mtizeme nepochybne pravem oznacit jako vyznamny v dejinach ceske 
geografie. Je tomu tak pfedevsim proto, ze pfed sto lety byla zalozena Ceska spolecnost 
zemevMna, ale i proto, ze International Geographical Union na svetovem kongresu 1988 
v Australii rozhodla pofadat v Praze, prave v roce tohoto jubilea, regionalni konferenci. 
Jsou to dye vyznamne udalosti, ktere zapis] rok 1994 vjraznym pismem do dejin ceske 
geografie. Take toto cislo Sborniku je jim venovane. 

Snahy ceskjch geografU, zdaleka nejen lmiverzitnich, po sdruzovani, mely sve starSi 
a hluMi kofeny. UZ v sedmdesatjch letech minuh~ho stoleti se cesti prirodovMci 
a samozfejme i geografove, sdruzovaIi v Klubu pfirodovMeckem (zal. 1870). Podobne 
i v mladSim Klubu historickem (zal. 1872) si zejmena mladi geografove vytvofili zvlastni 
odbor zemepisny, ktery mival "Ieckdy vice nez 60 clenti" (1. Metelka, 1895), prevazne 
kandidatti stredoskolske profesury. 

Od prvopoeatku vsak byly dejiny Spolecnosti velmi tesne spojene s denim na-Univer
zite Karlove, kde se geografie ve druM polovine 19. stoleti nach3zela v dosti slozitem 
postaveni. Na filozoficke fakuIte sice uz v roce 1856 dochazi k ryznamne udalosti, jiz 
byla prvni habiIitace v oboru geografie, kdyz prvnim docentem se stava Jan KaSpar 
Palackj. Neznamenalo to vsak jeSte rovnopravne postaveni oboru, ktere by pfineslo 
vytvofeni geograficke katedry ci llStavu v tehdejsim pojeti. Doc. Palackj, ktery zajiStoval 
vetsinu geografickjch pfednasek na univerzite, se vepoval hlavne regionalni a fyzicke 
geogrdfii. AVSak uz roku 1866 jeho prednasky zacinaji ustavat a prvni docent geografie, 
patrne i pro osobni spory, ktere mel s fakultou, se zacina vice venovat politicke praci 
(poslanec fisske rady ve Vidni). 

Sedmdesata leta vsak pfinaseji obrat v tom, ze na lmiverzite sili snahy po rozdeleni 
univerzity na cast ceskou a nemeckou. V teto situaci J. K. Palackj obnovuje sve pred
nasky s nadeji, ze ziska uz pfipravovanou profeslIru geografie. leI ani vedeni fakulty ani 
komise, ktera mela kandidata profesury vybrat, s 1. K. Palackjm nepocitali. A tak se 
stalo, ze prvnim, mimofadnym profesorem geografie byl jmenovan v roce 1872 prerovskj 
rodak Dionys Griin. Sve profesorske funkce se, ujima az v roce 1875, kdy I. kvetna pred
nasi inauguracni prednasku na tema Die Geographie als selbstandige Wissenschaft, tema 
nepochybne i dnes velmi aktualni. Tento prvni profesor geografie (od roku 1876 fadny) 
na prazske univerzite se venoval zejmena regionalni a fyzicke geografii i dejinam geo
grafie. 

V roce 1882 dochazi k rozdeleni univerzity podle narodnostniho klice a geografickj 
ustav na Ovocnem trhu i s prof. Griinem se stavaji soucasti univerzity nemecke. To 
umomilo J. K. Palackemu stati se roku 1885 mimoradnym a od roku 1892 fadnjrn 
profesorem geografie - v 61 letech sveho veku. Za vyznamne Ize pokladat, ze i kdyz 
geogrdfie nemela samostatny llStav, patfila k nejsilnejsim oborfun z hlediska poctu stu
dentil. V pnlmeru byvalo na filozoficke fakulte zapsano 150 - 160 studentti, z toho 
geografii zapisovalo 45 - 50 studentti. I pfi tomto zjisteni nas mohou opravnene napadat 
paralely se soucasnosti. 

Ceska geografie te doby vsak mela jeste jedno vyznamne, i kdyz mimouniverzitni 
stfedisko. Od roku 1851 ptisobil na praZske technice profesor matematiky a prakticke 
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geometrie Karel Konstka. Byl vynikajicim geografem a kartografem, jehoz dUo ovliv
nito i radu dalsich generaci eeskjch geograru a kartograru. 

Tfetim mistem, kde na prelomu stoleti byly pestovany geograficke discipliny, byla 
pnvnicka fakulta. Zde byly rozvijeny zejmena nektere obory ekonomicke, statisticke 
i statovedne, vclmi blizke geografii. Proto take mnozi geografove zapisovali sve pred
nasky nejen na filozoficke, ale i pravnicke fakulte (V. Dvorskj). 

V tcchto podminkach - po vzniku eeske lmiverzity, pfi existenci geografickeho Usta
vu na filozoficke fakulte a stale s vysokjmi pocty posluchacu geografie - vyvrcholilo 
Usili 0 zalozeni samostatne vCdecke spoleenosti. Poeatkem roku 1894 vznikl pfipravny 
komitet, v nemz zrejme rozhodujici prace vykonali dr. Jindfich Metelka a dr. Josef 
Frejlach. Po schvaleni stanov c. k. Mistodriite1stvim kralovstvi cesk6ho (cela procedura 
schvalovani trvala pouhe tn tydny), byla svolana na 1. kvetna 1894 do praiske Mestanske 
besedy ustavujici valmi hromada. Cele jedmini fidil tehdejsi nestor ceskjch geograru, 
dvorni rada prof. dr. Karel rytif Kofistka. "Nechybel tu ze zaslouzitych prednich za
stupcu geografie nikdo, a take stredni a mlada generace odborna byla hojne zastoupena" 
(Metelka, 1895) .. 

Valna hromada pfijala schvalene stanovy a zvolila prvni vybor, do jehoz cela by! 
postaven profcsor geologie J. N. Woldfich. Mistopredsedy se stali prof. dr. F. Augus
tin, feditel gymnazia F. Sobek, tajcmniky dr. J. Metelka a dr. J. Frejlach, knihovnikem 
reditel J. Korenskj a zapisovatelem adj. H. Kollmann. UZ pn ustaveni Spoleenosti 
bylo rozhodnuto vydavat Sbornik zemevednY. I kdyz tento zamer byl realizovan az 
v pfistim roce (1895), vidime u jeho zrodu opet J. Metelku a J. Frejlacha, diky jejicbZ 
iniciative a pracovitosti i obetavosti vznikla Spoleenost zemevCdnci a potom i jeji Sbomik. 

Dalsi vyvoj Spolecnosti byl slozity, mel nmoM UskaH, ale samozfejme i svetie strcinky 
- napr. pravide1ne sjezdy, ktere bilancovaly dosavadni poznani v geografii i naznaeova
Iy dalsi jdlO smery. Podrobneji se temito stoletymi dejinami zabyva publikace, ktera byla 
sepsana a vydana k letosnimu vyroei (Travnicek D., 1994) a na niz zde zajemce odkazu
jeme. 

Dnesni Ceska geograficka spolecnost se pfihlasuje ke vsemu pozitivnimu, co bylo 
v uplynulem stoleti vykonano. Je vSak zfejme. ze· soueasne obdobi je opet jednim 
z vyznamnych, nodalnich historickjch meznikp Hlubuk6 prome .... y ceske spoleenosti, 
ktere probihaji od listopadu 1989, maji sve retlexe i v einnosti v .. .!eckjch spoleenosti. 
Nekdejsi statni dotovani einnosti bylo skoneeno, zeasti nahrazeno projektovou a gran
tovou aktivitou, aVSak po etyficeti letech se Ceska geograficka spolecnost tim stala 
skutecne nezavislou veueckou spoleenosti. Znamena to, ze rozhoduje 0 svych zalezitostech 
sama,prosrrednictvim spolkovych demokratickjch mechanizmu. Ke kvalitativni zmene 
ve stolete historii doslo v roce 1992, kdy bylo zalozeno Nakladateistvi Ceske geograficke 
spolecnosti. Vzniklo sdruzenim tfi subjektu (krome Cas jeste Cestovni kancelar ces
kjch zemepiscil dr. V. Jahna a firma Terra), od roku 1993 zilStaly jen dva, kdyz cinnost 
Terry se zacinala vzdalovat puvodnim zamerum. CHem tohoto nakladatelstvi se stalo 
vydavani kvalitnich, modernich stredoskoIskjch ueebnic geografie i dalsich pomucek 
(pracovni sesity, slepe mapy) 'pro vjuku zemepisu na zakladnich a srrednich skolach. 
Intelektualni potencial, kterj Ceska geograficka spolecnost ma, tak ziskal dalSi, novou 
rozvojovou osu, kten jiz dnes prezentuje Spolecnost v poeetnych fadcich ucitelu zemepisu . 

. Je to nova a soudime, ze smysluplna aktivita, kten vedle tradicnich forem - pfednciSek, 
semincifil, exkurzi, konferenci apod. - muze vyznamne charakterizovat cinnost Spoleenosti 
v pfiStim obdobi. 

Za relativne velmi kratkou dobu existence tohoto nakladateistvi bylo vydano 15 titulu 
v celkovem mikladu pres 150000 vjtiskil. AVSak za vjznamnejsi nez tyto kvantitativni 
udaje Ize pokladat ve1mi pfiznive reakce pedagogicke vefejnosti, ktera tituly vydcivane 
v Nakladatelstvi Ceske geogrclficke spolecnosti pfijima velmi pozitivne. Za dUlezite vSak 
take pokladcime, ze nase nakladateistvi pfevzalo do sve pece i vydavani obou geografic-
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qch casupisll, ktere v soucasnosti v Ceske republice yychazeji - temef stolety SbomiI.. 
Ceske geografieke spolecnosti a mlade, pnlbojne Geograficke rozhledy urcene sirSi ge
ograficke vefejnosti. 

Letosni rok bude jiste pfileZitosti, ostatne i mezilllirodni, ke zhodnoceni upIynuIeho 
stoleti ve vyvoji modemi geografie v Ceske republice. Testul spojitost existence Ceske 
geograficke spolecnosti s by tim a rozvojem ci stagnaci geografie na ceskjch univer
zitach - od te nejstarSi az po ty, ktere v minulych Ietech vznikly - i na skolach zaklad
nich a stfednich, v projektovych, vyzklUnnych i deciznich Ustavech a institucich, bude v 
techto hodnocenich odrazet stoleti snah i "pome prace na vyvoji ceske geografie. Bu
dou zhodnocena dila, ktera tvofila milniky na teto yyvojove fade (napf. Narodni atlasy 
1936 a 1966), stcjne jako pfipomenuty chyby a omyIy, ktere stoletou cestu Spolecnosti 
provazely. 

Niemene vefimc, ze i ve druhem - prave zacinajicim - stoleti sveho byti najde Ceskci 
gcografickci spolecnost dostatek vnitfni sily i energie k tomu, aby vytvafela smysIu
pInou geogratickou komunitu, kterci bllde sdruzovat ceske geografy k pIneni cilll, ktere 
byly vytceny uz pfed sto Iety a na niehz ani nyni neni tfeba nie zasadniho menit. 

Literatura: 

METELKA, J. (1895): Zpruvy 0 spolecnosti. Sbornik Ceske spolecnosti zernevoone, roc. I., Praha. 
HAUFLER. V. (1967): Dejiny geografie na Univerzite Karlove 1348 - 1967. Praha, Univerzita Karlo
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VACLAV OARDAVSKY 

GEOPOLITICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE CZECH STATE 

V. 0 a r d a v sky: Geopolitical Development a/the Czech State. - Sbornfk COS, 99, 2, pp. 71 - 78 
(1994). - The paperdeaJs am)ut the development of the Czech state since its beginning up to now. This 
development is connected to the development of Central Europe and Europe. Stress is put upon the 
influence of the ge~)political position of the Czech Republic and upon its millenary state continuity. 
This investigation enables to demonstrate exposure of the Czech state for the next century. 
KEY WORDS: Central Eumpe - Czech state - geopolicy. 

Since a millenary, the Czech State has been figuring, in different territorial extent 
and in different degree of dependence, on the political map of Europe. Its geopolitical 
position is frequently, in geographical as well as in polito logical publications, described 
for instance as heart of Europe, bridge between East and West, etc. These comparisons 
usually did not take into account the flIDction and therefore geography can accept them 
only as characterising its central position in the peninsular Europe (that is situated west
wards the line Dniestr - Nemen). The connecting line between the most northern part of 
the Adriatic Sea coast and the Baltic Sea coast near the Oder estuary has its centre in 
Central Bohemia. This inland state central position between seas can be considered as a 
certain advantage. As Europe is a small continent, this position is associated to an 
extraordinary economic and cultural development. . 

The Czech state, and by that also the Czech national individuality, is territorially 
based on two, immediately neighbouring orographic entities - the Czech Massif and 
Western Carpathians. The neighbourhood of these entities is all the nearer as the pres
sion of the younger one of them has caused a South-East directed lowering of the Czech 
Massif and consequently to the depression of the Vienna Bassin, the majority of Car
pathians water flows are south-eastward directed. By these processes, the Morava river 
drainage area has become a region connecting the Herzynian Czech Massif and the 
Alpine Western Carpathians, and in the same time egalizing differences between them. 

The connecting function of the Morava has in the same time a larger, even interna
tional significance. This most northern Danubian river together with the most southern 
headland of North-European continental ice-covering characterize and limit one of the 
most important depressions of the major European water shed, the Moravian Gate. As 
this Moravian line is roughly the prolongation of the eastern margin of the Alps, since 
premievai times, the main communication between the Adriatic and Baltic Seas has been 
running this way. And exactly on this important European communication, the first state 
formations on our territory were formed in the 7th and the 9th century, and that the 
empire of Samo and Great Moravia. 

The international, and by that also the geopolitical significance of the Moravian 
Way, is largely stressed by the fact, that it crosses, in a flat and fertile landscape, the 
Danube Way of the same importance. Since primieval times, the Danube has connected 

. European inland with East Mediterranean. During centuries, cultural, religious, eco
nomic and other impulsions were coming by this way to barbarian Europe from Eastern 
Mediterranean which cultural and economic supremacy was shining far beyond its bor-
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ders. And when later similar centres had arisen in Western Europe, it was again the 
Danubian Way which was the most natural communication, as it passes from the sub
alpine couloir almost imperceptibly into the Rhine drainage area. The Danubian Way 
was in the same time the way of retardation, it enabled for instance expansion of Osman 
Turks whose penetration had been stopped exactIy on the Danube-Morava crossing. 

There is another belt of an easy East-West commlmication stressing the international 
significance of the Moravian Way and by tIlat characterizing the geopolitical position of 
the Czech state. It is a narrow belt of loess sediments adjacent to the northern extremity 
of the Czech-German Highlands and of the Carpathians and representing the most useful 
heritage of the pleistocene glacial period. This belt of a relatively dry and scarcely 
wooded land linking up to the South-Russian forest-steppe zone had become a natural 
commlIDication way for primeval and historic migrations toward east. It was probably 
by this way that the oldest components of the Czech state population were coming and 
constituting the population basis for the local population ontogenesis. Naturally also 
destructive invasions of Central-Asian nomads were penetrating by this way. In the 
same time, this periglacial belt of the easy East-West communication increases the sig
nificance of the Moravian Line as it represents its easiest and shortest communication 
with tIle Danubian Way. 

In the 11th century, the Czech state loses the Lower Morava region and by that also 
its geographic base on tIle Danube. In the same time, the Czech state loses the immediate 
connexion with the most important region of Slovakia, with its economic and popula
tion basis in the Danubian Basin. The centre of the Czech state - its metropolis succeed
ed to hold up definitely in the protected position of the Upper Elbe region, and only 
after the World War I (1918) and after the break-up of tIle Austria-Hungarian monarchy, 
the newly constituted Czechoslovak state regains its position on the Danube. From tIle 
historical point of view, after a short historic period, the Czech state, as consequence of 
the decomposition of the Czechoslovak Federation (1st of January 1993), loses this base 
once more. 

During the last millenary, the geopolitical position of the Czech state was always 
extremely difficult. Since the beginning of its existence, the Czech cOlmtries had been 
always in the centre of an active interest of the most powerful European states. Already 
at the beginning of the Central-European history, our countries were situated at the 
Roman Empire border and became o,bject of its organisation (Markomannia project). 
They were also scene of long lasting stmggles between the Roman Empire and North
European German tribes. In the first state formation, Great Moravia Empire, there was 
conflict of interests between the Byzantine Empire and its most powerful Western part
ner, the Frank Empire. In the moment extremely important for the world history, the 
Czech cOlIDtries were supporting the heavy burden of a double great powers conflict, that 
is Turkish wars and the Thirty Years' War. It were exactly only these countries to support 
such a burden, and consequences of that time's economic impoverishment and of distur
bances in population evolution had been accompanying the Czech society till tIle 19th 
century. Even if closing of the Thirty Years' War by the Westphalian Peace Treaty (1648) 
did not seem very lucky, mainly because these agreements simply confirmed political 
and religious frontiers settled down by the war, to the Czech countries, tIley brought a 
possibility of a normal development, even when marked by a long period of war troubles. 

The great part of the state boundary of the today's Czech state follows historical 
boundary of the former state formations. Only a small part was newly traced after the 
World War I and tracing of the eastern boundary of tIle Czech Republic is object of 
negociations with Slovakia, The oldest part of this state bolmdary is one of the oldest 
state boundaries on the European continent. It had been constituted by the belt of moun
tain forests, by a desert boundary belt which was remaining uninhabited between lower 
situated regions where the state power was getting organized. Such primary, natural 
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boundary is fonned by border mountain ranges from the Sumava and Bohemian Forest 
to the Orlicke MOlmtains and Hmby Jesenik. These mOlmtain ranges have been fonning 
the legitime state boundary uninterntptedly for a millenary, with the exception of the 
Lusatian Mountains and the Upper Ohfe drainage area. Very old is also the boundary 
with Austria in place since nine centuries already. 

The Czech Republic state boundary was based above all at the Paris peace treaties, 
namely the Versailles Treaty of Jlme 28, 1919 with Gennany and the St. Germain Trea
ty of September 10, 1919 with Austria. The frontier contention between the newly con
stituted Czechoslovakia and Poland was decided arbitrary by an embassadors confer
ence in Paris on July 28, 1920. 

Geopolitic entities of the Czech state, characterized in the previous paragraphs, had 
been influencing its development during the whole history, but in the 20th century, it 
was in an extremely dramatical way. The previous century, mainly thanks to the settle
ment on the Vienna Congress (1814-1845) can be characterized as a period of "fragile 
peace". The aim of this settlement was to resiore, if possible, the system of big and 
small monarchies existing before the French Revolution as the only basis of legitime 
and pennanent frontiers in Europe. This geopolitical settlement proved to be right as the 
following Pan-European war broke out only after 99 years. 

Leading personalities of Czech political and intellectual life, for instance historian 
Frantisek Palackj, journalist and writer K. Havlicek, and number of others, were con
vinced that only a democratic and federalized Austria may guarantee the Czech national 
identity. The concept of Centra I Europe was explained as a territory "pinched" between 
Gennany and Russia. In the same time, Czech politicians, but also some geographers, 
considered Russia as counterbalance of Gennan political and cultural hegemony. But 
outbreaking of Polish insurrections in the years 1831 and 1863 had darkened the image 
the Czechs had painted of Russia. Nodal from the geopolitical point of view can be 
considered the year 1867 when, after the so-calle~ Austria-Hungarian settlement (Aus
gleich), the Empire had changed to a dualistic Austria-Hungarian monarchy. Czech 
were left out of this settlement, although a part of their political representation aimed to 
establish triple federation. After that year, there is a renaissance of Slave ideas aiming 
to constitute a Slave federation with Russia as leading empire, but in the same time, 
there were crystallizing, even if mainly on academical level, ideas on constitution of an 
independent Czech state. The second half of the 19th century can probably be consid
ered as exposition of geopolitical development of the Czech state in the following cen
tury. 

After fourteen short years on the beginning of the 20th century, the World War I, 
which in its results brought deep geopolitical changes on the whole European continent 
and naturally also on the scale of the Czech state, had broken down. During one year, 
three leading monarchies of Central and Eastern Europe disappeared and in the end of 
1918, there was no hope left to restore any of them. Liquidation of these mling families 
untied unions of heterogenous nationalities. According to the last Austro-Hungarian 
census, the Habsburg state included a dozen of nationalities: 12 millions of Germans, 10 
millions od Hungarians, 8.5 millions of Czechs, 1.3 million of Slovaks, 5 millions of 
Poles, 4 millions of Ruthenians, 3.3 millions of Rumanians, 5.7 millions of Serbs and 
Croatians and 0.8 million of Romansch and Italians. Disintegration of Austria-Hungar
ian monarchy and constitution of successing states was nevertheless disintegration not 
only of a supranational state, but also of pluralistic culture, and in a large extent, it was 
announcing a European crisis. 

The first modern Czechoslovak state, created more by the will of great powers than 
by dlat of the local population, included three unhomogenous parts which, after 1918, 
attempted to pursue common development. Differences between Czech countries on 
one hand, and Slovakia and Rutheniaon the other hand, were abysmal not only in the 
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Fig. I - Nationality map 01" Central Europe according III language prin ciple in 1938. a - state boundary, 
b - language boundary, c - western boundary of the limit Slave penetration. Language-national re
gions: I - Gennan, 2 - Netherlandish , 3 - Danish, 4 - Swedish, 5 - Czech, 6 - Slovak, 7 - Upper and 
Lower Lusatian, 8 - Polish, 9 - Ukrainish, 10 - Bi clorussian, 12 - Croatian, 13 - Serb, 14 - French, 
15 - Italian, 16 - Romansch, 17 - Lithuanian, 18 - Hungarian . (Y. Kral , 1994.) 

em part of the state had been living its uwn state life. The connoisseur and keen observer 
of the development in the Central-European area, H. Seton Watson (1945), could legit
imately state that the new states created after 1918 unified Eastern regions (Russian, 
Turkish) to the Western ones (Austrian). Some of them, as Hungary and Bulgaria, were 
actively struggling against boundaries settled by the Versailles Treaty . Czechoslovakia, 
Poland, and especially Yugoslavia, were ethnically su diversified as their imperialistic 
predecessurs, but with one majur difference: they had no supranational ideology which 
would allow to the national minurities, constituting an impurtant part of their popula
tion, to feel integrated, or at least nut too alienated, in the new state. National minorities 
of the first Czechoslovak Republic, mainly the German and the Hungarian ones, but also 
the Polish one, are, by their attitude towards the newly constituted state, verifying this 
opinion. In the same time it must be stated that the Slovakian population did not accept 
the rather artificial theory about the existence of the Czechoslovak nationality construct
ed especially to counterbalance the strong Gennan minority, and its majority did not 
identify themselves to the new state. 

The newly constituted state had to solve number of extremely difficult problems. First of 
all, its territory of a significantly West-East orientation was 900 km long. In the same 
time the Czech countries, turned in the previous period especially towards the monarchy 
metropolis of Vienna, had their transport infrastructure orientated mainly in the North
South direction and the only West-East oriented railway ended in the North-East ex
tremity of Moravia. Industry which was there much mure developed than in the other 
parts of the state territory lost its markets and had to transfonn its territorial, as well as 
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commodity stmcture. Nevertheles in spite of all these problems, the first Republic was 
developing in intentions of a democratic, pluralistic state. The Czechoslovakia's geopo
litical paradox which has shown up again after 1989 is the time shift between the accept
ance of Western civilization, political ideas and institutions and reality of its economic 
and social development, as well as its ethnical composition. 

It was not only in the period between the two world wars when the Czechoslovakia's 
evolution was going on in a narrow connexion with the Central-European area. Al
though the geopolitical delimitation of this area might seem difficult, it undoubtedly 
really exists. Recently, this conception has been pregnantly defined for instance by 
V. Knil (1994) stating quite correctly that during the last half century, mainly thanks to 
the "iron curtain", this conception has practically totally disappeared from literature. 
According to this author, the Central Europe is defined as the region of Central-Europe
an lowlands from Calais to Gdansk, then of the Central European herzynian mountains 
from the Western Ardennes and the Vosges to the Little Poland and the Lublin moun
tains and finally the Alpes-Carpathian..'l mOlmtainous system with intermountainous ba
sins and large depressions. The in this way delimitated Central Europe is above all a 
region of linguistic, cultural, religious and economic contacts between German and 
Slave nations. 

During all the period between the two wars, the Central European states were being 
exhausted by pennanent contentions concerning mainly bOlmdaries and their course and 
national minorities. Hlmgary declared its territorial exigencies towards all of its neigh
bours, Poland was arguing with Czechoslovakia about Testn region and with Latvia 
about Wilno. Those contentions were lead also in the period of evident jeopardy by 
Nazi Germany. The Western powers had resignated to their role and the United States 
had started to practice isolationism policy. It seemed that Great Britain was more alarmed 
by the dominating position of France than by the Nazi menace. France was giving to 
Czechoslovakia, as well as to other Central European countries, different, but uncertain 
promises. This geopolitical phase characterized as "policy of friendly indifference" 
(1. Rupnik, 1992) was creating, in a constantly more evident way, conditions in which 
the main powers wishing revision of the Versailles Treaty, that is the Nazi Germany and 
the Soviet Union, could more and more forcibly present their competitive claims to 
spheres of political and ideological impact. This development lead then not only to the 
World War II, but also to the definitive end of the first Czechoslovak Republic consti
tuted only some twenty years ago. 

The end of the World War II had munber of consequences for the Czechoslovak state. 
Important from the geopolitical point of view was the fact that this Republic, after 
secession of Ruthenia, had become directly adjacent to the Soviet Union whose anny 
had liberated, according to the allies agreements, the majority of the state territory. 
Even if the post-war development should be guaranteed by treaties of victorious powers 
signed in Jalta, their flagrant violation going even to their ignoring by the Stalinist 
Soviet Union, lead to a division of Europe and, in the atmosphere of sharpening tension, 
to the creation of "iron curtain". The states between Gennany and Soviet Russia had 
been separated by a military, ideological and economic line, but historically and cultur
ally, they were always remaining the "heart of Europe". The Czechoslovak Republic, 
whose length had got reduced to 700 km, had in spite of that transferred its geographical 
centre from the eastern slopes of the external Carpathian curve to the point by Rych
tafov, Vyskov district, in the Central Moravia. 

The system of Soviet type was imposed to the Czechoslovak state from without, and 
in addition, it was a system derived from specifically Russian conditions and traditions 
and grafted by force to a society with absolutely different culture and traditions. From 
the geographical point of view, there had arisen a paradoxa 1 situation when maybe for 
the first time in the modern history, the periphery of the Soviet empire was considering 
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its centre not only as an aggressor, but in the same time as being from the cultural point 
of view totally strange and on a lower level. Nevertheless the forced incorporation of 
Czechoslovakia into the Eastern bloc had fatal consequences for the cultural, religious 
and economic future of the state. This proces might be pertinently characterized by 
quantitative data about a heavy denaturation of all the environmental components and by 
its consequences on the life of the local population. 

In the fifty year period, European bipolarity stressed basic characters accompanying 
the geopolitical development of the Czech state since its most ancient history. It is a 
marked development duality between authoritarianism and democracy, between West and 
East. Another trait is the political discontinuity of the geopolitical development which 
had been always dependent on the political orientation and interests of powers in the 
Central-European region. 

If the first great "geopolitica I big bang" of the 20th century was the break-up of the 
Austrian-Hlmgarian monarchy, at least the same importance had the disintegration of 
the Soviet empire on the beginning of the nineties. Transfonnations on the political map 
of Europe going on during this last decade, are, by their extent and significance, compa
rable to transfonnations going on in 1918 and in 1945. The end of the artificial division 
of our continent does not mean that some old frontiers might not be restituted again or 
some new ones might not appear. Central-European states, and naturally also the Czech 
Republic, have got rid of the Soviet supremacy, but up to now, they are tmable and non 
prepared to join the European Union. In this process between efforts and possibilities of 
integration, a new fonn of Czech state, probably exposure for the 21 st century, is begin-

• 1 
.,,2 
:::=~3 

Fig. 2 - Main traits of the geopolitical and geoeconomic structure of Europe. I - agglomerations with 
more than one million of inhabitants, 2 - main geopolitical axis, 3 - secondary geopolitical axis, 4 -
main geoeconomic axis, 5 - possible secondary geoeconomic axis. (P. Dostal, M. Hampl, 1992.) 
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ning to crystallize. The Central-European states are becoming at the end of century a 
sort of geopolitical laboratory, where parallel dying away of both concurrent alliances 
may be observed. 

Disintegration of the Czechoslovak federation (January 1, 1993), which is a sensitive 
part of today's European geopolitical motion and agitation, had returned the Czech state 
on the political card of Europe. Debates and controversies about causes and consequences 
of this disintegration will undoubtedly continue. It can be considered as paradoxal that 
both su~cessing states have the same aim, reunification, but within the European Union. 
The gecigi'liphical centre of the Czech state moved westwards and is now situated in 
Central Bohemia, north-westwards from Ledec nad Sazavou, in the cadaster of Cihos!. 
This quantitative index is showing the shift of the Republic towards West. 

The territorial basis of the Czech Republic is even in the end of century in a region, 
considered as especially exposed from the point of view of European continent. Besides 
the geoeconomic and the geopolitical axes running from South-East England to North
ern Italy and having a very ancient basis in the development of Europe, some authors (for 
instance flampl, Dostal, 1992) mention another European development axis. Its course is 
orientated from Copenhagen via Berlin, Prague, Vienna and Budapest. This axis could 
become a good basis for reconstruction of a great part of Central and maybe also of 
Eastern Europe. Besides the settlement intensity accompanying this axis, its geopolitical 
and development prerequisites are intensified by the cultural and social level of popula
tion, as well as by its economic, cultural, religious and political tradition. The position 
of the Czech state on this development geoeconomic axis might be understood as an im
portant geopolitical prerequisite for its future development. 
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Shrnuti 

GEOPOUTICKY VYvOJ CESKEHO STA. TV 

Cesky stat patti mezi nejstaIii statni utvary v Evrope, na politicke mape kontinentu figuruje po 
cele tisicileti. Je charakterizovana uzemni z!k1adna, vytvofena tesnym kontaktem mezi Ceskjm 
masivem a Zapadnimi Karpatami. Vyznamnou spojovaci funkci mezi nimi ma povodi Moravy. Tato 
uzemni zakladna ma dobre moznosti komunikace s evropskjmi kulturami, nabo!enskjmi i hos
podai'skymi centry. 
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Ceskj stat byl svou geografickou polohou v cele sve historii pfedmetem aktivniho zajmu nejmoc
nej§ich evropskych statu. lebo statni hranice pfejimaji z vetsi casti hranice stmich statnich utvarU a jen 
z menSi casti byly vytvofeny po prvni svetove vaIce. Vychodni hranice, ktera je rovnez historicky dana, 
je v detailech upfesnovana v soucasne dobe. 

Zflkladni geopoliticke charakteristiky ovlivnovaly vyvoj ceskeho statu v prubehu celych dejin. Ne
obycejne dramaticky se vsak projevily ve 20. stoleti. Prvni moderni ceskoslovenskj stat vznikl rozhod-

. nutim velmoci v roce 1918. Skladal se ze tn nestejnorodych casti, z nicM jen zapadni cast republiky 
fila po tisicileti vlastnim statnim zivotem. Takto vznikly stat nemel (jako jeho pfedchUdce) nadnarodni 
ideologii, ktera by narodnostnim menSinam umoznila identifikovat se v nem. Geopolitickjm parado
xem Ceskoslovenska (projevil se opet vyrazne po roce 1989) je casovy posun mezi pfijetim civilizace, 
politickjch ideji a instituci zapadu a realitou ekonOlnickeho a socialniho rozvoje i etnickou skladbou 
spoleenosti. 

Po druM svetove valce byly staty mezi Nemeckem a Ruskem oddeleny vojenskym, ideologickjm i 
ekonomickjm pfedelem, avsak historicky a kulturne ziistavaly stale "srdcem Evropy". Takto vznikla 
evropska bipolarita dala v padesatilete periode vyniknout zakladnim rysum, ktere vyznacuji vyvoj 
ceskeho statu od jeho nejstarsich dejin. Ide 0 vYraznou vyvojovou dualitu mezi autoritafstvim 
a demokracii, mezi zapadem a vychudem. Druhym rysem je politicka diskontinuita geopolitickeho 
vyvoje, ktery byl vzdy zavisly na politicke orientaci a zajmech velmoci ve stfedoevropske oblasti. 

Staty stfedni Evropy, samozfejme i Ceska republika, se sice zbavily sovetske nadvlady, ale jsou 
zatim neschopne a nepfipravene pfipojit se k Evropske unii. V tomto procesu mezi snahou a momostmi 
k integraci zacina krystalizovat nova geopoliticka poloha ceskeho statu. 

Obr. 1 - Narodnostni mapa stfedni Evropy na zaklade jazykoveho principu (stav v r. 1938). a - statni 
hranice, b - jazykove hranice, c - zapadni hranice nejzazsiho proniknuti Slovanu. lazykove-narodnost
ni oblasti: 1 - nemecka, 2 - nizozetnska, 3 - danska, 4 - svooska, 5 - ceska, 6 - slovenska, 7 - horno
a dolnoluficka, 8 - polska, 9 - ukrajinska, 10 - beloruska, 11 - slovinski!, 12 - chorvatska, 13 - srbska, 
14 - francouzska, 15 - italska, 16 - retoromanska, 17 -litevska, 18 - mad'arska. (Podle V. Krale, 1994.) 

Obr. 2 - H1avni rysy geopoliticke a geoekonomicke struktury Evropy. 1 - milionove aglomerace, 2 -
hlavni geopoliticka osa, 3 - vedlejsi geopoliticka osa, 4 - hlavni geoekonotnicka osa, 5 - potencialni 
sekundarni geoekonOlnicka osa. (P. Dostal, M. Hampl, 1992.) 
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L. J e lee e k : Economic-Political Development and Environmental Changes in Former Czechoslo
vakia 1948-1989. - Sbornik COS, 99,2, pp. 79 - 92 (1994). - This paper outlines the recent state of 
environment in former Czechoslovakia on the background of some historico-geographical features. 
Special attention is devoted to the period 1948-1989. Main trends in unfavorable environmental chang
es, their political, social, and economic causes, connections and consequences are discussed. Some 
possible solution of the recent environmental situation are indicated. 
KEY WORDS: Czechoslovakia - environmental changes - period 1948-1989. 

1. Introduction 

On~ of th~ most polluted ar~a in Europe covers north-western part ofthe Czech Repub
lic, form~r East Germany, and south~rn Poland - see figure No.1. Former Czechoslo
vakia was the largest producer of nitrogen oxides in relation to GNP in the world. As. 
regards sulphur dioxid~, in 1988 it occupied second place after East Germany (State of 
the World, p. 96). Measured by total amolmt of sulphur dioxide emissions, Czechoslo
vakia occupied the 6th place. Out of Western European countries, only Great Britain 
and Spain - with much larger economic bases - were "more ahead" (State of the Envi
ronment...). Deep concern with environmental issues was among motivations which led 
to substantial changes of the social-political system in Central Europe - and to the 
breakup of Communism in the former Soviet Block. 

In this article, which is based on previously published papers (Jelecek 1988, 1993), I 
will attempt to describe the recent state of environment in Czechoslovakia, especially in 
the Czech Republic, and to indicate some causes of its lmfavorable development. 

Table 1 
Main geographical features of Czechoslovakia (1989) 

Area Popul. Popul. % of total terril. 
Country km2 (mil.) density AL ARL F 

(inhab.jkm2) 

Czechoslovakia 127,900 15.6 122 52.7 37.1 36.1 
Czech Republic 78,864 10.4 132 54.5 41.0 33.3 
Slovak Republic 49,036 5.3 108 50.0 30.8 40.5 

Source: Statistickli rocenka CSFR 1992 
Abbrevations: AL = agricultural land; ARL = arable land; F = forests 

On January 1,1993, Czechoslovakia - after almost 75 years of existence - was divided 
to two independent states: Czech Republic (often abbreviated as "CR", or referred to as 
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"Czech Lands", especially in historical context) and Slovak Republic ("SR", or "Slova
kia"). I will examine the territory of Czechoslovakia on whole: this state existed until 
1992 as one political entity and its territory still creates a specific unit due to common 
history of both parts. A short historical introduction is essential; without knowledge of 
this history, contemporary situation can not be thoroughly explained and it would be 
more difficult to forecast future trends. 

2. Some Historico-Geographical Features of the Development of 
Czechoslovakia 

Since the beginning of Industrial Revolution in the first half of the 19th century sub
stantial changes of landscape and environment have been caused by the processes of 
industrialization, urbanization and - as regards agricultural regions - also by agricultur
al revolution. New territorial distribution of industry, population, and transport con
nections emerged during the second half of the 19th century, together with creation of 
basic features of industrial regions and productional agricultural regions. Czech Lands 
ranked among the most industrialized part of the Hapsburg Monarchy. 

These basic features were partly changed due to the new geopolitical and geoeconom
ic position of Czechoslovakia between 1918 and 1938, especially in relation to the 
breakup of the Hapsburg Monarchy and its large and custom-free markets. The role of 
heavy industry was much emphasized and industrialization of Slovakia began. Large
scale extraction of black coal (with major deposits being in northern Moravia) and 
especially of brown coal of relatively poor quality typified that period. This coal has 
low fuel efficiency (about 12.5 MJ per kg) and quite a high content of sulphure (on 
average 1.5 to 2.35 %, but in some localities as much as 8-11 % of sulphur). Rich 
deposits of this coal are fmmd mostly in north-western Bohemia, at the foot of the Ore 
Mountains (Kmsne hory). ' 

In the beginning of the period of industrialization most of industry was concentrated 
in northern Bohemia, close to mountain ranges containing rich sources of water energy 
and timber. From the environmental point of view it is important that new power plants 
were located (and old plants reconstmcted and extended) in early industrial regions 
together with the heavy industry. Czechoslovak economy began to be much dependent 
on the coal industry; on the other hand, light industry gradually lost its former impor
tance. Iron and steel metallurgy, heavy engineering and chemical industry became lead
ing branches. This shift towards heavy industry was accelerated in 1920s and 1930s 
under the threat of Nazi Gennany. A lot of new investments (mostly military produc
tion) wcre geared to central Slovakia, which was originally much an agricultural coun
try. 

After 1948, the large shift of economic stmcture towards heavy industry became 
more pronounced and Icd to a fast and essential restructuring of the entire economy with 
deep social, economic and environmental consequences. The economic stmcture was 
thoroughly transformed in 1950s and 1960s. High demand of natural resources, raw 
materials and energy became the most typical features. It was necessary to import many 
raw materials, mainly from the Soviet Union. The above mentioned character of Czech
oslovak economy was also affected by a relatively low degree of teclmological develop
ment (caused, among others, also by the existence ofthe "Iron Curtain"), and enhanced 
by the high specific consumption of material and energy per one lmit of production and 
by lower quality of products. These circumstances have contributed significantly to 
increased environmental deterioration, especially in 1970s. 
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Table 2 
Development of Czechoslovak economy - basic indicators 1937 (1950) - 1989 (1937 or 1950 = 100) 

Indicator 1937 

Population 117 

Increase of social product I) -
Productional consumption (PC) -
Share of PC on social prod. -
Industrial production 100 

-
Manufacture of: 

means of production 100 
-

consumer goods 100 
-

Increase of output 
energy -
fuels -
black metallurgy -
engineering and metal indo -
chemical,rubber,asbest indo -
glass,china,ceram.ind. -
ready made cloths indo -
textile industry -
foodstuff industry -

Gross agricultuml production 100 
-

Agricultural land 100 
-

Arable land 100 
-

Fertiliser use per hoctar 100 
-

Logging in total 100 
-

I) social product approximately equals GNP 
Source: Statisticka rocenka ... 1991, p. 34-39. 

1950 1960 

100 III 

100 212 
100 217 
47 53 

142 402 
100 282 

146 477 
100 328 
140 328 
100 234 

100 289 
100 222 
100 317 
100 457 
100 424 
100 234 
100 212 
100 191 
100 180 

85 96 
100 113 
97 94 

100 97 
90 92 

100 101 
215 521 
100 242 
118 119 
100 101 

1970 1980 1989 

116 124 125 

351 558 651 
383 610 709 

57 61 63 
719 1249 1551 
505 877 1089 

888 1598 2001 
618 1096 1400 
552 901 1113 
393 642 804 

577 981 1227 
282 481 453 
515 764 828 
973 2013 2893 

1129 2400 3002 
448 796 1050 
342 523 639 
281 445 531 
253 364 414 

117· 143 166 
138 169 196 
92 88 87 
92 91 90 
89 88 87 
98 94 93 

1392 2005 1724 
647 931 801 
146 185 170 
124 157 144 

Table No 2 shows, for instance, the high share of productional consumption in social 
product. Important differences between the rapid growth of output of means of produc
tion and the production of consmner goods, between the sharp increase of energy output 
and metalIurgy on the one side and much slower growth of textile, foodstuff, and glass 
industries on the other side are clerly revealed, too. 

3. Recent State of Environment and Major Trends in between 1948 - 1989 

It is difficult to describe basic trends in environmental changes during the Commu
nist era in Czechoslovakia due to the lack of long-term data. Some information was 
published in English (see references). It was almost impossible to colIect and examine 
reliable long-term data, since many polIutants were not recorded in a systematic way 
and in many cases there are no available data at alI. 

Environmental deterioration in Czechoslovakia has many different faces. The most 
important features are listed as folIows: 
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- airborne pollution, acid rains and forest degradation; 
- pollution of rivers and groundwater pollution and man-induced changes of the natural 

water circulation; 
- pollution of agricultural land (mainly arable land) and consequent degradation; soil erosion; 
- biodiversity threatening and man-induced changes of bio-geochemical circulation; 
- irreversible losses of land due to mining, construction and waste disposal; 
- (last, but not least) negative impacts on the health of population. 

3.1. Air Pollution 

Air pollution has become the greatest environmental issue, especially in the Czech 
Republic. Many related problems are derived from this type of pollution. International 
comparison gives a comprehensive picture. The sulphur dioxide emissions have de
creased in the course of 1980s in almost all European cOlmtries. In western cOlmtries, the 
average decrease in between 1980-1988 was 50 %; in Czechoslovakia, however, only 
9.7 %. Sulphuric emissions have in the same period increased only in former East 
Germany and Poland (23.3 % and 2.0 % respectively). 

Table 3 
Specific emissions of S02 ami NO. in selected countries, period 1980-1987 (in tons/km2) 

S02 Index 
Country 1980 1987 1987/1980 

Czechoslovakia 24.2 22.7 
W. Gennany 12.9 8.2 
E. Gennany 46.3 46.3 
Poland 13.1 14.5 
Hungary 17.6 15.3 
Austria 4.2 1.8 
Belgium 25.8 15.7 
U.K. 19.1 15.0 
U.S.A. 2.5 2.2 

1 = 1983 data; 2 = 1986 data; 3 = unofficial data 
Source: National Report. .. , p. 86. 

94 
64 

100 
111 
87 
43 
61 
79 
88 

NO Index 
1980 

. 
1987 1987/1980 

9.4 8.8 1 94 
12.5 11.7 94 
- 8.8 2 -
- 4.8 3 -
- 3.22 -
2.6 2.6 100 

13.6 12.4 91 
7.8 7.5 96 
2.2 2.11 95 

Most of air pollution in Czechoslovakia was lmtil the end of 1940s confined to min
ing and industrial regions. Since 1950s, however, more and more areas became affect
ed. All forms of pollution showed steady increase until mid 1980s. Only relatively re
cently there has been observed some improvements, as indicated in table No.4. First, 
the long-term increase of airborne pollutants was primarilly caused by extraordinarilly 
high level of SOz emissions which belong among the most poisonous pollutants. There 
has been a sharp mcrease of sulphuric emissions until the end of 1960s. The total amount 
of SO,2 increased in the period 1950-1985 from 900 to 2,783 thousand tons (in 1950-
1970 oy 1,550 thousand tons, 1970-1985 by only ca 330 thousand tons) - see table No 
4. In the year 1989 the total amount of S02 emissions was slightly lower, i. e. 2,563 
thous. tons. (National Report ... , p.84). 

Milder winters, industrial stagnation and governmental environmental schemes con
tributed to a slow decrease of some of the above mentioned features. TIns tendency 
continued after 1989 due to decrease of industrial production approximately by 25 % 
within the period 1989 - 1992, which resulted in first desirable structural changes of 
Czechoslovak economy. In between 1989 and 1992 the coal extraction decreased by ca 
25 % (only 19.5 mil. tons of black coal and 68 mil. tons of brown coal was mined). 
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Table No. 4 shows the recent positive environmental development and much better 
environmental situation in Slovak Republic. 

Table 4 
Specific emissions of main pollutants in Czechoslovakia (tons/km2) in period 1985-1989 (1991) 

Pollutant 
Year Dust S02 NO . CO C.H • 

Czechoslovakia 
1985 10.7 21.8 7.8 9.7 1.5 
1988 9.0 20.9 8.2 8.5 1.6 
1990 7.3 19.1 7.7 10.0 2.4 

Czech Republic 
1985 12.9 27.4 10.1 11.4 1.7 
1987 12.1 27.4 10.4 9.4 1.8 
1989 8.5 25.2 11.7 11.2 2.9 
1991 7.5 22.5 9.2 14.0 2.9 

Slovak Republic 
1985 7.3 12.7 4.0 6.9 1.2 
1987 7.1 12.4 3.9 7.0 1.3 
1989 6.5 1l.5 4.1 11.1 1.4 

Source: National Report, p. 84; Zivotni prostfedi ... , p. 88 (data for CR in 1991). 

Among the most important sources of S02 emissions are power plants and heating 
stations, which mostly burn low-quality brown coal and oil, both with high content of 
sulphur. These sources accOlmt for 75-80 % of S02' Considerable pollution comes from 
local heating, which affects mostly historical town centers, family housing districts and 
villages (7 %). Technological proces..<;es (11 %) and exhaust gases from vehicles (3 %) 
belong also to important sources of pollution (National Report ... ). 

Some positive environmental trends, which occUrred in the second half of 1980s in 
Czechoslovakia, resulted from lower consumption of coal rather than from desulphuri
zation schemes. Originally there was no desulphurization equipment in Czechoslovak 
plants, in the time being, some is being introduced. Such equipment is quite costly, 
accounting for 1/3 - 1/2 of the total price of a power plant, and reduces significantly 
only sulphuric emissions. In most industrial processes, however, desulphurization of 
waste gases is insufficient. Output of sulphuric emissions reaches in industrial regions 
and in some cities and towns extremely high levels. In the year 1990 this was 109.8 tons/ 
km2 in the North Bohemian Region, 16.9 in North Moravian Region, 84.8 tons/km2 in 
Prague and 17.8 in Central Bohemian Region. In South Bohemia region the pollution 
reached only 5.5 tons/km2• (Environmental Year-Book ... ). 

Also in the case of air pollution from NO , the highest levels are fmUld in the North 
Bohemian Region (41 tOn/km2 annually) ana in Prague (79.3). These areas - together 
with the Ostrava region, which is located close to the Polish industrial region Katowice 
- are extremely deteriorated. These regions belong amon~ economically most impor
tant Czechoslovak districts already since the early phase of industrialization. 

What generates important problems in industrial and urban areas is widespread smog. 
Unfavourable landscape morphology sometimes greatly contributes to the presence of 
smog, too. In some parts of Northern Bohemia, for instance, and in the Prague Basin 
(intersected by the deep valley of Vita va River), the daily concentrations of S02"exceed
ed during January 1982 and Febmary 1987 many times the hygienic limits. In me north 
Bohemian town Chomutov sulphuric concentrations exceed maximal limits on average 
120 days a year. 
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The territory of Slovakia is affected by air pollution much less than the Czech Repub
lic, since there are only few coal-fired plants. In 1989, Slovakia produced approximate
ly 27 % of all Czechoslovak electricity. Nevertheless, high concentrations of harmful 
substances were observed, too, particularly in deep and narrow valleys and in basins 
where a substantial part of population - and industry - are concentrated. 

Emissions of solid materials, particularly fly ash and aerosols, increased from 800,000 
tons in 1950 to 1.372 million in 1985. This amount dlen decreased to 991,000 tons 
(1989). Czechoslovakia produced about 7,000 tons of chlorinated fluorocarbons every 
year. With the generated amOlmt of CO - 60 million tons per year - dIe Czechoslova
kia's share on the total volume of globai emissions was about 1.1 %, while dIe share on 
dIe world population was only 0.25 %. 

The high degree of atmospheric pollution was considerably increased by emissions 
transferred from neighbouring cOlmtries, particularly from the former East Germany -
see figure No.1. In Saxony, on the northern slopes of the Ore Mo~tains (KruSne 
hory), there is an extensive brown-coal region which has similar character as the North 
Bohemian Coal Basin. East German brown coal production was in 1980s two times 
higher (about 200 million tons), with significantly high air pollution - see table No.3. 
Similarly dirty industrial region in Polish part of Silesia is separated from the Czech 
territory only by a low mountain range. 52 % of sulphuric emissions in Giant Moun
tains (Krkonose) originated either in Poland or in Germany. However, Czechoslovakia 
was in the same time a significant exporter of industrial emissions; this "export" (trans
ferred by wind and water) was about 20-60 % higher than the "import". Only 
East Germany and Hlmgary "exported" more sulphur to Czechoslovakia than they re
ceived. 

3.2. Surface Water and Groundwater 

Water consumption in Czechoslovakia was extremely high in comparison with an
other countries. A vt:rage specific water consumption ~ the Czech Republic in the year 
1970 was 227 litres/personfday, while in Bavaria only 207litres. Until 1987 this figure 
increased up to 290 litres in the Czech Republic; in the same period in Bavaria there was 
a decrease to 200 litres. The total water consumption i~ dIe Czech Republic increased by 
47 % in between 1960-1985, in the case of groundwater it increased about five times 
during the last 40 years. With respect to the locatj.on of Czech Republic on main European 
watershed, dlese data are warning. 

Serious water pollution on the Czech territory is primarilly caused by leaks from 
plants, agricultural cooperatives (mostly livestock farming), and from hUDlaD settle
ments. The great output of waste water is only partially compensated by the construc
tion of sewage plants; so far, even some bigger towns are not equipped widl dlese 
facilities. Only ca 40 % of waste water in Czechoslovakia w~ purified in a satisfactory 
way. In Prague - city widl population of 1.25 million - out of more than 600 million 
litres of waste water which goes to dle Vltava River every day, only 65 % is dlorougbly 
purified, and 11 % of waste water is not cleaned at all (Levy 1992, p.14). Important 
sources of waste water exist also in agriculture: manure, artificial fertilisers, pesticides 
and soil particles from dle land surface. These add approximately 50 % to water con
tamination. Their impact has increased by about 25 % within the last 10-15 years. 

Water quality deteriorated significantly during the last 50 years. In 1940, for instance, 
87 % of dIe total length of the main Czech river Elbe belonged to the water quality class 
I and II, while in 1980 the same water quality was found in only 3 % of the river course. 
Hence, out of all examined Czech rivers (7,000 km), only 17 % of the totallengdl was in 
dlebest category (I), and 26 % in the worst category (IV). There are considerable prob
lems with the quality of drinking water, both from surface and ground sources. The 
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average content of nitrates in groundwater has increased between 1960 and 1980 ap
proximately four times in urban areas and more than two times in the countryside. 

Giant water reservoirs have often negative impacts on local and regional scale and 
affect ecological systems. The cascade of three dams Nove Mlyny in south Moravia 
which caused much damage in valuable mead forests is a typical example. In Slovakia, 
the water reservoir GabCikovo (with important hydroenergetic complex) threatens ex
tensive area with pure groundwater. 

3.3. Forests 

The extent of forests in Czechoslovakia has increased since 1947 by 8 %, mainly due 
to afforestation. Both economic and political reasons played role (decrease of agricul
ture land and depopulation in previously German-settled areas). The most serious envi
ronmental problems are: 
1) decrease of diversity of species; 
2) acidification and poisoning of forests soils and forest damage. 

Most of Czech forests are typical secondary forests which have been continuously 
planted since the 19th century. About 80 % of forests in the Czech Republic are conifer
ous forests; in Slovakia only 42 %. The share of spmce (which was already in the 19th 
cennrry considered tbe economically most important tree) rose from 27 % (1950) to 
50 % in the period in 1980s. Such forests are quite vulnerable to acid rain, storms and 
insecticides. The pH level should reach at least 4.2, but in some mOlmtainous areas (e.g. 
Ore MOlmtains, Jizera MOlmtains, etc.) it is only 2.2. Forest soils in these areas must be 
supplied with CaC03, which is mostly done from planes. In 1982, 52.1 % of Czechoslo
vak forests was significantly damaged (in the Czech Republic 55.7 % and in Slovakia 
49 %; Kopacka 1988, p. 338). According to a survey carried out by the UN Economic 
Commission for Europe in 1988 as much as 70.5 % of Czechoslovak forests were dam
aged, and of these 5.4 % were already dead (State of the Environment, p. 36). Out of 
European countries, the share of affected forests was higher only in Poland (79 %). For
est deterioration is at the lowest level in France (21 %), probably because of the high 
share of nuclear energy on the total energy output - see table No.8. On the contrary, 
Poland has no nuclear power plants at all. 

Forests are also seriously endangered by various insects, because trees became due to 
the pollution weaker and less resistant. In some regions forests are in disasterous condi
tions: Jizera Mountains are the most striking example. So called "mountain grassland" 
without any green trees is widely fOlmd there. 

The state of forests has been worsened by massive-scale logging. In 1950 the output 
was 12.4 million m3 of timber and in 1985 it reached maximal level - 19.7 million m3 

(increase by 230 % in the Czech Republic and by 73 % in Slovakia - see table No.2). This 
timber was partly exported abroad, even to cOlmtries witlI rich timber resources. 

Eight Nationals parks existed in Czechoslovakia in 1991, with a total area of3,108 km2• 

Ironically, the oldest National park in the Czech Republic - Giant Mountains (Krko
nose) - is now much damaged by atmospheric pollution and forests in altitudes over 
800 m are practically destroyed. 

3.4. Other Environmental Changes (Selection) 

Due to limited space only selected environmental problems will be discussed in this 
chapter. Collectivization of agriculture brought the inevitable integration of holdings, 
reduced balks and extent of field roads. In 1948 there had been about 1.5 million of 
farms in Czechoslovakia, with average size 5-10 hectares. In 1986 there were only 
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1,644 agricultural cooperatives with average size 2, 500 hectares and 253 state fanns 
(located mainly in border regions with infertile soils) with average size 6,000 hectares 
(State of the Environment). 

Introducing of large-scale agricultural machinery led to creation of very large fields 
which are in many regions neither ecologically, nor economically advantageous. The 
average size of land plots in Czechoslovakia was only 0.23 hectares in 1948. Until 1979 
the same figure rose to approximately 10-15 ha, and in plains and fertile regions existed 
100-200 hectares fields. Such giant units often did not correspond with geomorpholog
ical character of the Czech landscape and were ecologically unfavorable. 

The abolishment of balks considerably decreased their positive function in the land
scape, and also increased the threat of erosion. Economic losses through erosion were 
on the entire Czechoslovak area estimated at 2-3 billions Crowns per year (estimate 
from early 1980s). The annual soil removal reached 2 millions tons. 

In 1989 the average fertiliser use per 1 hectare of agricuIturalland was in Czechoslo
vakia 235.5 kg, in West Germany 257.7 kg, in East Germany 292.0 kg, in Poland 192.6 kg, 
in Hlmgary 225.2 kg, and in Austria 91.5 kg. In Belgium this amount was 275.9 kg, in 
the Netherlands 300.7 kg, in France 193.5 kg, in U.K.130.3 kg, and in the U.S.A. only 
41.2 kg (Statisticka rocenka, p. 683). 

Open-cast mining significantly altered the physical appearance of landscape. The 
bottom of one of open mines near tlle town Most is below the sea level; an artificial 
cryptodepression was created. Most coal-fired plants were also located in northern Bo
hemia and the same was with heavy machinery and chemical plants. A "moon-like land
scape" is found in many places. 

Almost all residential areas face waste disposal problems. Teclmology of recycling or 
reusing of waste materials is not enough developed. Out of tile total volume of solid 
industrial waste only about 38 % is re-used, the rest being stored at dumps. The share of 
recycled materials is quite low, especially in the case of Czechoslovakia, which had very 
poor mineral resources. 

4. Main Causes of Environment Deterioration 

The degree of environmental deterioration in fonner Czechoslovakia, especially in 
the Czech republic, is really threatening. 

Main reasons, which led to current environmental situation, may be indicated as 
follows: 
1) Fonner political system; 
2) Historical and geographical heritage; 
3) Internal economical relations (modes of production). 

4.1. Political System 

Communist system could not survive due to two basic facts: it did 110t allow political 
plurality (similarly to nature, which needs biodiversity to survive) and was not economy 
viable. 

Communist and capitalist systems differed not only in attitude towards ownership 
and in economic relations, but also in tlle way of GNP distribution and consumption. 
Political strategies aimed to maintaining of "social peace", to provide all people witil 
certain income, the policy of zero unemploynment (everybody was legally forced to 
work), absolutely free of charge health care, welfare system which compensated for tile 
lack of some civil rights and liberties - all this was a very expensive policy. The exist
ence of non-efficient plants, factories, agricultural enterprises and cooperatives, which 
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produced non-competitive goods, did not generate any structural changes in industry 
and the whole economy. This situation required more financial subsidies than it was 
economically viable. Huge financial sources were extracted from GNP and therefore 
could not be invested into much needed teclmological development. It was a short
sighted strategy. In short perspective, the system worked. In longer perspective, howev
er, the final result was negative. In comparison with developed cOlmtries, however, the 
"wealth of nation" or GNP was relatively decreasing. 

Capitalist system in developed countries underwent a very different development. 
Only economically profitable enterprises could sllrvive under the capitalist system (at 
the cost of lmemployment, and sometimes weaker welfare system). A larger amount of 
profit could have been invested into technological improvements, structural changes, 
etc. In the longer perspective this has resulted into the increase of GNP and "wealth of 
nation". Capitalist system produces more profit, part of which may be used also for 
ecological investments. 

The recent state of environment in the Czech Republic does not correspond with the 
promises and proclamations made by the Communist regime. Let us now examine some 
other reasons which led to the current state. 

4.2. Historical ancl Economical Reasons 

Until 1948 Czechoslova kia consisted of two parts. Each of them had undergone a 
very different development. The western part, which became recently the independent 

~ > 15 1J9 

~ 10-15 1J9 

~ 7-10 1J9 

u.L] 4-71J9 

o 2,5-41J9 

~ S02 transboundary transfers 
over 40 tho t/year. 

Fig. 1 - Air pollution in Europe 1988. Estimation of average annual concentration of S<1JI)- mg.m-1• 

(From Stulc, M., Gatz, A., 1994: Krajina a Zivotni prostfedi pohledem geografie. Praha, ebU.) 
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Czech Republic, was relatively developed; the eastern part, Slovakia, was underdevel
oped. Since 1945, Czechoslovak governments aimed to fully industrialize Slovakia and 
to reduce economic and social inequalities. This aim was fulfilled. Unfortunately, in
dustrialization - which involved transformation of agricultural countries and regions 
into industrialized ones - took in Czechoslovakia a special form of so called "socialist 
industrialization." This was based on the nationalization of private ownership, which 
was largely transferred into socialist or "collective" enterprises. Concepts of central 
planning were introduced in all economic sectors; stress was put on the development of 
heavy industry. 

This form of industrialization was connected with very intensive exploitation of all 
available human and natural sources and increased the self-sufficiency in the field of 
energy supply. Power supply was historically based on exploitation of rich domestic 
coal deposits. Most investments were allocated to heavy industry, which generated a 
rapid increase of resource demand, high specific consumption per unit of production 
and technological backwardness behind developed countries. This basic structure was 
much influenced by exploitation of energy sources, which was characterized by a high 
share of low quality brown coal, which was - and still is - burned in power plants. 
Productional consumption, i.e. the part of GNP re-invested into manufacturing of means 
of production, multiplied 7 times between 1950 and 1989 and its share on the social 
product (social product approximately equals GDP) output increased from 47 % to 63 % 
(see Table 2). Thus, almost two thirds of the total production was consumed by itself. 

High consumption of electrical energy and the ways of its production belong among 
main causes of the bad environmental situation in Czechoslovakia - see tables No.5 
and 6. Metallurgy was the biggest consmner of electric energy (20 %). Due to intensive 
development ofteclmologies, which required huge amounts of energy, within last twen
ty years, the second most demanding branch was chemical industry (18 %), followed by 
heavy machinery (13 %), fuel production (11 %) and energy production (10 % I). Indus
trial branches, which directly generate power, consmned more than one fiftll of all elec
trical energy in Czechoslovakia. (Zivotni prostredi, s. 41). 

Czechoslovak economy was geared towards increase of production at any price, re
gardless of the quality and competitive power of products, energy consumption or envi
ronmental effects. The output of production per capita was taken as an evidence of 
prosperity and social development. Negative environmental effects of economic activi
ties were generally ignored, and active environmental management practically did not 
exist. There were no ecological strategies neither in the framework of economic deci
sion-makers, nor in the teclmological sphere. Introduction of cost-based prices did not 
respect the non-renewable character of most natural resources and did not include eco
logical losses. 

The European Community produced in 1980s on average 485 kg of steel per capita per 
year, while in Czechoslovakia the same figure was 971 kg. In developed capitalist coun
tries, the amolmt of energy per 1 USD of GNP was 8-20 MJ, in Czechoslovakia 20 MJ. 

Table 5 
Energetic and material consumption per 1,000 USD of GDP (1985) 

Unit Czechoslovakia Average DCC 

Primary energy consumption (OJ) 19.9 12.2 
Steel (kg) 77.1 29.0 
Cement (kg) 72.0 86.0 
Railways transp. volume (tons/ktn) 1,015.6 179.9 

Source: Zivotni prostfedi Ceske repubJiky. Vyvoj ... , p.117. DCC = developed comparable countries: 
Austria, Switzerland, Belgium, the Netherlands, Finland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden. 
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Expensive way of economic development and high levels of energy production are 
clearly demonstrated by the following comparison: 

Table 6 
Output of coal and electrical energy per capita (1989) 

Country 

Czechoslovakia 
West Gennany 
East Gennany 
Austria 
Poland 
Hungary 
the Netherlands 
Belgium 
France 
U.K. 
U.S.A. 

Coal '(kg) 

7,630 
3,025 

18,103 
294 

6,590 
1,893 

190 
204 

1,753 
3,556 

Source: Statisticka rocenka ... 1991, p.661-3 
, = black and brown coal 

Electricity (kWh) 

5,704 
7,112 
5,472 
6,584 
3,843 
2,797 
4,926 
6,796 
7,277 
5,472 

11,888 

Since the starting phase of the Industrial Revolution, coal extraction gradually adopt
ed a decisive role and belonged among relatively progressive and stabilizing economical 
indicators lUltil 1970s. In 1870, the output of brown coal was only 1.8 mil. tons, in 1900 
17.6 mil. tons. About the same amOlmt was extracted in 1937. As regards black coal, 
figures are as follows: 3.9 mil. tons in 1870,9.7 mil. t. in 1900, and 16.7 mil. t. in 1937. 
Coal extraction has much increased after 1945. Since 1955, the output of brown coal 
rose from 40.8 million tons to 90.9 million tons (1989). 96% ofthis amolUlt was extract
ed on the territory of the Czech Republic. The output of black coal increased in between 
1955-1989 from 20.6 to 25.1 million tons and was confined only to the Czech territory. 
(Statisticlci rocenka). . 

Under the above mentioned economic conditions it was difficult to start reasonable 
environmental programmes or ecological investments aimed at technological and envi
ronmental improvements. Economic losses due to environmental deterioration were es
timated to reach 5-7 % of GNP during 1980s, i.e. approximately 28-39 billions of 
Czech Crowns per year. Some damages, however, can not be valued only in tenns of 
money. The state budget in the period 1986-1990 allocated on average only 3.5 mId. 
Crowns per year to ecological investments. This SlUn covered just 9-12 % of losses in 
the period 1985-1990. (Kopacka 1988, p. 331). Small increase of ecological invest
ments in the second half of the 1980s was connected with the governmental Environ
mental Programme, which was approved in 1985. Still, such increase was insufficient. 

Table 7 
Structural development of primary energy sources in Czechoslovakia 1965-1989 (in %) 

1965 1975 1980 1989 

Coal 82.9 66.4 65.7 57.1 
Natural gas 1.5 5.5 6.0 13.0 
Crude oil 11.7 24.3 25.1 20.2 
Other 3.9 3.8 3.2 9.7 

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: Zivotni prostredi..., p. 120. 
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The periodization of economic development in Czechoslovakia in between 1948-
1989 with respect to development of the ecological situation and to environmental pro
tection can be characterized as follows: 

Period 1948-1960: rapid extensive economic development based on large invest
ments and restructuring of economy; first environmental problems emerged, but only 
limited action to solve them was taken. 

Period 1960-1970: economic crisis 1962-1964, in the second half of 1960s a modest 
economical revival, attempt to introduce economic reforms in 1968. First signs of serious 
environmental degradation, yet still mostly of local extent. Large-scale water pollution. 
First, yet inconsistent attempts to solve environmental problems. First voluntary envi
ronmental organizations established. 

Period 1971-1989: economic slow-down and exploitation of all available natural 
resources (mainly in 1970s). Extensive degradation of the environment. Efforts to main
tain the achieved standard of living at the expense of environmental deterioration. In the 
second half of 1980s first legal attempts to solve environmental problems. Signs of mod
est improvements in selected fields (mainly due to decrease of coal extraction). At
tempts to intensify economy, but technological improvements remained scarce (Com
pare similarly Zivotni prostredi, 9-10). 

5. Conclusion: Possible Solutions 

The share of environmentally oriented investments in Czech economy still remains 
low. There has been some recent increase: 1.47 % per year in the period 1971-1975 and 
about 2.0 % in between 1986-1990. In developed countries, however, the same figure 
varies within the range 5-10 %. It is very important to improve what has been spoilt; 
equally important is to increase the economic efficiency. Not only coal, but also other 
energetic sources such as natural gas and crude oil belong among non-renewable ele
ments and their deposits are limited. The costly transformation of Czech energetic basis 
(reduction of coal-fired plants and increase of natural gas and crude oil) is not. a long
tenn solution. A possible alternative might be the search for new sources of energy. A 
very small step has already been done by introducing of nuclear plants. Deposits of 
uranium ore, however, are limited, too. Can man rely on energy from thermonuclear 
fusion in future? And what about solar energy, which seems to be so promising and 
which has no limits? Teclmological improvements and economic restructuring should 
decrease energy demand, too. This could be an elegant solution - yet very expensive. 
The environmentally most sensitive energy is that energy, which has not been generat
ed. Czech Republic and Slovakia have following possibilities how to improve their 
environmental situation: 

1. to modernize teclmological processes in all branches of economy and to launch 
economic restructuring aimed at reduction of energy consumption; 2. to decrease the 
output of brown coal and power generation in coal-fired plants; 3. to replace coal-fired 
plants with nuclear power plants (Temelin); in Slovakia it is essential to put into opera
tion tile Gabcikovo hydroenergetic plant and tile nuclear power plant Mochovce. 4. to 
support nlilway transport instead of road transport, including the complete electrifica
tion of railway tracks. 

The strongest objections against the Temelin nuclear plant come from Austria, which 
produces about two thirds of electrical energy in hydroenergetic plants, while Czech 
Republic much relies on thermal (mostly coal-fired) plants - see table No.8. Which 
country is more polluted? On tile other hand, the negative Hlmgarian attitude towards 
the GabCikovo-Nagymaros hydroenergetic system does not correspond witll the high 
share of "dirty energy" generated in Hungary. 
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Table 8 
The share of thennal, hydroenergetic, and nuclear power plants 
(measured by total capacity of turbines, in %) - 1989 

Country 

Czechoslovakia 
West Gennany 
East Gennany 
Poland 
Hungary 
Austria 
Belgium 
the Netherlands 
France 
U.K.! 
U.S.A. 

Thennal 

68.6 
68.0 
78.2 
89.7 
74.9 
31.3 
46.6 
96.7 
21.7 
83.0 
71.9 

Source: Statisticka rocenka .... 1991, p. 662 
! 1988 

Plants 
Hydroenergetic 

14.2 
6.8 
7.3 
6.2 
0.7 

56.9 
9.1 
0.1 

23.8 
6.0 

13.2 

Nuclear 

16.2 
22.5 

7.3 

24.3 

35.7 
2.9 

50.3 
11.0 
14.3 

This article outlined some basic features. Much more remains to be done: changes in 
the legal system, more pronounced international cooperation, and ecological education 
in order to change the general system of values. 
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Shrnuti 

HOSPODARsKO-POLITICKY VYVOJ A ZMENY ZIVOTNiHO PROSTREDi 
CESKOSLOVENSKA V LETECH 1948 - 1989 

Cliinek nastiftuje na pozadi nekterych h1ubSfch historicko-geografickjch korenu vyvoje Ceskoslo
venska v obdobi 1948 - 1989 (cast 2) charakter soucasneho stavu jeho Zivotniho prostfedi, a to pfedevsim 
v Ceske republice (3). Charakterizuje h1avni trendy negativnich zmen Zivotniho prostfedi (zneeisteni 
vzduchu, vodnich zdroju, stav lesu atd.) v jejich srovniini se stfedoevropskjmi a nekterymi dalsimi 
vyspelYrni st<ity. V dalsim vykladu se autor snaZi nalezt nektere politicke, sociiilni a pfedevsim eko
nornicke pficiny tohoto vyvoje (4). Mezi ne zafazuje jak systemove vady rezimu, vliidnouciho ve sle
dovanem obdobi, ktere spoeivaly v neexistenci diversity jeho politickeho systemu, tak nevykonne hos
podiitstvi.jehoz rozvoj byl zalozen na extenzivnim cerpiini pfirodnich a spolecenskjch zdroju. Pficiny 
nepfizniveho stavu naseho zivotniho prostfedi nalezii take v sirSich ekonomickjch a politickych sou
vislostech tzv. socialisticke industrializace a jeji energeticke niirocnosti. i v neschopnosti a nemoznosti 
nastoupit cestu strukturiilnich premen ekonomiky a jeji "ekologizace". I v teto casti se vychiizi take 
z meziniirodniho srovniini. V ziiveru 4. ciisti je niivrh periodizace "hospodiifsko-ekologickeho" vyvoje 
Ceskoslovenska a ochrany jeho zivotniho prostredi. V posledni casti jsou naznacena nekteni moznii 
vychodiska z nasi soucasne ekologicke situace. 

Obr. I - PrUmerne rocni koncentrace imisi S02 a jejich dalkove prenosy v Evrope (stav v r. 1988). 
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ANTON1N aOTZ 

REGIONAL DIFFERENCES IN TRANSFORMATION OF CZECH 
AGRICULTURE AFTER 1989 

A. a II t Z : Regional Differences in Transformation of Czech Agriculture after 1989. - Sbornik cas, 
99,2, pp. 93 - 100 (1994). - Two main traits characterize the Czech agriculture after 1989: decrease of 
agricultural production connected with the fact that a half of active population has left agriculture and 
then transfonnation of holder relations with view to property restitution to persot\s dUll lost lands and 
property in the years of collectivization. The article dea\s with regional differences iJt the process of 
both phenomena and tries to explain them. 
KEY WORDS: transformation of Czech agriculture - development of agricultural production in the 
Czech Republic - privatization of the Czech agriculture. 

1.Introduction 

The year 1989 was a turning point which in the modem history has for the Czech 
agriculture by its importance no analogy since the time when serfdom has been abol
ished in the past century. Transformations are going on both in property relations and in 
agricultural production. 

Up to 1989, the former Czechoslovakia was a country with the most socialist agricul
ture in Central Europe. In the Czech republic, state and cooperative farms worked on 
3,166 thousand of hectares, that is 98.4 % of arable land (the total being 3,219 thousand 
hectares). In the same time, ploughing away of balks and further putting together of 
plots caused that the area of individual plots overpassed 1 sq. km which menaced the 
arable layer by erosion. Barns for cattle assembled some 200 heads in average. 

Although crop and cattle yields went growing, they did not usually reach the level of 
developed countries. Besides traditionally exported products, a more important success 
was reached only in growing rape and in breeding poultry. 

Up to the beginning of nineties, Czech farmers were stimulated by the state to pro
duce more and more in all regions and that in spite of the fact that the former Czechoslo
vakia was self-sufficient in all basic aliments and agricultural products that can be pro
duced in temperate zone, with the exception of sheep wool, sea fish and some compo
nents for fodder mixtures. The state planned large exportations to East Europe, mainly 
to the former Soviet Union. Czechoslovakia was loosing its positions in the traditional 
export commodities as hop, malt, beer, sugar, and sugar exportations, once very impor-
tant, had practically ceased. . 

2. Agricultural productior 

The law protecting agricultural land was very strict and II was practically impossible 
to use agricultural, and especially arable land, for other than agricultural purposes. The 
state stimulated also fanning under bad natural conditions (higher altitude, slopy plots, 
infertile soils, regions affected by emission of noxious substances, water protection re-
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gions, etc.) by providing differential contributions. The state added, to the market pro
duction of agricultural enterprises, a bonus growing prCD,pOrtionally to the disfavourable 
conditions, that in the worst regions reached as much as 94 Kes per 100 Kes of market 
production, in Slovakia even 111 Kes. If then farmers sold cereals for 100 thousand Kes 
(all the cereals were bought by the state), they obtained in the regions with the worst 
conditions other 94 thousand Kes from the state because of this differential bonus. Only 
these bonuses represented annually 8 milliards of subventions. The total annual subven
tions directed towards the agricultural and alimentary production reached before 1989 
about 80 milliards of Kes. In the same time, the rough agricultural production without 
subventions was in the whole Czechoslovakia about 120 milliards of Kes. Although the 
agriculture was based on large scale production forms (collectivized farms of kolkhoz 
and sovkhoz type with 5,000 ha of agricultural lands in average), the productivity of 
laboW' and the rentability of production in the agriculture were relatively low. It was 
due to the fact that too many people were active in agriculture. Although "collectiviza
tion of production relations" was practiced in the fifties and many people left agricul
ture for industry, in the eighties, there were always to many people working in agricul
ture. They were many persons employed in the administrative bodies of cooperative and 
state farms (each of these collective farms had its "personal department" with agenda 
covering activities of each worker). Besides, a great nwnber of active population worked 
in repair service of improductive machinery, in storage and processing of agricultural 
products, etc. 

The Czech farmer feeded thus at the end of dghties some 19 inhabitants (100 in 
Britain and 97 in Belgium). At preseot, the munber of people working in agriculture 
decreased to 300 thousand. that is a half of the munber offive years ago, and a further 
reduction up to 250 thousand is planned during the three years to come. It means that 
one fanm:r would feed about 40 inhabitants. In the regional perspective, the decrease 
is adequate to the reduction of the agricultural production. The reduction of the number 
of fanners is the higbest in the western border zone going from Tachov via Ore Moun
tains to Liberec in the North of Bohemia.In Moravia, the reduction of farming popu
lation was very slight, and that not only in lowlands, but also in the mountainous 
region on the border with Slovakia (the Beskids) where private fanners were most 
numerous even before 1989. Unforttmately, population active in agriculture is de
creasing even in Czech lowlands (Elbe and Ohfe Basins) where agriculture should be 
stabilized. 

The transfer of farmers to others sectors should not cause depopulating of villages. 
TIle fact that 300 thousand farmers succeeded to find job outside agriculture is an agre
able surprise. Former farmers represent only 9 % of lUlemployed, which witnesses of 
adaptibility and skill of rural population. 

In the last years, agricultural production is constantly decreasing approximately by 
7 % a year. In spite of that fact, the Czech agricultural production is excessive and every 
year there are surpluses of alimentary products that the exportations are not able to pass 
away, even when the exportations to Western Europe are growing every year. 

A differentiation can be expected in the territorial organization of the Czech agricul
ture. The proper agricultural production will be concentrated, or eventually will in
crease, only in fertile and rentable regions. On the other side, extensifying of submon
tainous regions will continue. Fanners in these regions will be stimulated by a sum of 
4,000 Ke for each hectare transferred from arable land to meadows and pastures if any
way grassland will be maintained on place for seven years. Heards of cattle bred for 
meat and not for milk production should pasture on grassland in mountainous regions. 
In Czecb conditions, sheep breeding did not develop in a larger extent in mountains. 
Wool of races bred in the Czech Republic has a low quality and to be processed, it must 
be mixed with imported wool. 
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The attached map shows the decrease of agricultural production according to dis
tricts in the years 1989 - 1992. In this period, the agriculnlral production in the whole 
state got reduced by 22 % (index 1989 = 100) as shown by the following table. 

Table I: Agricultural production 

Year Gross agricultural 
production 

Total Crop production 

1980 99,448 38,231 
1985 104,282 44,705 
1989 108,633 44,964 
1990 106,143 44,417 
1991 96,683 43,072 
1992 85,008 35,751 
1993 84,297 38,04(> 

Note: I) The two first columns are given in millions of Kc 
2) In constant prices of the year 1989 

Production per I ha of 
agricultural land (in Kc) 

Total Crop production 

21,867 8,851 
24,361 10,443 
25,537 10,506 
25,993 10,459 
22,845 10,177 
20,100 8,453 
19,682 8,883 

The map of development of agricultural production per I ha (detennination of nu
meric interval was not possible, as the so-called constant prices were newly detennined 
in that period) indicates that limitation of production does not develop regionally in the 
expected way. In higher altitudes, as it was already said, the production is supposed to 
decrease because of poor effectiveness of agricultural production after elimination of 
the mentioned "differential subventions". On the contrary, the production should stabi
lize in lowlands and in proximity of big agglomerations. 

Up to now, the reality is nevertheless different and shows the lack of adaptability to 
dIe market demand. The production continues to fall down even in lowlands, as it is 
evident in the Central-Bohemian part of the Elbe Basin or in the southern part of Mora
vian lowland of Ham!. Agricultural production continues to decrease also in the neigh
bourhood of the majority of big cities with the exception of Prague, where farming is 

~1 

CJ 2 

3 

Fig. 1 - Development of agricultural production 1989-1992. I - decrease of production, 2 - stagnation, 
3 - increase of production. 
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however only limited. But in densely populated Nortllern Bohemia, tlle agricultural 
production has fallen the most of the whole state territory even if this region is deficient 
and basic aliments must be imported. 

As to the mountainous regions, the agricultural production has got reduced only in 
the Beskids, but not in the Krkonose, the Sumava and the Jeseniky. The total regional 
imagt' of three year development of agricultural production is confused, larger regions 
of the same trend cannot yet be detennined. 

Interesting is also a comparison of productivity of labour (1992) measured by the 
level of agricultural production per one pennanent worker in agriculture. It was already 
said that it is low in comparison with other countries. It is nevertlleless sensibly growing 
every year and it represents now approximately the double of that before 1989. It is the 
highest in Eastern Bohemia and in Hana Lowland, but low in Western Bohemia, where 
the fanning population is not much numerous but where the agricultural production has 
decreased even more, disproportionally to the decrease of fanning population. 

As far as the production stntcture is concerned, crop production is supposed to deve
lop and cattle breeding is likely to stagnate. Farming near towns was not sufficiently 
developed. Especia lIy North Bohemian towns and the region of Ostrava are lmderdevel
oped in that sense. In mountainous regions, the role of fanning is not to produce but to 
safeguard cultmal state of country landscape. Especially in protected regions, fanners 
have to protect meadows and pastures from timber flying in, from wetting, etc. The 
attached map munber 5 shows differentiation of regions according to presupposed evo
lution of fanning (development regions, stagnation regions and regions of agricultural 
production damping). 

3. Social relations in ag.-iculture 

Before 1989, private fanners were only scarce. They fanned only 1.3 % of arable 
lane\. After forced collectivization in the fifties, private fanners were forced by different 
ways to tranfer their lands, machinery and buildings to state farms of sovkhoz type and 
to cooperatives of kolkhoz type. 

Fig. 2 - Private fanning 1993. One dot = 100 private fanners (30.9.1993). 
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In such coooperatives, they were paid not according to introduced means and capital 
(so il , stables, cattle, machinery) but only for their work. The introduced capital ceased 
to be differentiated in relation to the initial holder. This most rigid collectivization of 
farming has no parallel in other cooperative fonns of fanning . 

The total majority of private famlers worked in disadvantageous mountain regions of 
Slovakia and in North-Moravian mountains of Beskids where the population is, by its 
way of life, mon: tied to near Poland where collecti vization was not practiced. 

In the end of 1993, private fann ers worked already on 17 % of agricultural land. The 
attached map shows the absolute number of private fanners. Regional di fferences in 
private fanning are nevertheless l;v"".IliL:rable and oscilla te, according tv distri cts, from 
pra cti cally zero to 50 % part on agricultural land. They arc more numerous in Bohemia 
than in Mora via which is due to a more rapid process of restitution (handing back of 
property to fonner holders) . There is not much intere:" ". private farming in hilly re
gions and surprisingly al so in some lowlands in Moravian districts with a high fertility 
of soi ls (northum part of Hana and Dyju-Svratka Basin). No si gnifi cant increase is to be 
expectud, espucially when the averagu sizu of pri va te fa nns is very small. In the major
ity of di stri cts, it does not reach 10 ha ,md onl y in the region of Bfeclav (the most 
southel11 lowl<md Moravian di stri ct) it overpasses 30 ha. Responsibles of agri culture 
consid <.: r n<.: vertlwless that viab le fa rms should have at least 50 ha of agricultural land. 

It is probable that most fruq uently, land wi ll be fanned by societi es created by trans
formation by fonner coopurati ve fa nns of Soviut kolkhoz type. The majority of them 
have transfonned into coopurati vus of holders. Those cooperati ves were constituted by 
tra nfer of lands of persons to whom lands and other capital were restituted into trans
fonn <.:d cooperatives. Today, thi s typu of cooperati ves fann 54 % of agricuItura I land. 

Problemati c is transfonnati on of state fa nns of Soviet sovkhoz type. In border re
gions, they represent a grea t part (uvun 90 %) of soils, as under the fonner reg ime 

45 60 65 70 85 93 

Fig. 3 - Restituti on of agricul!urall and and property 1993. Share of persons legally ent itled to regain 
property , to wh om their property has been already passed from cooperatives (in % as to 30.9.1993). 
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Fig. 4 - Transition of social relati on 1993. Share of pri vate fanners amI transfonned agricultural coop
eratives on the agricultural land (in % as to 30.9.1993). 

coopoeratives were not allowed to work on frontiers with Western states. Only state 
f<lrms could be there to maintain, with till: help of rich state subventions, the so-called 
ar<lble line which should unable to cross the state border. State fanns as well will be 
privatized after covering of restitutions by transmitting of soil into holding of tenants 
which will fann it for at least fifteen years. 

By the end of 1993, property settlement of the so-called legitimate persons has been 
done from about 66 %. The attached map indicates regional differences of this settle
ment according to districts. Generally, it is higher in Czech and Moravian lowlands. On 
the contrary, it is low in Czech border regions, especially in Western Bohemia. Property 
settlement is made difficult also in consequence of plot lmifying practiced in the seven
ties: their area reaches 100 ha in lowlands. During this unifying, plot balks were ploughed 
away and for that reason, a new survey is needed to detennine the limits of plots before 
.hey will be handed back. 

4. Conclusion 

Czech agriculture must solve two difficult transfonnations in the same time: the sen
sible decrease of production and of active fanning population simultaneously with trans
formation of social system. Simultaneity of both circlUnstances causes to actual agricul
ture difficulties multiplied by absence of practice with market economy. This is reflect
ed also in regional anomalies, as already mentioned in previous chapters. It seems nev
ertheless that the tendency of development is crossing obstacles towards the supposed 
stability. 
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Fig. 5 - Prognosis of agricul!ural production: I - intensive fanning in future, 2 - stagnation, 3 - exten
sillcation or decrease llf production. 

However, it is in the first place necessary to maintain farming in the Elbe Basin, in 
the neighbourhood of Ostrava and Plzen and in Northern Bohemia at the present level. 
On the contrary, a sensible reduction of production is to be expected in hilly regions, 
including Bohemian-Moravian Uplands. 

In the European context, no more important changes can be expected. Protectionist 
policy which would lmable importations of cheap fruits and some other crops would 
meet obstacles from the part of West-European cOlmtries, as the Czech Republic wants 
to quickly adapt itself to the European Union. On the contrary, an increase of exporta
tions can be reached only by an amelioration of quality of Czech traditional export 
commodities or by gaining new markets in the East. 
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Shrnuti 

DZEMNf RozofL Y V TRANSFORMACI CESKEHO ZEMEDELSTVf PO ROCE 1989 

Ch'mek uvadi zmeny, ktere nastaiy v ceskem zemedelstvi po roce 1989 jak z hlediska vyvoje zemedel
ske vyroby, tak i z hlediska spoieeenskjch vztahu. 

Zem&leJska vyroba rok od roku kiesa, protoze je CR ve vetsine zemedeiskjch vyrobkU pfebytkova 
a dfivejsi hiavni odbytiste se nachazeji v piatebni neschopnosti. Na pfipojene mare je znazomen vyvoj 
produkce v letech 1989 - 1993. Pfestoze se pfedpokiada snizeni vyroby hlavne v podhorskych oblast
ech, zatimni vyvoj tomu nasvedcuje jen castecne. Vyroba ldesa i v nekterych niZinach (Polabi) 
a naopak, v mnoha vyse polozenych uzemich se udnuje na stejne vysi. Zemedelstvi dosud opustila 
polovina ekonomicky aktivniho obyvatelstva ze stavu v roce 1990. 

Jeste v roce 1989 hospOOafili soukromi rolnici jen na 1,3 % orne pUdy, v soucasnosti asi na jeji 
sestine. Jejich pocet je nejvyssi v Polabi a pahorkatine na sever 00 Bma. Kupodivu malo je jich na Hane 
a take v zapadnich a jiznich CechBch. NejrozSifenejsi formou zemedelskeho podnikani zfejme zustanou 
transformovana druZstva, hospodafici na vice nez polovine zemedelske pudy. Ve vsech okresech tvofi 
zemedelska druzstva vlastnikU pUdy nejmene polovinu transformovanych objektu byvalych JZO; nej
vice je jich v okoli Plzne. 

Nebyt nepfiznive situace v transformaci statnich statkU, byl by proces transfonnace zemedelstvi 
temer dokoncen. Na pfipojene mape je vyjadfen podil soukromych rolnikU a transformovanych druZstev 
na zemedelske pilde. Tento podil pfekracuje polovinu pUdy ve vsech okresech krome zapadniho cipu 
Cech, oblasti Jeseniku, okoli Prahy a individualne dalsich ctye okresu. Naopak, alesyon z 80 % je 
transfonnace provedena na vetsine plochy jiznich Cech, date v severni casti Polabi, na Ceskomoravske 
vrchovine a na Hane. 

Soubeh dvou nepfiznivych okolnosti, a to nutnosti rapidne snint zemedelskou vyrobu a pocet zemedeJ
sky aktivniho obyvatelstva a pfitom se vyrovnat s majetkopravnimi otazkami ddby pUdy, zpusobil 
v zemedelstvi fadu potiii, zvlaste v regionatnim pohledu. NejhorSi situace je zfejme prekonana, ale 
i v budoucnu bude zemedelstvi druhoradym hospOOarskjm odvetvim. 

Obr. 1 - Vyvoj zemedelske produkce 1989 - 1992: 1 - pokies produkce, 2 - stagnace, 3 - vzrUst 
produkce. 
Obr. 2 - PaCet soukromych zemedeJc1i k 30.9.1993. 1 krouZek = 100 soukrome hospodaficich' rolnik1i. 
Obr. 3 - Restituce zemedelske pUdy a majetku. PooH opravnen¥ch osob,jejichz majetek byl jiz pfedan 
z druZstev (v % k 30.9.1993). 
Obr. 4 - Zmeny socililnich vztah1i. PodH soukromych zemedeJc1i a transfonnovanych druistev na 
zemedelske pUde (v % k 30.9.1993). 
Obr. 5 - Progn6za zemedeIske VYroby. 1 - intenzivni zemedelstvi v budoucnu, 2 - stagnace, 3 - extecr 
zifikace nebo poldes VYroby. 
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ZDENEK PAvLiK 

POPULATION TRENDS ON THE TERRITORY 
OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC 

Z . P a v I i k : Population Trends on the Territory of the Czech Republic. - Sbornik COS, 99,2, pp. 
101 - 110 (1994). - The process of demographic revolution had specific features on the territory of the 
Czech Republic. It started in the first half of the 19th century and ended between Two World Wars. The 
course of this process corresponded with the geographical position of Czech Lands in Europe. The 
demographic situation after the World War II was affected unfavourably by the political appurtenance 
of fonner Czechoslovakia to the Soviet block, especially in the field of mortality. 
KEY WORDS: Czech Republic - population - population trends - demographic revolution. 

In pt!riods of great political and social changes which started in Europe since the 19th 
century the population trends can serve as one of their indicators. In the background of 
changes in the demographic reproduction there is a large and manysided process con
nt!cted with the last stadhun of civilization; it is often named as modernization or global 
revolution of modern time. While the first concept understands modernization as an 
uncomplete and continuos process (in spitt! of the fact that one speaks sometimes about 
post-modernism), the global revolution has been conceived as a historical process with 
mort! or kss precisely specified beginning and end. In both cases, however, we see this 
process as a very compkx one which consits of many partial processes mutually interre
lated and conditioned. Many questions remain here for further research and many are 
not satisfactorily answered. What kind of impulses kd e.g. to the transition from ante
modt!rn societies towards modernization and why this process started in Europe? 

In connt!ction with the demographic reproduction, the centre of our interest will be 
the demographic revolution as a part of the global revolution. The internal conditioning 
of the dt!mographic reproduction leads to the steady repetition of its character; only 
flmdamt!ntal changes in its economic, social, geographic and ecologic environment caused 
revolutionary changes in the character of demographic reproduction, sometimes named 
less tellingly as the demographic transition. At the end of demographic revolution the 
demographic reproduction stabilizes again on the qualitatively new level. Also funda
mental changes in other processes with people can be qualified as revolutions - urban
ization, t!xtensive migration, the rise of mega-cities and large urban agglomerations, 
industrialization and many others as partial processes of the global revolution of mod
ern time. 

The origin of global revolution can be looked for in the European Renaissance and in 
the break-up of feudalism, followed by the Enlightenment with its tendency toward 
individualism, an emphasis on tht! idt!a of lmiversallnunan progress and the free use of 
reason, and by the National Revival. All these are very complicated processes to be 
grasped in their complexity. However, it is possible to discern and document the ad
vance of them in Europe from the North-West to the East-South. If we understand the 
meaning of demographic changes, demographic data can substitute information about 
more complex social and economic processes. 
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Position of the Czech Lands in the process of demographic revolution 

Demographic revolution has been usually characterized by the dramatic decrease of 
mortality and fertility levels; it has, however, much profound content than that: it signi
fies the revolutionary changes in the reproductive behaviour of people which have nev
er occured in the past and will not be repeated in the future. The extensive character of 
demographic reproduction changed into the intesive one. Demographic data can indi
cate only the beginning and the end of this process. Therefore crude rates are sufficient 
for the tirst look: the crude death rate decreased from levels over 30 per thousand to less 
than 15, and the crude birth rate from over 40 to less than 20 per thousand. 

The above mentioned situation is well documented by data collected in tables 1 and 
2. France and Sweden represent countries with the early start of the demographic revo
lution, Czech Lands (since January 1st, 1993, the Czech Republic) arc in the middle of 
this process in Europe, and Hungary, Poland and Romania form the end of the row. 
There are many specific features which stir up our interest. The mortality situation has 
been slightly better in Sweden than in France during the whole 19th century. However, 
the birth control started clearly in France already in 18th century. The end of demo
graphic revolution can be put in-between Two World Wars for France, Sweden and 
Czech Lands, and only after the World War II for Hungary, Poland and Romania. The 
rather small difference between mortality and fertility levels in France indicates a small 
population growth during this process (the French type of demographic revolution) in 
comparison with Sweden with a cosiderable population growth (the English type of 
demographic revolution). Czech Lands (CL) have been somewhere in-between. 

Table I - Crude Death Rate in Selected European Countries 

Period Prance Sweden CL Poland Hungary Romania 

1785-1800 32-33 
1801-1830 25-28 24-28 28-38 
1831-1870 25-28 20-24 28-31 30-35 
1871-1900 21-24 16-20 26-30 28-31 29-35 28-31 
1901-1914 18-19 14-15 20-22 21-24 22-25 25-26 
1920-1939 16-17 \1-12 13-15 15-18 15-19 19-23 
1950-1990 9-11 10-11 10-13 8-\1 \1-14 9-11 

Table 2 - Crude Birth Rate in Selected European Countries 

Period Prance Sweden CL Poland Hungary Romania 

1785-1800 37-38 - 43-44 - - -
1801-1830 31-32 31-35 40-42 - - -
1831-1870 26-29 31-33 38-39 43-44 - -
1871-1900 22-26 27-31 36-38 42-43 41-47 40-41 
1901-1914 20-21 23-26 21-33 37-41 30-36 40-41 
1920-1939 15-22 15-18 16-22 27-33 21-28 31-39 
1950-1990 15-19 12-15 13-18 17-24 12-19 16-24 

The mortality picture can be complemented by data about infant mortality rates and 
life expectancy. Infant mortality rates were around 250 per thousand the whole 19th 
century in the Czech Lands, life expectancy 35 years for both sexes in 1869-80 while in 
France it was already 40 years in the first half of the 19th century. It is not without 
interest that life expectancy was on the territory of the Czech Lands close to 30 years 
already in the 9th century; it has changed very little during the past millenium. The 
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infant marta lity rate decreased to 154 per thousand in 1920-24, to 96 in 1935 -39, to 47 
in 1950- 54, to 20 in 1970-74 and to 9 per thousand according to the last available data. 
Life expectancy increased to almost 60 years by the end of demographic revolution and 
to 70 years in the beginning of 1960's. It stagnated since at the level of 67 years for men 
or even decreased in certain years, and it reached 68 years only recently; a steady small 
growth for women from 73 to 76 years during the same period cannot change the nega
tive eva luation of the mortality situation during the communist era. Czech Lands were 
not the exception; a similar situation was in other fonn er socialist cOlmtries - Hlmgary 
and Russia are good examples. 

The mortality improvement during the demographic revolution did not occur equa
bly in all regions and in all social strata . Towns and big cities were usually ahead as well 
as better off groups of population. Similar situation was in the field of fertility. The 
larger the country the bigger differences could have been expected. The decline of crude 
birth rate in the first ha If of the 19th century was due mainly to postponement of mariag
es and to the increase of the age of primiparae. The decline of the marital fertility started 
only in its second half. It can be well measured by the Coale's index of marital fertility 
(Ig) based on inderect standardization. As it can be seen on the Fig. I, the marital fertil
ity decline started in the Northern Bohemia and in Prague, i.e. in industrial regions with 
a higher share of urban population; in some of these districts there was predominantly 
German population with broad links with Gennan regions of Saxony. 

The end of the demographic revolution in a broader context of Central and Eastern 
Emope is clearly demonstrated on the Figures 2, 3 and 4. The Czech Lands together 
with Germany and Austria belong among countries, where the crude birth rate decreased 
below 20 in-between Two World Wars. They were followed by the majority of other 
countries in Eastern Europe after the World War II (Fig. 3) and only in Albania this 
process did not end yet in 1980's (Fig. 4). 

The start of the decrease 

_111111111111111111111111 1 1 1 ,· 1 
1870 1880 18901900 19101920 

Fig. I - Begilming of the marital fertility dec rease (Ig) on the territory of the Czech Republic. 
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Fig. 2 - Crude Birth Rate in selected countries in Europe 1920 - 1929. 

Population of the Czech Lands 

The Czech Lands were a part of Austria-Hungary since 17th century. Along their 
whole historical border with Germany and Austria, but also often in the interior of the 
country and in some towns used to live, according to 192 1 population census, over 3 
millions of Gennans, representing 31 % of the population size. It was mainly the origi
nal Gennan settlement beginning already in the middle ages and strengthened by colo
nization after the 30 years' war (1618-1648), partly also the original Czech population 
which has succumbed to gennanization. Moreover there lived on the territory of Czech 
Lands 103 thousand Poles, 36 thousa nd Jews, 13 thousand Russians, Ukrainians and 
Rutheni ans and 7 thousand Hungarians (others were less l1lunemous). 

Selected European Countries in maps 2, 3 and 4: 
I Czech Lands 5 Poland . 9 Slovenia 13 Montenegro 
2 Slovakia 6 Austria 10 Croatia 14 Albania 
3 Ruthenia 7 Hungary II Bosnia-Herzegovina 15 Macedonia 
4 Germany 8 Romania 12 Serbia 16 Bulgaria 
4'Fonner GDR 
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Fig. 3 - Crude Birth Rate in selected countries in Europe 1960 - 1969. 

Population of the Czech Lands belongs to those, where significant emigration was 
taking place already before the year 1880. This year is sometimes considered as a divid
ing line between the "old" European emigration of 19th century and the "young" emi
gration from Southern and Eastern Europe. In the period 1900-09 the Czech Lands lost 
314 thousand of persons by emigration. In the interwar period the differential method 
based on the 1921 and 1930 population censuses gives a certain idea about the volume 
of migration . Bohemia gained 31 thousand during this period, Moravia and Silesia lost 
93 thousand the total net migration being the lost of 62 thousand. Part of emigrants from 
Moravia and Silesia moved to Bohemia . 

National structure of the Czech Lands changed considerably after the Second World 
War. In accordance with the decision of superpowers at tJle Potsdam conference the 
majority of Gennan population was transferred out of the country (2 870 thousand in
cluding nmaways before the organized evacuation); only about 200 tJlOusand Gennans 
had stayed. The war losses were not extremely high on the territory of tJle Czech Lands 
in comparison with neighbour countries: there were 55 thousand executed and violently 
deceased and the majority of Jews perished in concentration camps. After the displace
ment of Gennans the Czech Lands became nationally homogeneous: 94 per cent of 
inhabitants declared the Czech nationality in 1950 population census; there were 258 
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Fig. 4 - Crude Birth Rat e in sel ec ted countri es in Europe 1980 - 1989. 

thousand (2.9 %) Siova ks, 160 thousand (1.8 %) Gennans ancl from the rest 71 t.housand 
declared Polish nationality. During the whole period up to 1991 the national structure of 
the Czech Lands changed very little. Only the number of Slovaks increased by inunigra
tion; they came firstly looking for job and they were 359 thousand (3.5 %) in 1980; their 
number decreased to 315 thousand (3.1 %) in 1991, mainly because a part of them 
declared Romany nationality (the total number of Romanies in the Czech Lands can be 
estimated at around 150 thousand). 

Table 3 - Population of the Czech Lands in Sel ected Yea rs 

Year 

1840 
1860 
1880 
1900 
1930 
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Populati on 
in thousand 

6369 
7256 
8222 
9372 

10678 

Census 
Year 

1950 
1961 
1970 
1980 
1991 

Population 
in thousand 

8896 
9572 
9808 

10292 
10302 



Table 4 - Territory and Population of the Czech Lands (population census 15.2.1921) 

Land Population Area Density 
in thousand in sq.km per I sq.km 

Bohemia 6671 52100 128 
Moravia 2663 22300 119 
Silesia 672 4400 152 

CZt~ch Lands 10006 78800 127 

The steady growth of the Czech Lands' population in 19th and 20th centuries was 
interrupted only once after the World War II due to dIe displacement of Germans. The 
Czech Lands did not reached yet the number of inhabitants they had in 1930's, i.e. 60 
years ago (table 3). The Czech Lands were also loosing population by emigration for 
political reasons after the War. Two emigration waves after 1948 and 1968 meant the 
loss of 340-370 thousand of people. 

Contemp()J-ary demog.-aphic situation 

The history of every population is hidden in its age structure. This holds also for dIe 
population of Czech Lands (Fig. 5). The effect of lower intensity of mortality among 
women in comparison with men can be clearly seen at the top of the age pyramid (1). 

100 80 60 40 20 0 ~o 20 40 60 80 100 

thoJ'sand 

Fig. 5 - Age structure of the Czech Republic (3.3 .1991). Explanation of numbers in the text. 
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There are considerably more women than men already over the age of 60; over the age 
of 90 there are several times more living women than men. This different sex and age 
specific mortality has in every society many unfavourable consequences. The popula
tion of the Czech Lands was deeply affected by the unborn children during the first 
World War (2). Such a baby bust was never levelled and it influenced the number of live 
births 20 years afterwards. In connection with the world economic crisis and the Euro
pean political instability this led to a new baby bust in 1930's (3). The baby boom after 
the War lasted only two years and was not extremely high (4); the birth rate was increas
ing already during the War. A new relatively low numbers of live births came during 
1960's following the liberalization of abortions in 1958 (5,6). This could have strenght
en the tendency but the real reasons have to be looked elsewhere. Two years with slight-
1y higher nwnbers of live births in-between is an effect of tightening up the procedural 
regulations of the abortion law. The increase of the nwnber of live births after 1969 with 
a peak in 1974-75 can be explained in different ways (7). Rather important population 
policy measures were accepted but at the same time a certain return to family life was 
noted after the Soviet invasion to Czechoslovakia. The expectation were lost and the 
political scene stabilized, although in a negative sense. The steady decline of the number 
of live birth in 1980's will probably continue in the future (8). 

Table 5 - Population reproduction in the years 1950-1991 

Period/ 
Year 

1950-54 
1955-59 
1960-64 
1965-69 
1970-74 
1975-79 
1980-84 
1985-89 
1990 
1991 

Total 
Fertility 

2.71 
2.40 
2.19 
1.96 
2.16 
2.35 
2.01 
1.92 
1.89 
1.84 

Net Repro
duction Rate 

1.24 
1.12 
1.04 
0.92 
1.02 
1.12 
0.95 
0.92 
0.91 
0.88 

Year 

1960 

1970 

1980 

1990 

Total Abor
tion Rate 

1.0: 

1.03 

0.91 

1.55 

TIlt: steady decrease of fertility level after the World War II have reached recently 
low values; it was intemlpted only in 1970's. Total fertility 1.8 is not among the lowest 
in Europe and according to completed fertility the families still prefer two children. 
However, further decrease of the total fertility can be expected because of the supposed 
increase in the age of primiparae; it was up to now very low in comparison with other 
European cOlmtries with a comparable social and economic situation. Total fertility 
around 1.5 by the end of century and in the first decade of the next one cannot be 
excluded. 

In combination with the expected improvement of mortality expressed by the in
crease of life expectancy for men to 70-71 years by 2010 and for women to 78 years, the 
total number of inhabitants of the Czech Republic will probably varied the next twenty 
years between the present number of inhabitants and 10 500 thousand of people (a rather 
important role will play the immigration which is difficult to be evaluated). The net 
migration can well varied between zero and a few thousands people yearly. 

The demographic situation after the demographic revolution is in every cOlmtry basi
cally similar; however, specific conditions in each of it can create temporary differenc
es. Timing is one of the main reasons for them. When the nwnber of children in families 
is limited and the birth control relatively effective, parents can choose the most favour
able time for the birth of their children and so tlley can be very much affected by the 
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overall economic, social and political situation. Also their personal and health situation 
is changing and this cannot stay without effect on their reproductive behaviour. Eco
nomic transfonnation after the velvet revolution and the renewal of political democracy 
are very important positive events but they can have negative influence on the family 
decision to have a child at a given moment. 

Conclusion 

Population Hving on the territory of the Czech Lands - presently the Czech Republic 
- underwent the process of demographic revolution in accordance with its place in Eu
rope. It differs presently together with other fonner socialist countries from remaining 
European countries, mainly in the worse mortality situation; its improvement is, howev
er, expected. The total number of inhabitants will probably stabilize at the present level 
or slightly increase, but even the negative growth after 2000 is not excluded. Net migra
tion can affect the population growth considerably; it is difficult, however, to be pre
dicted with a sufficient reliability. 
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Shrnuti 

POPULACNI VYVOJ NA UZEMI CESKE REPUBLIKY 

Demograficka reprodukce je pomerne vehni stabilni a biologicky podmineny proces, ktery probiha 
v ekonmnickem, socialnim a politickem okoli. Kdyby nedochazelo ke zmenam v tomto okoli, nemenil 
by se ani proces demograficke rcprodukce. K takovym zmenam vsak v prubehu poslednich nekolika 
staleti doslo - nazyvame jc modcrnizaci ncbo gloMlni rcvoluci modcrni doby - a jcjich dusledkem byla 
i demograficka revoluce. Tento proces byva obvykle charakterizovan poklesem urovni plodnosti 
a umrtnosti a prodlouzenim nadeje doziti. Vystizcny vhodnymi ukazateli mohou sice vystihnout poeatek 
a konec uvedeneho procesu, ale zakryvaji jeho hluMi charakter, ktery tkvi v podstatnych zmenach 
v demografickem chovani populace. Dcmograficka revoluce je tez zmenou extenzivniho typu de
mograficke reprodukce v typ intenzivni. 

Prubeh demogrdficke revoluce je mozno sledovat jako difUzni proces. V Evrope zacina ve Francii 
a sin se ze zapadu a severu na vychod a jih. V soucasne dobe pouze v Albanii probiha druM faze 
demograficke revolucc, charakterizovana poklesem urovne plodnosti, v ostatnich evropskYch zemich 
ho lze povazovat za skonceny. Situaci od tficatych let ve zmenach v urovni plodnosti vystihuji pfipo
jenene mapy 2 - 4. 

Pocatek poklesu urovne plotlnosti na uzemi Ceske republiky je mozno sledovat na mape 1. Data za 
celou zelni vZdy pfedstavuji prumer rtlznych regionil, mesta a venkova, sociaInich aprofesnich skupin. 
U nas zacina poklcs urovne plodnosti v oblastech Prahy a Uberce. Naopak jizni Cechy a Morava se 
opozuuji. 

Na uzelni Ceske republiky zilo podle scitani lidu v roce 1921 vice nez 3 lnil. Nemcu, ktefi tvofili 
vic~ nez 30 % obyvate1stva. V dusledku odsunu po druM svetove valee jich zustalo jen asi 200 tis. 
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a obyvatelstvo ceske narodnosti tvon nyni 94 % . MenSinou jsou Slovaci (3,1 %), Nemci, Romove 
a Polaci. 

Demograficka historie ceske populace je dobfe patnui z obr. 5. Pfevaha ten ve vy!W:ch roeniclch 
vekove struktury charakterizuje nadumrtnost mull1 jil od 60 let, ale zvhiste vyrazne ve vy!W:ch veko
vych skupinach. Nepravidlenosti vekove struktury byly zpl1sobeny dale maljrn poctem narozenych 
v pruMhu prvni svetove valky, poklesem urovne plodnosti ve tfidtych letech, jejim vzestupem po 
druM svetove valce a naslednjrni zmenami populacn!ho klimatu koncem Sedesatych a v prvni polovine 
sedmdesatych let. Y soucasne doM zaznamenavame dais! pokles urovne plodnosti. Lze oeekavat, le se 
jeji uroveil pnbHfi situaci v zapadoevropskjch zemich. Pokud jde 0 Uroveil umrtn<lsti, lze tet oeekavat 
jej! dais! zlepsovani, avsak pravdepodobne velmi pomale. Yzhledem k tomu, le je obtilne odhadnout 
saldo mezinarodni mig race, jsou i prognozy budouciho populacniho vjvoje Cesk6 republiky mene 
spolehlive. Lze ocekavat stabiIizaci poetu obyvatelstva na soucasne urovni, avsak nelze vylouCi( ani 
jeho mimy pokles po race 2000. 

Obr. 1 - Zacatek poklesu manlelske porodnosti (lg) na uzemi Ceske republiky. 
Obr. 2 al4 - Hruba porodnost ve vybranych zemich Evropy v obdobich 1920 - 1929, 1960 - 1969 
a 1980 - 1989. CBR - hruba mira porodnosti. (Zakresleny jsou hranice z mezivaleeneho obdobi 
i soucasne.) 
Obr. 5 - Yekova struktura obyvatelstva Ceske republiky k 3.3. 1991. 
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J . Mal y : The Czech Republic - Basic Geographical Characteristics. - Sbornik tos, 99, 2, pp. III 
- 118 (1 994}. - The contribution treats about basic geographical characteristics of the Czech Republic: 
its area, population, administrative division, geographical position, shape of the state territory and the 
state boundary. 
KEY WORDS: the Czech Republic (CR) - geographical position - shape of the state territory - the state 
boundary. 

1. Introduction 

At the turn of the years 1992/1993, an important historical, political and geographi
cal event occurred in Central Europe. After 74 years of its existence, the Czechoslovak 
state disappeared. On the 1St of January, two new independent states have come into 
existence on its territory: the Czech Republic and Slovakia. In the end of 1992, this was 
decided by national parliaments of both, in that time yet "federal" republics, as well as 
by the federal parliament. 

2. Area, population, administrative division 

The area of the CR is most often given as 78,864 km2 (for instance MiStera, 1985, p. 
13). This area represents about 0.05 % of the world dry lands and 0.75 % of the Eu
rope's area. With its area, the CRranks at the 21st position in Europel) and is considered 
as a smaller European country. Among countries the area of which was in the past 
smaller than the Czechoslovakia's, Bulgaria, Hungary, Portugal and Austria are now 
larger than the CR. Among·the newly arisen European countries, Russia, the Ukraine, 
Belorussia and the rest of former Yugoslavia (that is Serbia and Montenegro) are larger 
than the CR. . 

Population approaches 10.3 millions of inhabitants. The last population census in 
1991 gave the population toll of 10,296.7 thousand. According to more recent investi
gations of the Czech Statistical Office, 10,328 thousand inhabitants lived on the Czech 
Republic's territory on June 30, 1993. In comparison with the world, respectively the 
European population, about 0.2 % of the world population and 1.5 % of the European 
population lives on the CR's territory. By its population, the CR ranks at the 12th 
position in Europe. More populous are today Hungary and Portugal, among newly 
arisen countries only Russia and the Ukraine. 

Population denliity is 131 inhabitants/km2, which ranks the CR among the most 
densly populated European cOlmtries. If not taking in account the smallest states as 
Monaco or San Marino, the CR takes the 7th position in Europe (See Table). 

1) up to 1989, Czechoslovakia was at the 14th position in Europe, including the Soviet Union. 
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Table 1 - The most densly populated states of Europe 
(inhabitants per km2 on July I, 1990). 

1. Belgium 323 
2. The Netherlands 320 
3. Great Britain 228 
4. Germany 200 
S. Italy 188 
6. Switzerland 154 
7. Czech Republic 131 
8. Poland 121 
9. Denmark 115 

10. Hungary 114 

lit.: Statistical year-book of the Czech and Slovak 
Federal Republic 1992. Note: The survey does not in
clude stateS as Malta, Monaco, liechtenstein, Luxem
bourg, San Marino and Vatican, which, due to their 
size, have a higher density of population. 

The capital, Prague, seat of President, Government and Parliament, spreads on an 
area of 496.19 km2 and on December 31, 1992, its population was 1,217 thousand 
inhabitants. 

Administrative division was herited from the fonner federation: the state territory is 
divided into districts administrating municipalities. There are in total 75 districts, but 
only 71 district towns, as Prague, Bmo and Plzen are seats of two or three districts. As 
the area is concerned, the largest districts are Sumperk (1,952 km2), lindfichUv Hradec 
(1,944 km2) and Bnmtal (1,745 km2), the smallest - without taking into account town 
districts of Ostrava, Brno-Town and Plzen-Town - are Karvina (347 km2), lablonec 
n.N. (403 km2) and Usti n.L. (404 km2). Since the inauguration of the new government 
after the elections of 1992, a new administrative division is being prepared. Its defini
tive form, as. well as the date of its validation"were not known in the moment of termi-
nating this contribution. . , 

National symbols of the CR, as the Great and Small coats of arms, are the same as in 
the former "federal" Czech Republic. The national flag has been taken over from the 
former federation, as well as the national anthem with the exception of its Slovak part. 

3. Geographical position 

Geographical position is generally meant as the relations of the given territory to 
something situated outside this territory (Hiiufler, 1984, p.9). Most often, the mathe
matical-geographical and the physical-geographical position is indicated. 

3.1 Mathematical-geographical position 

The mathematical-geographical position is characterized by the relation of the given 
territory to geographical coordinates. The CR is situated roughly in the middle of the 
north temperate zone. Its mean mathematical-geogr-clphical position is 15°28'44" of east 
longitude and 49°48'19" of north latitude. 2) 

The position of the state territory limit points (Figure 1): The most northern point is 
situated at 51 °03 '26" of north latitude in the area of the Lobendava municipality near 

2) The mean mathematical-geographical position is given by the arithmetical mean of limit coordinates 
valulls (Hnutler, 1984, p.9). 
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Fig. I - Shape of the state territory : I - state boundary, 2- maximal map distance, 3-
central bmadlh, 4 - minimal breadth, 5 - limit points. 

Sluknov in the DeCln district, the most southern point at 48°33' 13" of north latitude in 
the Vyssi Brod municipality area in the district of Cesky Knunlov, the most eastern 
point at 18°51 '56" of east longitude in the area of Hrcava near Jablunkov, district of 
Frydek-Mistek, and finally the most western point is situated at l2°05'33" of east lati
tude in the area of Krasna by As in the Cheb district. 

The geographical centre of the Czech Republic is situated by Cihosf near Ledec 
n.S., district of Havlicldlv Brod, (Hiiutler, 1984, p.20). Its geographical coordinates are 
15°20'0 I" of east longitude and 49°44' 13" of north latitude (according to oral informa
tiun of R. Capek). 

Latitudinal spreading of the territory, that is the central angle corresponding to the 
arc of the meridian limited by the local parallels, has the value of 2°30' 13", which 
corresponds to the distance of 278.4 km . Longitudinal spreading of the territory, that 
is the central angle corresponding to the arc of the parallel limited by the local meridi
ans, has the value of 6°46'23", which corresponds, at the mean parallel, to the length of 
486 km ]), at the 50th parallel (on which Prague is situated) to 485 kIn. The difference 
of local time of the limit points is 27 minutes. 

The territory is nm across by the 51°,50° and 49° parallels of north latitude. The 51 ° 
parallel crosses the Sluknov and Frydlant promontories, the 50° parallel traverses the 
south extn.:mity of Prague and approches Pardubice and Opava, the 49° parallel runs 
accross Ceske Budejovice. 

The consequence of the mathematical-geographical position from the point of view 
of latitude is an oscillating level of slln radiation during the year accompanied by suc
cession of four seasons. The consequence of the position from the point of view of 
longitude is the fact that the Czech Republic is situated in the so-called Central-Europe
an time zone going by the 15° meridian of east longitude. 

3) The mean 'parallel value is equal to arithmetical mean calculated from the limit parellels values, ,hat 
is 49°48 ' 13". 
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3.2. Physical-geographical position 

TIle physical-geographical position is considered as relation of a certain territory to ele
ments of physical-geographical environment, dlat is to seas, ranges of mountains, rivers, etc. 
TIle physical-geographical position of the CR is characterized above all by its central posi
tion in Europe, by its spreading on the main European watershed and by its distances to seas. 

The main European watershed is nmning across the highest part of the state territory 
and together with watershed line dividing river basins of the Oder and the Elbe divides 
tlle territory to the drainage area of the North, Baltic and Black Seas (Fig. 2) . The 
watershed nodal point where all the three watershed lines meet is KralickY Sneznik Mt. 
(1,423 m). The North Sea's drainage area covers 63.3 % (49,933 km2) of the state terri
tory, the Black Sea's one 27.3 % (21,545 km2) and the Baltic Sea's one 9.4 % (7,386 Jan2). 
The lowest point on the main watershed (302 111) is in the Moravian Gate near the town 
of Hranice in the place where the watershed leaves the Bohemian Highlands for West 
Carpathians. The geographical position of this point is 49°35'05" of north latitude and 
17°45'35" of east longitude. Because of its watershed position, the Czech Republic is a 
source area and only upper section of important European rivers of the Elbe and the 
Oder are situated on its territory. 

The Czech Republic is an inland state but the distance to the sea is, with the excep
tion of Slovakia, longer than that of other European inland cOlIDtries. Considering its 
position to seas, the CR has a slightly inland position, as it is situated not far from the 
boundary of the so-called costal zone going as far as 250 kIn from the cost. The shortest 
distances to the seas are similar. The shortest distance to the Baltic Sea (Sczecin Bay) in 
the North is about 310 km, to the Adriatic Sea (Trieste Bay) in the South 330 km (Hiiuf
ler, 1984, p.lO) and to the North Sea to the Elbe estuary 380 kIn (Mistera, 1985, p.16). 
The open sea by the Rhin estuary is at about 540 kIn (Hiiufler, 1984, p.lO). 
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Fig. 2 - Course of the main European watershed and the drainage areas of the North, 
Baltic and Black Seas: I - state boundary, 2 - main European watershed, 3 -the lowest 
point on the main watershed, 4 - the drainage area of the North Sea, 5 - the drainage 
area· of the Black Sea, 6 - the drainage area of the Baltic Sea. 



Characteristic for the physical-geographical position of the CR is its position on the 
contact of two large geomorphological, respectively geologicallmits, that is the Bohe
mian Highlands (geologically Bohemian Massive) and the (West) Carpatllians. Both 
units differ by their geological structure and by their age, as well as by their geological 
and geomorphological development. A larger part in the West of the Republic is occu
pied by the Bohemian Highlands belonging to the old Herzynian mountains. A smaller 
part in the East is fonned by the West Carpa'thians. The geomorphological provinces of 
the Central-European Lowlands and the West-Panonian Basin reach into the Czech ter
ritory only marginally (Fig. 3). 

The highest point of the state territory is the top of Snezka Mt. (l,602 m) on the 
border with Poland, the lowest point (115 m) is at Hfensko in the place where the Elbe 
leaves the Czech territory for Gennany (Vlcek, 1984, p.12). Both points are about 108 km 
distant and their vertical difference is 1,487 Ill . The mean altitude of tJle Czech Republic 
is about 450 m; 469 m in Bohemia alld 432 m in Moravia and Silesia (Atlas Republiky 
ceskoslovenske, 1935, p.6). The same characteristic for Europe is only 315 III (Hiiutler, 
1984, p.IO). 5.02 % of the territory is in an altitude inferior to 200 m and only 1.5 % of 
the territory in an altitude superior to 1,000 m. 

4. Shape of the state territory 

The shape of the CR state territory is approximately rectangular and elongated in an 
east-west direction . The elongation of the state territory is characterized by the follow
ing data: 

o 50 100 km 
11---+' ----., 

Fig. 3 - Basic geomorphological units on the territory of the CR: I - state boundary, 
2 - boundary of the geomorphological provinces, 3 - the Bohemian HighJands, 4 - the 
West Carpathians, 5 - the Central European Lowland, 6 - the West Panonian Basin, 7 
- the highest and the lowest puints of the state territory. 
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The distance of the limit coordinates, that is the direct horizontal and the direct 
vertical distance of the limit points. Their values are equal to the so-called latitudinal, 
respectively longitudinal spreading of the state territory (See above). 

In general, the direct horizontal distance of the limit coordinates is not considered as 
the longest dimension of the territory, as it, in all its length, does not cross the state 
territory. The longest direct dimension crossing in all its length the state territory, is 
about 482 kIn and is called maximal map distance (Figure 1). This datmn is neverthe
less only approximate, as it is impossible to establish it precisely because of a consider
able distortion of the used map. This dimension is limited by a segment crossing from 
Vojtanov via south part of Prague, Caslav and Sternberk to Mosty u Jablunkova. The 
centre of the segment lies at the southern edge of Caslavska kotlina Basin near Ronov n. 
Doubravou. 

The breadth of the state territory, measured perpendiculary to the maximal map dis
tance in its centre (so-called central breadth), is about 200 kIn (Figure 1). This datlUll 
very well characterizes the breadth of the state territory which is proved also by the 
comparison with the arithmetical mean value calculated from the maximal4) and the 
minimal breadth of the territory (See below). This arithmetical mean is 211.5 kIn, the 
difference from the central breadth being only 11.5 kIn. The ratio between the maximal 
map distance and the central breadth (482:200) is 2.4. This fact shows the best the 
elongation of the state territory. 

The maximal length of the state territory in the parallel direction is 452 kIn and 
was measured on the parclllel of 49°32' 10". The maximal breadth in the meridian 
direction is 276 km which corresponds to the meridian of 14°20'30" (Statisticka roc en
ka CSFR, 1992, p. 82. according to oral information of L. Skladal). 

From the practical point of view, it is important to determine the minimal breadth 
of the state territory (Figure 1). The Czech Republic is the narrowest in Moravia be
tween Kniliky and Mikulov (143 kIn). The second most narrow place is at the line 
connecting Opava and Bfeclav (Hautler, Koreak, Kral, 1960, p.18). In both those di
rection, there are ancient shortest ways between the North and the South of Europe, 
supported in addition by favourable natural conditions (See Boskovicka brazda Furrow, 
respectively the Outer-Carpathian Depressions and Basin of Vienna). 

5. State boundary 

The major part of the CR state boundary is formed by historical borders of more an
cient state formations. Only a small part was newly traced, or modified, after the World 
War I within the Czechoslovak Republic (for instance in the regions of Valtice, Vitora
zy, HIuein and Tesin). Some segments of the historical boundary are of the most ancient 
ones in Europe. This is the case of the bOlmdary passing over the tops of mountain 
ranges encompassing the Bohemian Basin. The major part of the botmdary is natural as 
it is formed mainly by mountain ranges and water tlows. It is true also for the new, but 
historically given, state bOlmdary with Slovakia which traces mostly the highest parts of 
the Carpathian Motmtains and the lower flow of the Morava river. 

The State botmdary of the CR is richly articulated and forming in total six pro
nounced promontories into the territory of neighbouring countries. Bohemia has four 
promontories of As, Sluknov, Frydlant and Broumov, Moravia two - those of Javornik 
(sometimes called also Rychleby) and Osoblaha. 

4) The maximal breadth of the territory is given by the length of the segment connecting the most 
northern and the most southern points of the state territory. Its value is 278 km. 
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The total boundary length is about 2,290 km 5). The longest part is that with Germa
ny (810.3 km, that is 35,4 %), follows that with Poland (761.8 km - 33.3 %), Austria 
(466.3 km - 20.4 %) and finally Slovakia. The length of the new state boundary with 
Slovakia is not yet exactly precised and different sources oscillate between 220 and 
265 Ian (for instance Plesnik, 1989, p. 39). In this case, the value of 250 km, represent
ing 10.9 % of the total length of the state bmmdary, was used to calculate the total 
length of the CR state boundary and for derivation of other numeric characteristics (See 
below). 

To evaluate the boundary length, respectively to compare the boundary length with 
other territorial lmits, the index of bolmdary length per 100 km2 of state territory and the 
so-called Wagner index 6) is most often used. Per 100 kml of the CR state territory, 
there is 2.9 km of boundary with neighbouring countries. For comparison: the same 
indt!x is 1.1 km for Poland, 2.3 Ian for Hungary, 2.9 Ian for Slovakia, 3.1 km for Austria 
and t!ven 4.5 Ian for Switzerland (Hauf!t!r, 1984, HaufIer, Korcak, Kral, 1960). When 
comparing the ratio of bmmdary length and territory area, it is important to note that the 
valut! of that simple index is disproportionally increasing with tlle area reduction. Com
parison of big states with smaller ones can be thus not very objective. 

This default can be eliminated by Wagner index. For the CR, it is 2.30 7) that means 
the state bmmdary is roughly two and half times longer than the peri metre of a circle 
with the area equal to that of the state. Analogical figure for Poland is 1.80, for Hungary 
2.05, for Slovakia 2.1, for Austria 2.56 and for Switzerland 2.58 (HaufIer, 1984). This 
index is more favourable for Poland (1.80), Hungary (2.05) and Slovakia (2.1), less 
favourable then for Austria (2.56) and Switzerland (2.58). 

Another possible index for evaluating bmmdary evolution and for characterizing the 
shape of the state territory is the index of the so-called territorial compactness calcu
lated by the fonnula 

2 . ..J(re . A) 
c= 

I 
(A - territory area, 1- boundary length) 

Tht! value for the CR is 0.43. More compact territory than the CR's is in Poland 
(0.56), Hlmgary (0.49) and Slovakia (0.47), less compact then in Austria (0.39) (Hau
fIer, 1984). 

According to the above mentioned facts, it is possible to arrive to a conclusion that 
the CR has, with respect to its area, an extraordinary long state boundary. Among our 
neighbours, only Austria is in a even worse situation. . 
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Shrnuti 

CESKA REPUBLIKA - ZAKLADNI GEOGRAFICKE CHARAKTERISTIKY 

Ceska republ ika vznikla po rozpadu CSFR 1.1. 1993. Svou rozlohou 78 864 km2 se fadi mezi mensi 
evropske staty (21. lnisto v Evrope). Poetem obyvatel 10328 tis. zaujima 12. InistO. Podle hustoty 
zalidneni patn mezi predni evropske zeme (7. misto bez nejmensich stateekli). 

Matematickogeograficka poloha: CR lezi zhruba uprostred severniho tnimeho pasu. Poloha meznich 
bodu: nejsevemejsi 51° 03'26" s.s. u Lobendavy, nejjiznejsi 48°33'13" s.s. u Vyssiho Brodu, nejvy
chodnejsi 18°51' 56" v.d. u Hreavya nejzapadnejsi 12°05' 33" u Krasne. Geografickj stred len u CihoSte 
nedaleko Ledee n. S., na 15°20'01" v.d. a 49°44' 13" s.s. Sirkove rozpeti statniho uzelni eini 2°30' 13", 
coz odpovida vzdaIenosti 278,4 km. Delkove rozpeti 6°46'23" odpovida 486 km. Rozdillnistnich easu 
eini 27 minut. 

Fyzickogeograficka poloha CR je charakterizovana predevsim ustredni polohou v Evrope, rozlozenim 
na hlavnim evropskem rozvodi a vzdalenosttni k mofim. Umoti Sevemiho more naIezi 63,3 % 
(49933 km2) statniho uzetni, Cememu mon 27,3 % (21 545 km2) a Baltskemu mon 9,4 % (7 386 km2). 

Nejnizsi bod na hlavnim rozvodi (302 m) lezi v Moravske brane. Jeho zemepisna poloha je 49°35'05" 
s.s. a 17°45'35" v.d. Z hlediska polohy k motim rna CR siaM vnitrozernskou polohu. Nejkratsi vzdalenost 
kmonm: k Baltskemu moncca 310 km, kJaderskemu mon 330 kma kSevernimu mori 380km. Uzetni 
republiky len na styku dvou velkjch geomorfologickjch jednotek - Ceske vysoCiny (geologicky Ceskj 
masiv) a (zapadnich) Karpat. Nejvyssim bodem je vrchol Snezky (1602 m) v Krkonosich, nejnizsim 
vytok Labe v Hfensku (115 m). Oba body jsou od sebe vzdaleny asi 108 km, jejich vertikaIni rozdil eini 
1487 m. Stredni nadmofska vyska se pohybuje okolo 450 m (Cechy 469 m, Morava a Slezsko 432 m). 
V nadmofske vysce do 200 m se nachazi 5,02 % uzelni a nad 1000 m 1,5 %. 

Tvar statniho uzetni rna pnblime obdelnikovou podobu a je protazeny v rovnoMzkovem smeru. 
Protazenost uzelni charakterizuji predevsim vzdalenosti meznich souradnic (486 a 278 km) a maximal
ni mapova vzdalenost (482 km) se stredovou sifkou (200 km), jejichZ pomer eini 2,4. MaximaIni delka 
uzetni ve smeru rovnobeZky je 452 km (plati pro rovnobeZku 49°32' 10"), maximalni sifka ve smeru 
poledniku 276 km (plati pro polednik 14°20'30"). Minimalni sitka uzetni Cini 143 km (na Morave mezi 
KraIiky a Mikulovem). 

Statni hranice CR tvon z vetsi casti historicke hranice starSich statnich utvarli. Nektere useky patti 
k nejstarSim v Evrope vubec a z pfevazne casti maji pnrozeny char.tkter. Celkova delka hranic cini 
pfiblime 2290 km, z toho na Nemecko pripada 810,3 km (35,4 %), na Polsko 761,8 km (33,3 %), na 
Rakousko 466,3 m (20,4 %) a nejkratsi jsou statni hranice se Slovenskem. Jejich delka je aZ do defi
nitivniho vymezeni uvadena pfiblizne na 250 km. Statni hranice jsou clenite a v porovnani s rozlohou 
statu mimofadne dlouhe. Vyplyva to z toho, ze na 100 km2 statniho uzetni pfipada 2,9 km hranic se 
sousednimi staty, Wagneruv index vyvoje hrdniC eini 2,30 a ukazatel teritoriaIni kompaktnosti je 0,43. 

Tab. I - Nejhusteji zalidnene staty Evropy (k 1.7.1990 v Ob.{km2). 
Obr. I - Tvar statniho uzetni. 
Obr. 2 - PruMh hlavniho evropskeho rozvodi s vyznaeenimjednotlivych umofi. 
Obr. 3 - zakladni geomorfologicke jednotky na uzelni CR. 
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LESZEK A. KOSINSKI 
IGU SECRETARY-GENERAL AND TREASURER, 1984-92 

INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC CO-OPERATION AND THE 
INTERNATIONAL GEOGRAPHICAL UNION *) 

International collaboration among scholars has had a long history. Snldents flocking 
to famous centres of \earning who wished to spend some time with acknow\edged mas
ters, mature scholars exchanging correspondence or visiting others for extended periods 
of time, intellectuals participating in debates often sponsored by rulers or religious au
thorities - these are old examples of early forms of contacts and co-operation among 
academics. With time and scientific development the obvious need for such contacts led 
to much more stmctured and developed forms of interaction. Now these include holding 
various types of meetings and conferences, establishing international scholarly associa
tions, creating government-sponsored research cOlmcils and academies, developing in
ternational scientific programs, and last, but not least, establishing international net
works facilitated by the extraordinary development of telecommlmications. Geogra
phers have been involved in various fonns of co-operation since ancient times. Now, 
many, but not all, of these co-operative activities are undertaken lmder the aegis of the 
International Geographical Union (IGU). This article briefly outlines the structure and 
activities of IGU and identifies some problems now facing the international geographi
cal community. I have relied on the sources listed at the end. 

History 

Geography's roots reach far into history and into many countries on different conti
nents. China, and cOlmtries of the Mediterranean Basin and the Muslim world are some 
examples that come easily to mind. However, it was in the nineteenth century that geo
graphy began its impressive growth, both as an academic discipline and as an applied 
tield. Geography departments and institutes were gradually being formed at universi
ties. In various European countries, as well as in America, national geographical associ
ations were established. These attracted not only scholars, but also people active in 
business and government who were often associated with colonial ventures. At the same 
time libraries and documentation centres were established, which often were associated 
with publishing houses. Finally, various business and government agencies made use of 
geographers and their knowledge. It is not surprising, therefore, that in the later part of 
the nineteenth cenntry the idea of an international gathering of scholars and people 
generally interested in the science of geography was first put forward. In fact, Charles 

*) This is an expanded and revised version of a text originally published in a journal of the Korean 
Geographical Society, Geography 27 (1992) 2:161-167 (in Korean). 
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Ruelens, a distinguished Belgian scholar and librarian, proposed honouring two Flem
ish cartographers, Mercator and Ortelius, whose statues were to be erected in their home
land. The first International Geographical Congress was to have met in August 1870, 
but the Franco-Prussian War caused a delay. Eventually the meeting, under the title 
Congress of Geographical, Cosmographical, and Commercial Sciences, was held in Ant
werp, 14-22 August 1871. Some 300 participants from 20 countries met for a series of 
disclissions. The success of the 1st Congress prompted its participants and other inter
ested people to organize subsequent congresses held at irregular intervals in various 
cities (Table I). By the outbreak of the First World War nine such congresses had been 
held. Except for one in the United States, they were all held in Europe (IGU 1972). 

The success of these congresses prompted some people to think about creating a 
permanent scientific organization. The idea was first brought up at the 3rd Congress in 
1881, and a formal resolution on the subject was passed at the 10th Congress in 1913. 
Tha t resolution called for a meeting of Secretaries of Geographical Societies worldwide 
to establish a permanent organization in charge of geographical congresses and contacts 
between practising geographers. The meeting planned for November 1914 in Copenha
gtm had to be cancelled due to the outbreak of the First World War. As well, the war 
meant the Congress planned for St. Petersburg in 1916 did not place. 

It was only after that war ended that academics in the victorious Allied countries 
decided to create an International Research Council. This organization, established in 
1919, was succeeded in 1931 by the International Council of Scientific Unions (lCSU), 
which still exists. During the second meeting of the Council in Brussels, 21 representa
tives from 7 cOlmtries (Belgimn, France, Great Britain, Italy, Japan, Portugal, and Spain) 

Table 1 - International Geographical Congresses, 1871-2000 

Held in Europe Held outside Europe 

1. Antwerp, 1871 
2. Puris,1875 
3. Venice, 1881 
4. Paris, 1889 
5. Bern, 1891 
6. Londun, 1895 
7. Berlin, 1899 

8. United States, 1904 
9. Geneva, 1908 

10. Rome, 1913 
11. Cairo, 1925 

12. Cumbridge,1928 
13. Purls, 1931 
14. Warsaw, 1934 
15. Amsterdum, 1938 
16. Usbon, 1949 

17. Washington, 1952 
18. Rio de Janeiro, 1956 

19. Stockholm, 1960 
20. London, 1964 

21. New Delhi, 1968 
22. Montreal, 1972 

23. Moscow, 1976 
24. Tokyo, 1980 

25. Paris, 1984 
26. Sydney, 1988 
27. Washington, 1992 

28. The Hague, 1996 (approved) 
29. Seoul, 2000 (approved) 
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established the International Geographical Union on 27 July 1922. From the very begin
ning, membership in the Union was by countries. The main objectives of the newly 
created Union were both scientific and organizational. It was to. initiate and sponsor 
research into major problems in geography, co-ordinate research involving scholars from 
different countries, and organize the International Geographical Congresses. Five such 
congresses took place in the interwar years - 4 in Europe, 1 in Africa. The membership 
of the Union gradually increased and the permanent bureau was established. Following 
the first meeting in 1922, the General Assembly of member states met again in 1924 in 
Bmssels and subsequently it met together with the congresses. 

The Union survived the Second World War, even though the Congress planned for 
1942 in Lisbon had to be postponed until 1949. Subsequently, membership of the Union 
expanded very co.nsiderably. The congresses were now regularly held, not only in Eu
rope, but increasingly in other parts of the world. Various activities between the con
gresses were mainly organized by an increasing munberofscientific commissions, work
ing groups, and shldy groups. Finally, as a recognized representative of the geographic 
profession worldwide, the Union has been involved in an increasing munber of interna
tional initiatives and ventures (Kish 1989). 

Structure of the Union 

According to the statutes in force in 1992, tile main objectives of the International 
Geographical Union are: 
1. to promote the study of geographical problems; 
2. to initiate and co-ordinate geographical research requiring international co-operation 

and to promote its scientific discussion and publication; 
3. to provide for the participation of geographers in the work of relevant international 

organizations; 
4. to facilitate the collection and diffusion of geographical data and documentation in 

and between all member countries; 
5. to promote meetings of the International Geographical Congresses, regional confer

ences between the International Geographical Congresses, and other meetings in fur
therance of the objectives of the Union; 

6. to participate in any other appropriate form of international co-operation with the 
object of advancing the study and application of geography; 

7. to promote international standardization or compatibility of methods, nomenclamre, 
and symbols employed in geography (IGU Bulletin 1993, 15). 
The supreme authority ofthe Union continues to be the General Assembly of delega

tions of member states which meets every four years during the Congress. The Assem
bly receives the reports of the Executive, decides on tile budget, elects officers of the 
Union, makes decisions on fuhlre numbers and composition of scientific commissions, 
and decides on the venue of the next Congress. 

The activities of the Union are co-ordinated by the Executive Committee, which now 
consists of President, Secretary-General and Treasurer, and eight Vice-Presidents. A 
constant attempt is made to elect members of the Executive Committee who are not 
only distinguished scholars in their own right, but also represent different parts of the 
world and various sub-disciplines of geography. 

Between the congresses, scientific activities are lmdertaken by commissions and study 
groups. Since they were first established in 1891, their munber and profile has changed 
enormously. Initially, they were closely integrated with tile congresses and tlleir main 
flmction was to discuss or investigate selected problems and report their findings to the 
next Congress. Now tlley retain considerable autonomy over their activities and publi
cations. The commissions are established by the General Assembly, while the study 
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groups, created for a trial period of four years, are the creatures of the Executive Com
mittee. Both consist of a chairperson and ten full members - not more than one per 
country. Commissions and study groups (and, in the past, working groups) have always 
generated considerable debate within the Union. At issue was their number, size, meth
od of selecting membership, rotation, duration, and, last but not least, their scientific 
profile and modus operandi. In view of the limited resources of the Union, support of 
the commissions and study groups has always been relatively limited. Not surprisingly, 
there have been frequent changes in the number and structure of these units. 

Membership in the Union, from the very beginning, was by countries represented by 
the committees for IGU (sometimes also called National Committees). The membership 
expanded greatly after the Second World War and reached a maximum of 88 in the mid 
1980s. However, following the change of statutes adopted in 1988, countries that were 
in arrears for three years or more, and/or did not maintain contact with the Union, lost 
their membership status. As a result, the number has declined and varies from one year 
to the next, since annual verification results in deletion of some countries nearly every 
year, but at the same time, several cOlIDtries either return to the Union or join anew. At 
the time of the 18th General Assembly held in Washington in 1992, there were 67 
member countries, divided into several categories according to the level of their finan
Cial contribution to the Union (Table 2). By 1993, their number increased to 71 (lGU 
Bulletin 1993). 

Table 2 - Membership of IGU (IS July 1992) 

Category Number of Countries 

Associate *) 9 

II 

III 

IV 

V 

VI 

VII 

VIII 

IX 

X 

Totl\! 

26 

9 

8 

5 

2 

o 

2 

4 

67 

Countries 

Costa Rica, Cyprus, Estonia, Lebanon, Mongolia, 
Mozambique, Tunisia, Vietnam, Zimbabwe 

Argentina, Bulgaria, Cameroon, Chile, Columbia, 
CUba, Ghana, Guatemala, Hong Kong, Hungary, 
Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Ivory Coast, Lesotho, 
lithuania, Mexico, Morocco, New Zealand, Nigeria, 
Pakistan, Philippines, Romania, Singapore, Tanzania, 
Uganda 

China (Taipei), Czechoslovakia, Egypt, Indonesia, 
Norway, Poland, Portugal, South Africa, Thailand 

Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Korea, 
Netherlands, SloVenia, Yugoslavia 

Australia, India, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland 

Brazil, China (Beijing) 

Canada 

Japan, United Kingdom 

Prance, Germany, Italy, Russia 

United States 

*) Associate Members do not have the right to vote at the General Assembly 
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The Union is financially independent and has its own budget, which currently ex
ceeds U.S.$I00,OOO a year. The revenue comes mostly from national dues paid by member 
countries (about 70%). IGU also receives grants from UNESCO via two councils of 
which the Union is a member - International Social Science Council (ISSC) and Inter
national Council of Scientific Unions. Most of the expenditures go to support commis
sions and study groups (55%), with publications and general administration also ac
counting for a considerable percentage (11 % each). 

Activities 

The main recurring event in the life of the Union is the quadrennial International 
Geographical Congress. Twenty-seven Congresses have already been held (18 in Eu
rope, 5 in America, 2 in Asia, 1 in Africa, and 1 in Australia). The 28th Congress is 
scheduled to meet in The Hague in 1996, and the 29th Congress will go to Seoul in the 
year 2000. 

In 1955, the Union also decided to organize regional conferences which take place 
between the major congresses. Some of these regional conferences are planned around a 
specific theme, while others follow the format of the congresses. Ten regional confer
ences have been organized so far, with the next ones scheduled for 1994 in Prague, 1995 
in Havana, and 1998 in Lisbon (Table '3). The format of the Congress and tile regional 
conference have evolved over time. Now there are pre-Congress symposia sponsored by 
commissions and study groups, followed by the main part of tile Congress, which is 
divided into sections and includes various tllematic symposia, public lectures, and site 
visits. More recently, workshops and short courses have also been added. The third type 
of activity is represented by scientific field trips usually organized after the Congress. 
The general reports and scientific results are c~mtained in the proceedings published 
after each event. Proceedings of the last Congress are already available (27th IGC 1993). 
In addition, various national delegations tend to sponsor special publications inspired 
by a Congress or regional conference. As a result, a 'very considerable volume of scien
tific literature has been generated by these events (Kish 1978). 

One of the main features of the Union's work has been tl1e activities of commissions 
and study groups. They are established to study a specific problem or to accomplish a 
task which requires international collaboration. Their main activity is to organize spe
cialized symposia between tl1e congresses as well as in connection witl1 tl1e congresses 
and to generate interest in specific areas of geography. Over tl1e years, tl1e number and 

Table 3 - Regional Conferences of IOU, 1955-1998 

Held in Europe 

5. Budapest, Hungary, 1971 

9. Barcelona, Spain, 1986 

II. Prague, Czech Republic, 1994 (approved) 

13. lisbon, Portugat'J998 (approved) 

Held outside Europe 

1. Kampala, Uganda, 1955 
2. Tokyo and Nara, Japan, 1957 
3. Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 1962 
4. Mexico City, Mexico, 1966 

6. Palmerston North, New Zealand, 1974 
7. Lagos, Nigeria, 1978 
8. Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1982 

10. Beijing, China, 1990 

12. Havana, Cuba, 1995 (approved) 
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Table 4 - Scientific Meetings Organized by IGU Commissions and Study Groups, 1989-1992 

Africa 

Europe 
Kenya 
Morocco (3) 
Nigeria 
South Africa 

Americas 

Argentina 
Brazil 
Canada (7) 
Chile (4) 
Jamaica 
USA (48) 
Venezuela (2) 

Asia and Oceania 

China (17) 
Hong Kong 
India (5) 
Israel (2) 
Japan (4) 
Malaysia (3) 
New Zealand 

Note: In case of multiple meetings, the number is gi ven in brackets 

Europe 

Austria 
Czechoslovakia (7.5) 
France (13) 
Gennany (12) 
Hungary (2.5) 
Italy (6) 
Netherlands (8) 
Norway 
Poland (3) 
Portugal (3) 
Spain (4) 
Sweden (2) 
Switzerland (4) 
UK (12) 
USSR/Russia (9) 
Yugoslavia 

levd of activity of commissions and groups has expanded considerably. The scope and 
scale of work performed by 22 commissions and 8 study groups during the last term 
(1988-92) can be seen from the statistics (Kosinski 1993a). Between them they organ
ized 154 events, including 163 symposia and 31 sessions, dlllt took place in 37 countries 
on 5 continents. While 16 events were related to the Regional Conference in China, and 
36 were connected with the 27th International Geographical Congress in Washington, 
the remaining events were spread around the world, with the USA, France, Germany, 
and the UK hosting the largest numbers (Table 4). During this period, seven meetings 
took place in Czechoslovakia and an additional one was hosted jointly by Czechoslova
kia and Hlmgary. The total munber of participants in dlese events is estimated at 25,000, 
in addition to some 1,000 participants in the Regional Conference in China and 2,300 
participants in the Congress in the USA. Between them, the commissions and study 
groups issued 177 publications, including 127 monographs, volumes of proceedings, 
and special issues of periodicals. Twenty-eight of dIem issued newsletters. Their circu
lation varied greatly, but at least 59 issues appeared and were sent to at least 5,000 
addresses (Kosinski 1993a). The 18th General Assembly has established twenty-four 
commissions for dle present term (1992-96). In addition, seven study groups were ap
proved by the Executive (Table 5). Among their regular members are four Czech geo
graphers (IGU Bulletin 1993). 

The Secretariat of the IGU publishes a semi-annual/GU Bulletin. Some 4,500 copies 
are distributed free-of-charge through the network of committees of IGU worldwide. In 
addition, a small-circulation, frequent circular letter is sent to chairpersons of commis
sions and study groups as well as to national committees. Other central publications 
appear irregularly. During 1984-94 they also included dle catalogue of IGU-sponsored 
publications and calendars of future events. 

Co-operation 

From the very beginning, the International Geographical Union was connected with 
the International Research Council, now known as tile International Council of Scientif
ic Unions. The Council, which recently celebrated its sixtieth anniversary, is a major 
organization representing natural sciences. It initiates various interdisciplinary programs 
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Table 5 - IGU Commissions and Study Groups Established in 1992 

Commissions Chairpersons 

92.C 01 Climatology M. Dornros; Germany 
92.C 02 Coastal Systems N.P.Psuty, USA 
92.C 03 Communication Networks and 

Telecommunication H. Bakis, France 
92.C 04 Critical Environmental Situations and Regions R. Kasperson, USA 
92.C 05 Environmental Changes and Conservation 

in Karst Areas V. Sauro, Italy 
92.C 06 Frost Action Environments J.-P. Lautridou, France 
92.C 07 Gender and Geography J. Momsen, UK 
92.C 08 Geographic Information Systems S. Kubo, Japan 
92.C 09 Geographical Education H. Haubrich, Germany 
92.C 10 Geography and Public Education M. Barlow, Canada 
92.C II Geography of Commercial Activities R. M. Ahsan, Bangladesh 
92.C 12 Geography of Famine and Vulnerable 

Food Systelns H.-G. Bohle, Germany 
92.C 13 Geomorphological Response to Environmental 

Change A.C. Imeson, Netherlands 
92.C 14 Health, Environment, and Development D.R. Phillips, UK 
92.C 15 Historical Monitoring of Environmental Change V.V. Annenkov, Russia 
92.C 16 History of Geographical Thought K. Takeuchi, Japan 
92.C 17 Marine Geography H. D. Smith, UK 
92.C 18 Mathematical Models M.M. Fischer, Austria 
92.C 19 Mountain Geoecology and Sustainable 

Development J.D. Ives, USA 
92.C 20 Natural Hazard Studies C. Rosenfeld, USA 
92.C 21 Organization of Industrial Space S. Conti, Italy 
92.C 22 Population Geography D. Noin, France 
92.C 23 Urban Development and Urban Ufe D. Pumain, France 
92.C 24 World Political Map H. van der Wusten, Netherlands 

Study Groups Chairpersons 

92.SG 01 Development Issues in Marginal Regions R. Majoral, Spain 
92.8G 02 Environmental Management and Mapping N.F. Glazovsky, Russia 
92.8G 03 Erosion and Desertification in Mediterranean 

Environments M. Sala, Spain 
92.SG 04 Recent Industrial Transfonnation, Urban 

Adaptation, and Regional Environment B. L Dezert, France 
92.SG 05 Regional Hydrological Responses to Climatic 

Change Uu, Chang-ming, China 
92.8G 06 Sustainability of Rural Systems I.R. Bowler, UK 

Source: IGU Bulletin 1993 

and establishes multidisciplinary committees. Infonnation about ICSU activities can be 
found in its newsletter (ICSU-Science International) and various other publications. 
Over the years, many individual geographers, as well as IGU commissions, have been 
involved in a number of such programs and committees. Now, the most important initi
ative undertaken by ICSU is the International Geosphere-Biosphere Program (IGBP) 
with its own secretariat in Stockholm, Sweden. The program is concerned with global 
changes in the natural environment and its consequences. Geographers serve on its sci
entitle committee and participate in some of the research activities. Another important 
initiative of ICSU is the International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction (IDNDR) 
with its own secretariat in Geneva, Switzerland. The IGU is well represented in this 
program, both at the leadership level and in research activities. 
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The IGU is also a member of another co-ordinating body, the International Social 
Science Council, which represents social sciences around the world. The Council, es
tablished in 1951, has recently adopted a new constitution which is aimed at expanding 
the role of the Council in global social science. Information about current activities of 
ISSC can be found in a newsletter distributed jointly with the quarterly International 
Social Science Journal published by UNESCO (lSSe Newsletter). ISSC initiates vari
ous international and interdisciplinary programs, of which the most important now is 
tht: Human Dimensions of Global Environmental Change Program (HDP) with its 0)VIl 

secrt:tariat in Barcelona, Spain, and another office in Geneva, Switzerland. Geographers 
art: involvt:d at different levels in this program. 

All thrt:t: programs have established working groups which address individual prob
lems identified by scientific committees. Participation in the acnlal research and work 
of these groups gives geographers access to the most exciting interdisciplinary research 
activities undertaken on a global scale. As a representative body of international geo
graphy, IGU is often consulted or invited to participate in various international initia
tives and events. It is not always easy to react rapidly, and meaningful response to these 
invitations tests the capacity of the Union. 

Problems and Prospects 

The success of the International Geographical Union as a representative organization 
of world geographers will depend on success in solving various problems facing the 
Union. These can be conveniently grouped lmder four sub-headings: lmiversality, effec
tiveness, rt:sponsibility, and co-operation. 

To realize universality, the Union attempts to represent geographers in all countries 
of the world. Consequently, continual attempts have been made to expand the member
ship which now includes close to 70 cOlmtries. The important issue is not only to have as 
many member COlmtries as possible, but also to maintain effective contacts with nation
al gt:ographical communities. The lack of contacts and co-operation is seen by our stat
utt:s as sufficknt reason to excludt: a country from Ule active membership list. This has 
alrt:ady resultt:d in changes in the munber of members from the 7 founding cOlmtries to 
a maximum approaching 90 and now back to arOlmd 70. 

Universality of the organization can also bt: expressed in participation in various 
t:vents sponsort:d by the Union. Membership in the congresses, regional conferences, 
and scientific symposia is open to all bona fide geographers, and in fact these events 
attract pt:ople from both membt:r and non-mt:mber cOlmtries. This practice should and 
will continue. On the otht:r hand, it is expected that members of tht: Executivt: Commit
tee, and chairpt:rsons and full mt:mbers of commissions and study groups, will come 
from member countries. Hert: tht: most important issue is sufficiently rapid rotation of 
membt:rs to allow more cOlmtries to be represented and nt:w blood to be added frequt:nt
ly in order to prt:vt:nt a "clost:d-shop" mentality. The present automatic renewal of four
year tenns for all members of tht: Ext:cutivt: is seen by some as undesirable. As well, it 
is important to make sure that events organized by the Union take place in various parts 
of the world. In fact, both the major congresses and tlle scientific symposia are organ
ized in a large number of countries, but further improvements would be desirable. 

Second, the effectiveness of an international organization can be measured by how 
well it fulfils its main objectives of sponsoring and encouraging international co-opera
tion and exchange. The main problems with congresses and meetings are their frequen
cy and fonnat. The quadrennial congresses and regional conferences tend to last up to 
three weeks, including special symposia and field trips. Many people find it difficult to 
attend such long and costly events. Some may bt: tempted to attend specialized sympo-
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sia and miss the Congress, thus reducing the effect of a global gathering of profession
als. Another problem is the selection of papers presented to the congresses and regional 
conferences. Their number tends to become too large and not easily manageable from a 
purely organizational and scientific point of view. 

The concern with commissions and study groups is with their number and longevity. 
How meaningful the co-ordination of work of the commissions and the financial sup
port that IGU can offer them depends on their number. The proliferation of commis
sions, while reflecting enthusiasm of various geographers, may in fact reduce their ef
fectiveness, and the Union has continually tried to limit their number and to encourage 
faster turnover of both commissions and their membership. Over the last several years, 
deliberate efforts were made to encourage individuals who wish to establish or renew 
commissions to carry out preparatory work earlier so that the four-year term of exist
ence can be used more intensively. Proposed objectives are now carefully scrutinized 
and the work of commissions and study groups is evaluated by the Executive Commit
tee. The evaluation process has to be made more meaningful and it should be possible to 
terminate ineffective bodies in mid-term, in order to avoid sponsoring groups which 
exist in name only. 

Third, responsibility is vital since the Union has to rely on the voluntary work of 
committed individuals and support from various national organizations. It is obvious 
that nobody can be expected to devote all available time and energy to activities of the 
organization. On the other hand, it is not unreasonable to anticipate a responsible atti
tude from those who assume the leadership role. Should they be unable or unwilling to 
perform th~ir duties, they should resign or be replaced without delay. It is not very 
helpful to retain non-functioning units or inactive officers. 

Fourth, co-operation has become more important as the Union is increasingly called 
upon to respond to outside initiatives, either by undertaking certain activities or by 
offt:ring advice and suggestions. If geography is to main~in credibility and visibility in 
an interdisciplinary forum, the profession has to be able to respond rapidly and mean
ingfully to tmexpected challenges. Now IGU does not have a sufficiently flexible sys
tem of response. Establishment of such a system has-to be seen as one of the important 
tasks for the future. 

The International Geographical Union recently celebrated its seventy-fifth birthday, 
but if one takes into consideration the history of the congresses, the tradition of organized 
international co-operation of geographers goes back more than 120 years. It is a sufficient
ly long period to justify the need for such co-operation and acquisition of experience 
which will have to be creatively used to meet the challenge of the coming years. 

Sources: 

FUCHS, Ruland J. (1986): Geography as an international science: current problems and future pros
pects. IGU Bulletin 36 (1-2),30-39. 

ICSU. Science International. Quarterly. Paris, International Council of Scientific Unions, Bulletin. 
IGU. (1972): Geugraphy Through a Century of International Congresses. Caen, International Geo-

graphical Union, COImnission on History of Geography. 
IGU Bulletin. International Geographical Union Bulletin. Semi-annual. Place varies. 
ISSC Newsletter. Quarterly. Paris, International Social Science Council. 
KISH, George (1989): International Geograpahical Union: a brief history. IGU Bulletin 39 (2), 110-

119. 
- (ed.) (1978): Bibliography oflnternational Geographical Congresses, 1871-1976. Boston, C.K. Hall. 
KOSINSKI, Leszek A. (1993a): Report of the IGU Secretary-General for 1988-1992. IGU Bulletin 43 

(1-2),101-108. 
- (1993b): Report of the IGU Treasurer for 1988-1992. IGU Bulletin 43 (1-2) 108-114. 
27th IGC (1993): Proceedings. 27th International Geographical Congress, Washington 1992. Washing

ton. 
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SBORNiK CESKE GEOGRAFICKE SPOLECNOSTI 
ROCNtK 1994 • CtSLO 2 • SV AZEK 99 

ORBIS GEOGRAPHICUS BOHEMICUS 1994 

Publication of the updated directory of geographical institutions and geographers of the Czech Re
public has been initiated by Organizational Committee of IGU 1994 Regional Conference which is 
being held in Prague. Publication of the directory aims at updating the list of Czech geographical 
workplaces and geographers after the further transformation of universities, Czech Academy of Sci
ences and research institutions, at creating the first directory of geographers in the Czech Republic at 
all - taking into account that the political fonnation is new in the map of Europe - and to provide to 
those who participate in the IGU Conference the basic view of the structure of geography in the coun
try. 

The directory is arranged according to individual institutions. The first institution mentioned is the 
Czech Geographical Society, than individual geographical departments and divisions at universities 
and Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, and finally the workplaces of not literally the geo
graphical character, which - however - employ larger number of geographers. Each institution is pre
sented with its English and Czech name, postal address, cOnllnunication contacts and management. 

list of geographers goes with each of the workplaces, structure of the entry on an individual being 
as follows: 
- first name and surname including titles I), specialization code (see list of specializations), 
- date and place of birth, 
- completed university 2), acquired scientific and pedagogic ranks and year of their acquirement, 
- position at work. 

Due to the lack of space, it is not possible to publicize in this way the alphabetical list of geogra
phers, which includes, in addition, geographers working at non-geographical institutions, in state ad
ministration, private agencies and those who have retired. This list will be published in the magazine 
Moravian Geographical Reports 1/1994 issued by subsidiary of Institute of Geonics, branch Brito. 

LIST OF TOPICAL SPECIALIZATIONS 

10 Physical Geography, Landscape 
11 Geomorphology 
12 Soils Geography 
13 Climatology, Climageography 
14 Hydrology, Hydrogeography 
15 Biogeography 
16 Karst Geography 
17 Geology 
20 Human Geography 
21 Population Geography, Demography 
22 Geography of Settlements and Dwelling 
23 Agricultural Geography 
24 Manufacturing Geography 
25 Transportation Geography 
26 Recreational Geography 
27 Marketing and Services Geography 

I) RNDr. - Doctor of Nat lira I Sciences, PhDr. - DuctorofP"ilosophy, PaedDr. - Doctor of Pedagog
ics (graduates from universities after special examinations associated with disertations); Mgr. - grad
uates frollluniversities after 1990; Illg. - Engineer (graduates frolll Technical, Agricllltllral alld Eco
nomic universities with no additional examillation); Prof - Professor, Doc. - Associate Professor; 
CSc. - Candidate of Sciences, DrSc. - Doctor of Sciences (scientific degrees associated with special 
theses and examinations) 
2) ill the period 1960 -1990, the Masaryk University in Brnu was named Ulliversity of Jan Evangelista 
PllrkYlli 
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30 Cartography 
35 Mathematical Methods, Statistics 
36 Remote Sensing 
37 Geographic Information Systems 
40 Regional Geography 
41 Regional Geography of the Czech Republic 
42 Regional Geography of Foreign Countries 
43 Regional Economy 
45 Regional and Urban Planning 
50 Environmental Geography, Geoecology 
60 Theoretical Geography 
65 Historical Geography, History of Geography 
66 Political Geography 
67 Medical Geography 
70 Teaching Techniques in Geography 

1. Czech Geographical Society 

Ceskli geografickli spolecnost 
12800 Praha 2, Oldtichova 19 

(t) 42 2 6926482, 6926701 

President: Doc. RNDr. Ivan Bicik, CSc. 
Vice-president: Prof. RNDr. Vaclav Gardavsky, DrSc., RNDr. Karel Kirchner, CSc. 
Members of the Presidium: RNDr. Jifi Bldek, RNDr. Du§an Drbohlav, CSc., doc. RNDr. Arno§t 
Wahla, CSc. 

Central Bohemian Branch (Stfedoeeska poboeka) 
Na Slupi 14, 12800 Praha 2 
Chairman: RNDr. Miroslav Hrdlicka 

South Bohemian Branch (Jihoceska poboeka) 
K. Stecha 12,37005 Ceske Budejovice 
Chairman: Jindiich Rozkopal 

West Bohemian Branch (Z3padoceska pobocka) 
PaedDr. Jaroslav Dokoupil 

North Bohemian Branch (Severoeeska poboeka) 
Ceske mladete 8, 400 96 Osti nad Labem 
Chairman: RNDr. Ivan Farskj 

East Bohemian Branch (Vychodoeeska poboeka) 
nam. P. Jilemnickeho 30, 500 00 Hradec Kralove 
Chainnan: Karel Zadrobilek 

South Moravian Branch (Jihomoravska poboeka) 
Mendlovo m'lln. 1, 662 82 Bmo 
Chairman: Doc. Ing. RNDr. Vaclav Novak, CSc. 

Central Moravian Branch (Stfedomoravska pobocka) 
Svobody 26,77146 Olomouc 
Chairman: RNDr. Vit Votenilek, CSc. 

North Moravian Branch (Severomoravska poboeka) 
BrMova 7, 701 03 Ostrava 
Chairman: RNDr. Arno§t Wahla, CSc. 

Section for Cartography (Sekce pro kartografii) 
Mendlovo nam. 1, 662 82 Brno 
Chairman: Doc. Ing. RNDr. Vaclav Novak, CSc. 

Section for Environment and Nature Protection (Sekce pro Dvotni prostfedi a ochranu pfirody) 
BrMova 7, 701 03 Ostrava 
Chairman: Prof. RNDr. Miroslav Havrlant, CSc. 
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Section for Physical Geography (Sekce pro fyzickou geogratii) 
Kothifska 2,611 37 Brno 
Chairman: Doc. RNDr. Alois Hynek, CSc. 

Section for Polar Research (Sekce pro polarni vyzkumy) 
Kotlafska 2, 611 37 Brno 
Chainnan: Prof. RNDr. Rudolf Brazdil, DrSc. 

Section for Regional Geography (Sekce pro regionalni geografii) 
Albertov 6, 12843 Praha 2 
Chairman: Doc. RNDr. Josef Brinke, CSc. 

Section for Socio-Economic Geography (Sekce pro socioekonomickou geografii) 
Albertov 6, 12843 Praha 2 
Chairman: Doc. RNDr. Ivan Bicik, CSc. 

Section for School Geography (Sekce pro skolskou geografii) 
Brafova 7, 70103 Ostrava 
Chairman: Doc. RNDr. Amost Wahla, CSc. 

Publishing House of the Czech Geographical Society (Naldadatelstvi Ceske geograficke spoleCnosti) 
Oldfichova 19, 12800 Praha 2 
Director: RNDr. Vojtech Jahn 
Editor-in-chief: RNDr. Milan HoleCek 
Intendant: Jaroslava Helusova 

Members: 

2. Departments of Geography 

Charles University Prague, Faculty of Sciences 
Department of Physical Geography and Geoecology 
[PrirodovedeckB fakulta Karlovy univerzity Praha 

katedra fyzicke geografie a geoekologie] 
128 43 Praha 2, A1bertov 6 

(t) 42224915472-8, (fax) 422296084, 
(E-mail)votypka@prfdec.natar.cuni.cz 

Head of the Department: Doc. RNDr. Jan Votypka, CSc. 

RNDr. Btetislav BALATKA, CSc. - TS 10,11,40,41; born 11.1.1931 Ben~ov u Semil, grad. Charles 
University Prague, CSc. 1962, RNDr. 1966, Senior Scientist 

PaedDr. Pavel CERVINKA - TS 10,11,50; born 18.4.1959 Nove Mesto na Morave, grad. Charles Uni
versity Prague, PaedDr. 1987, Junior Scientist 

RNDr. Milan HOLECEK - TS 25, 41, 42; born 13.8.1938 Praha, grad. Charles University Prague, 
RNDr. 1970, Lecturer 

Doc. RNDr. Bohumir JANSKY, CSC. - TS 10,14,42,50; born 30.7.1951 Plzen, grad. Charles University 
Prague, RNDr. 1975, CSc. 1982, Ass.Prof. 1991, Associate Professor 

Prof. RNDr. Jan KALVODA, DrSc. - TS 10,11,17,42; born 12.2.1943 Praha, grad. Charles University 
Prague, RNDr. 1972, CSC. 1972, DrSc. 1991, Ass.Prof. 1991, Prof. 1993, Professor 

RNDr. Jin KASTNER - TS 10,13,40,41; born 16.6.1956 Klatovy, grad. Charles University Prague, 
RNDr. 1982, Lecturer 

RNDr. Zdenek KUMENT, CSC. - TS 10,11,14,42,50; born 31.5.1961 Touum,grad. Charles University 
Prague, RNDr. 1987, CSC. 1991, Lecturer 

Ing. Vladimir KREMSA - TS 10,15,23,36,37,50; born 17.1.1957 Tabor, grad. Agricultural University 
Prague - Ing. 1981, Lecturer 

Doc. RNDr. Vaclav PRIBYL, CSC. - TS 10,11,42,50; born 4.12.1937 Praha, RNDr. 1969,CSc. 1969, 
Ass. Prof. 1985, Associate Professor . 

RNDr. Vit VIUMEK, CSc. - TS 10,11,42; born 3.11.1959 Marilinske Lazne, grad. Charles University 
Prague, RNDr. 1985,CSC. 1992, Lecturer 

Doc. RNDr. Jan VOTYPKA,CSc. - TS 10,11,42; born 14.1.1938 Kosmonosy, grad. Charles Univenlity 
Prague, RNDr. 1970, CSc. 1980, Ass.Prof. 1991, Associate Professor 
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Members: 

Charles University Prague, hculty of Sciences 
Department of Social Geography and Regional Development 

[Ptirodovedecka fakulta Karlovy univerzity Praha 
katedra sochilni geografie a regionalniho rozvoje] 

128 43 Praha 2, Albertov 6 
(t) 42224915472, (fax) 422296084 

Head of the Department: Doc. RNDr. Ivan Bicik, CSc. 
Secretary: RNDr. Milan Jetabek 

Doc. RNDr. Ivan BIefK, CSC. - TS 20,40,23,26,27; born 2.10.1943 Praha, grad. Charles University 
Prague 1965, RNDr. 1974, CSC. 1981, Ass. Prof. 1990, Associate Professor 

RNDr. lin BLAZEK - TS 20,22,43,45; born 15.6.1964 Praha, grad. Charles University Prague 1989, 
RNDr. 1989, Lecturer; E-mail BLAZEK@prfdec.natur.cuni.CZ 

Doc. RNDr. Josef BRINKE, CSc. - TS 25,42,66; born 13.8.1934 Praha, grad. Charles University Prague 
1959, RNDr. 1968, CSc. 1973, Ass. Prof. 1987, Associate Professor 

RNDr. Zdenek CERMAK - TS 21,22,27; born 10.10.1954 Nachod, grad. Charles University Prague 
1979, RNDr. 1982, Lecturer 

RNDr. Helena CHMELfROV A - TS 24,25,43; born 29.5.1959 Praha, grad. Charles University Prague 
1983, RNDr. 1984, Lecturer 

RNDr. Dusan DRBOHLAV, CSC. - TS 20,21,22; born 2.1.1959 (>raha, grad, Charles University Prague 
1983, RNDr. 1983, CSC. 1990, Senior Scientist ' 

RNDr. Dagmara DZUROvA, CSc. - TS 20,21,50,67; born 8.6.1957 Praha, grad. Charles University 
Prague 1983, RNDr. 1984, CSC. 1993, Lecturer; E-mail DZUROVA@prfdec.natur.cuni.CZ 

RNDr. VacJav FRAJER - TS 23,42,50; born 21.1.1943 Velkj Chlumec, grad. Charles University Prague 
1965, RNDr. 1981, Lecturer 

Prof. RNDr. Vac1av GARDA VSKY, DrSc. - TS 20,26,60; born 14.9.1932 Ostrava, grad. Cllarles UJli
versity Prague 1956, RNDr. 1968, CSC. 1968, Ass.Prof. 1975, Prof. 1985, DrSc. 1988, Professor 

Prof. RNDr. Martin HAMPL, DrSc. - TS 20,21 ,60; born 2.8.1940· Praha, grad. Charles University Prague 
1962, RNDr. 1968, CSc. 1968, Ass. Prof. 1990, DrSc. 1990, Prof. 1992, Professor 

RNDr. Petr JEHLIeKA - TS 66; born 8.4.1965 Kolin, grad. Charles University Prague 1988, RNDr., 
Lecturer 

RNDr. Leos JELECEK, CSc. - TS 65,42,50; born 29.8.1945 MIada Boleslav, grad. Charles University 
Prague 1968, RNDr. 1972, CSC. 1978, Senior Scientist . 

RNDr. Milan JERABEK - TS 45,20,21,24; born 11.9.1956 Teplice, grad. Charles University Prague 
1980, RNDr. 1983 Lecturer 

RNDr. Ludvik KOPAtKA, CSc. - TS 20,24,41,65; born 3.8.1946 Ceskj Rudolec, grad. Charles Uni
versity Prague 1968, RNDr. 1968, CSc .. 1985, Senior Scientist 

Doc.RNDr. Libor KRAJICEK, CSc. - TS 20,24,41 ,45; born 14.9.1932 Ledee nad 5azavou, grad. C1wles 
university Prague 1955, RNDr. 1971, CSC. 1971, Ass. Prof. 1983, Associate Professor 

Doc. RNDr. Karel KOHNL. CSc. - TS 20,21,22,27,35,41,45; born 17.5.1936 Praha, grad. Charles Uni
versity Prague 1959, RNDr. 1973, CSc. 1976, Ass. Prof. 1985, Associate Professor 

Doc. RNDr. Hana ~OHNLOVA, CSc. - TS 41,45,70; born 30.8.1941 Praha, grad. Charles University 
Prague 1962, RNDr. 1975, esc. 1976, Ass. Prof. 1983, Associate Professor 

RNDr. Petr PAVLtNEK - TS 40,43; born 25.6.1963 Trutnov, grad. Charles University Prague 1986, 
RNDr. 1986, Lecturer 

RNDr. Dana frnZNfeKov A - TS 70,20; born 21. 12. 1960 Praha, grad. Charles University Prague 1986, 
RNDr. 1986, Lecturer 

RNDr. Ludek SYKORA - TS 20,22,60; born 27.8.1965 Plzen, grad. Charles University Prague 1988, 
RNDr. 1988, Lecturer, E-mail SYKORA@prfdec.natur.cuni.CZ 

RNDr. Jin TOMES - TS 41 ,42,43,45; born 12.8.1953 Nove Mesto na Morave, grad. Charles University 
Prague 1979, RNDr. 1979, Lecturer 

Charles University Prague, Faculty of Sciences 
Department of Cartography and GIS 

[Ptirodovedeclui fablta Karlovy univerzity Praha 
katedra kartografie a geoinrormatiky] 

128 43 Praha 2, Albertov 6 
(t) 42 2 24915472, (fax) 422296084 

Head ofthe Department: Doc. Ing. Dalibor Moravec, DrSc. 
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Members: 
RNDr. Tom8§ BERANEK, esc. - TS 30; born 15.3.1962, grad. Charles University Prague, RNDr. 

1985, CSc. 1991, Lecturer 
RNDr. Richard CAPEK, esc. - TS 30,36; born 22.8.1945 Praha, grad. Charles University Prague, 

RNDr. 1973, CSC. 1976, Lecturer 
RNDr. Pavel DOUBRAVA - TS 36,37; born 15. 1.1959, grad. Charles University Prague, RNDr. 1983, 

Lecturer 
Doc. Ing. Dalibor MORA VEe, DrSc. - TS 30,37; born 22.4.1946, grad. Military Academy Brno, Ing. 

1975, CSC. 1981, DrSc. 1988, Ass. Prof. 1992, Senior Scientist, Associate Professor 

Members: 

Charles University Prague, Faculty of Sciences 
Department of Demography and Geodemography 

[PHrodovedecka fakulta Karlovy univerzity Praha 
katedra demografie a geodemografie] 

128 43 Praha 2, Albertov 6 
(t) 42224915472, (fax) 42 2 296084, 42 2 24915817 

Head of the Department: Prof. Ing. Zdenek Pavlik, DrSc. 
Secretary: RNDr. Kveta Kalibova, CSc. 

RNDr. Dagmar BARTONOvA - TS 21; born 25.10.1950 Chrudim, grad. Charles University Prague, 
RNDr. 1988, Lecturer 

RNDr. Boris BURCIN - TS 21; born 3.1.1963 Podbofany, grad. Charles University Prague, RNDr. 
1987, Lecturer 

RNDr. Kveta KALIBOV A, CSc. - TS 21; born 6.5.1944 Rtyne v PodkrkonoSi, grad. Charles University 
Prague, RNDr. 1973, CSc. 1991, Lecturer, member of the European Association for Population 
Studies 

RNDr. Jifina KOLOROSOV A - TS 21; born 3.1 0.1967 Klatovy, grad. Charles University Prague, RNDr. 
1990, Lecturer ' 

RNDr. To~ KUCERA - TS 21; born 19.7.1958 Uberec, grad. Charles University Prague, RNDr. 
1982, Lecturer 

Prof. Ing. Zdenek PAVUK, DrSc. - TS 21; born 31.3.1931 Praha, grad. University of Economics Prague, 
Ing. 1956, CSc. 1962, Ass. Prof. 1968, DrSc. 1983, Prof. 1990, Professor, President of the Czech 
Demographic Society, President of Editorial Board of the ACTA DEMOGRAPHICA, member of the 
International Union for Scientific Population Studies, the European Association for Population Studies 
and the Association of French-Speaking Demographers 

Doc. RNDr. Jitka RYCHTARtKOVA, CSc. - TS 21; born 22.5.1949 Zrue nad Sazavou, grad. Charles 
University Prague, RNDr. 1974, CSC. 1981, Ass. Prof. 1993, Associate Professor, Vicepresident of 
the Czech Demographic Society, member of the Association of French-Speaking Demographers 

Members: 

West Bohemian University P1zen - Pedagogical Faculty 
Department of Geography 

[Pedagogicka fakuIta Zlipadoeeske univerzity v PIzni, katedra geografie] 
30619 P1zen, Veleslavinova 42 

(t) 42 1937951 - 5, (fax) 42 1935522 

Head of the Department: Doc. RNDr. Stanislav Mirvald, CSc. 
Vicehead: PaedDr. Jifi Suda 

Secretary: PaedDr. Jaroslav Dokoupil 
Group for Cartography & GIS - head: Doc. Ing. Jifi Pysek, CSc. 

Ing. Vaclav CADA, CSC. - TS 30,37; born 17.3.1957 Plzen, grad. Czech Technical University Prague 
1981,Ing. 1981, CSC. 1989, Lecturer 

PaedDr. Jaroslav DOKOUPIL - TS 40,45; born 10.2.1959 Rymafov, grad. Pedagogical Faculty Plzen 
1983, PaedDr. 1989, Lecturer 

Mgr. Jan HAJEK - TS 40,70; born 5.7.1945 Plzen, grad. Pedagogical Faculty PlzeJ'l 1969, Lecturer 
PaedDr. Alena MA ruSKOV A - TS 21,70; born 9.10.1954 Rokycany, grad. Pedagogical Faculty Plzen 

1977, PaedDr. 1984, CSC. 1993, Lecturer 
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Doc. RNDr. Stanislav MIRV ALD, CSC. - TS 20,25; born 13.3.1940 Plzen, grad. Charles University 
Prague 1969, RNDr. 1976, CSC. 1981, Ass. Prof. 1988, Associate Professor 

Prof. RNDr. PaedDr. Ludvik MISTERA, DrSc. - TS 20,24; born 22.3.1925 Nezvestice, grad. Charles 
University Prague 1953, PaedDr. 1953, Ass.Prof. 1963, CSC. 1972, RNDr. 1972, DrSc. 1979, Prof. 
1990, Professor 

RNDr. Marie NOVOTNA, CSc. - TS 37,41; born 6.1.1953 Virnperk, grad. Pedagogical Faculty Plzen 
1975, Charles University Prague 1983, RNDr. 1985, CSC. 1993, Lecturer 

Doc. Ing. Jift PySEK, CSc. - TS 30; born 16.2.1937 Loreta - Tynee, grad. Czeeh Technical University 
Prague 1960, Ing. 1960, CSC. 1980, Ass. Prof. 1987, Associate Professor 

Mgr. Zdenek REITSPIES - TS 40,45; born 7.9.1963 Plzen, grad. Pedagogical Faculty Plzeft 1986, 
Lecturer 

PaedDr. Jifi SUDA - TS 10,50; born 6.2.1951 Marianske Ume, grad. Pedagogical Faculty Plzen 1974, 
PaedDr. 1984, Lecturer 

Doc. PhDr. Jift WINTER, CSc. - TS 40,70; born 6.10.1933 Zdikov, grad. Pedagogical Faculty Plzeft 
1955, Charles University Prague 1961, PhDr. 1972, CSc. 1974,Ass.Prof. 1983,Associate Professor 

Members: 

Jan Evangelista Purkyne University Ustl nad Labem 
Pedagogical Faculty - Department of Geography 

[Pedagogic~ fakulta Univerzity Jana Evangelisty Purkyne 
v Usti nad Labem - katedra geografie] 

400 96 Ustf nad Labem, Ceske mladele 8 
(t) 42 47 26441 ext. 174, (fax) 42 4723'658 

Head of the Department: Doc. RNDr. Ladislav Skokan, CSc. 
Vicehead: PaedDr. Jana Pestova 

Secretary: Milan Bursa, CSc. 

RNDr. Jifi ANDEL, CSC. - TS 42; born 30.1.1950 Usti nad Labem, grad. Charles University Prague 
1975, RNDr. 1979,CSC. 1987, Lecturer 

Milan BURSA, CSc. - TS 20,25; born 21.6.1946 Jablonee nad Nisou, grad. Charles University Prague 
1969, CSc. 1986, Lecturer 

RNDr. Alena CHvATALOvA- TS II; born 23.8. 1963 Usti nad Labem,grad. Charles University Prague 
1986, RNDr. 1986, Lecturer 

RNDr. Ivan FARSKY - TS 13,14; born 6.8.1950 Jablonec nad Nisou, grad. Charles University Prague 
1982, RNDr. 1983, Lecturer 

Doc. RNDr. Karel KUNC - TS 50; born 3.5.1937 Praha, grad. Charles University Prague 1961, RNDr. 
1984, Ass. Prof. 1991, Associate Professor 

Mgr. Roman MARES - TS 42; born 28.11.1966 Tumov, grad. Pedagogical Faculty Usti nad Labem 
1990, Lecturer 

PaedDr. Jana PESTOV A - TS 70,35; born 29.6.1950 Usti nad Labem, grad. Pedagogical Faculty Usti 
nad Labem 1972, PaedDr. 1985, Lecturer 

Doc. RNDr. Ladislav SKOKAN, CSc. - TS 20,40,70; born 4.7.1933 Moravske Budejovice, grad. Mos
cow State University 1957, CSC. 1972, Ass.Prof. 1974, RNDr. 1984, Associate Professor 

Masaryk University Brno - Faculty of SciellCes 
Department of Geography 

[Pi'irodovedecka fakulta Masarykovy univerzity v Brne - katedra geografie] 
61137 Brno, Kothii'ska 2 

(t) 42 542128111, (fax) 42541211214 

Head of the Department: Doc. RNDr. Pavel Prosek, CSc. 
Vicehead: RNDr. Miroslav Kolal, CSc. 

Head of the Laboratory for Cartography & GIS: Doc. RNDr. Milan KoneCny, CSc. 

Members: 
Prof. RNDr. Rudolf BRAzoIL, DrSc. - TS 13; born 10.4.1951 Bmo, grad. Masaryk University Smo 

1974, RNDr. 1976, CSC. 1980, Ass. Prof. 1980, DrSc. 1990, Professor 1991, Professor 
RNDr. Petr DANEK - TS 20,66; boni 4.12.1964 Smo, grad. Charles University Prague 1989, RNDr. 

1990, Scientist 
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RNDr. Petr DOSROVOLNY, CSc. - TS 13,36,37; born 22.6.1961 Smo, grad. Masaryk University Brno 
1985, RNDr. 1985, CSC. 1992, Lecturer 

RNDr. Milan V. DRApELA, CSC. - TS 30; born 21.4.1938 Smo, grad. Masaryk University Smo 1969, 
RNDr. 1974, CSc. 1981, Lecturer 

RNDr. Vladimir HERBER, CSC. - TS 10,14,41,50; born 20.10.1952 Opava, grad. Masaryk University 
Smo,ltNDr. 1977,CSC. 1987, Lecturer 

Doc. RNDr. AIois HYNEK, CSC. - TS 10,40,50,60,70; born 5.11.1940 IUjeeko, grad. Masaryk Univer
sity Brrio 1959, RNDr. 1971, CSc. 1981, Ass.Prof. 1985, Associate Professor 

Doc. RNDr. J aromir KARAsEK, CSc. - TS 11,17;40; born 21.7.1942 Oslavany, grad. Masaryk Univer
sity Smo 1964, RNDr. 1968, CSC. 1990, Ass. Prof. 1992, Associate Professor 

RNDr. Miroslav KOLAR, CSc. - TS 13,14,35; born 17.5.1947 Tell'!, grad. Masaryk University Smo 
1970, RNDr. 1976,CSC. 1986, Lecturer 

Doc. RNDr. Milan KONEtNY, CSc. - TS 30,37; born 15.12.1948 Vsetin, grad. Masaryk University 
Brno (973, RNDr. 1974, CSc. 1982, Ass.Prof. 1984, Associate Professor 

RNDr. Petr KusftEK, CSC. - TS 10,11,36,37; born 9.10.1963 Smo, grad. Masaryk University Brno 
1986, RNDr. 1986, CSC. 1992, Lecturer 

Doc. RNDr. Pavel PROSEK, CSc. - TS 10,13,50; born 23.9.1940 ZHn, grad. Masaryk University Smo 
1962, RNDr. 1974, CSC. 1976, Ass. Prof. 1991, Associate Professor 

RNDr. Stanislav REHAK, CSc. - TS 22,25,40; born 4.6.1949 Kromenz, grad. Masaryk University Brno 
1972, RNDr. 1974, CSC. 1979, Lecturer 

Ing. Eva REINOHLOV A - TS 23; born 17.10.1955 Smo, grad. Agricultural University Smo - Ing. 
1981, Scientist 

RNDr. Pavel SICH - TS 20,27; born 8.1.1964 Uherske Hradiste, grad. Cornenius University Bratislava 
1987, RNDr. 1989, Scientist 

RNDr. Zdelika TARASOvA - TS 21,22; born 9.7.1940 Smo; grad. Masaryk University Brno 1962, 
RNDr. 1974, Lecturer 

RNDr. Vaclav TOUSEK, CSC. - TS 20,21,24,41,45; born 24.4.1949 Z1in, grad. Masaryk University 
Brno 1972, RNDr. 1975, CSC. 1988, Lecturer 

RNDr. Milan VACEK-VESELY - TS 14,16,17; born 6.12.1963 Smo, grad. Masaryk University Brno 
1988, RNDr. 1989, Scientist 

RNDr. Jaroslav VASA TKO, CSC. - TS 10,15,16,50; born 22.2.1939 Praha, grad. Masaryk University 
Smo 1962, RNDr. 1971, CSc. 1988, Scientist 

RNDr. Pavel V ASftEK - TS 20,21; born 20.4.1965 Smo, grad. Masaryk University Smo 1988, RNDr. 
1989, Scientist 

RNDr. Antonin vtlNfK, CSC. - TS 20,23,40,41,42; born 25.5.1955 Boskovice, grad. Masaryk Univer
sity Smo 1979, RNDr. 1981, CSC. 1985, Lecturer 

Members: 

Masaryk University Brno - Pedagogical Faculty 
Department oC Geography 

[Pedagogickai Cakulta Masarykovy univerzity v Brne - katedra geografie] 
603 00 Brno, Porlel 7 

(t) 42543321216,42543210087,42543210088,42543210089, 
(Cax) 42543211103 

Head of the Department: Prof. PhDr. Petr Chalupa, CSc. 
Vicehead: Doc. RNDr. Jan Supka 

Secretary: RNDr. Alois Matousek, CSc. 

Prof. PhDT. Petr CHALUPA, CSC. - TS 20,21; born 21.2.1945 Jedovnice, grad. Palacky"University 
Olomouc 1967, PhDr. 1976, CSC. 1979, Ass.Prof. 1983, Prof. 1992, Professor 

PaedDr. Eduard HOFMANN, CSC. - TS 70,41; born 19.12.1957 Smo, grad. Masaryk University Smo 
1982, PaedDr. 1988, CSC. 1991, Lecturer 

Prof. RNDr. Stanislav HORNiK, DrSc. - TS 10,15; born 27.8.1928 Radkov u Tell'!e, grad. Masaryk 
University Smo 1953, RNDr. 1972, CSC. 1972, Ass. Prof. 1977, Prof. 1990, DrSc. 1990, Professor 

RNDr. Alois MATOUSEK, CSC. - TS 40,42; born 12.9.1942 Prasklice, grad. Masaryk University Brno 
1964, CSC. 1975, RNDr. 1982, Lecturer 

RNDr. SvatoplukNOVAK,CSc. - TS 30,36; born 5.5. 1961 Smo,grad. Masaryk University Smo 1984, 
RNDr. 1984, CSC. 1992, Lecturer 

Doc. RNDr. Jan SUPKA - TS 40,70; born 15.1.1931 Smo, grad. Masaryk University Smo 1953, RNDr. 
1970, Ass. Prof. 1990, Associate Professor 
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PalacItY University OIomoue - Faculty or Sciences 
Department or Geography and Teaching Techniques in Geography 

(Piirodovedecki rakulta Palackeho univerzity v OIomoud 
katedra geografie a dldaktiky geografte] 

771 46 Olomoue, Svobody 26 
(t) 42 68 5222451, (fax) 42 68 28047 

Head of the Department: Prof. RNDr. Jaromir DemeJc. DrSc. 

Members: . 
Prof. RNDr. Jaromir DEMEK, DrSc. - TS 10,60; born 14.8.1930 Sokolnice, grad. Masaryk University 

Brno, RNDr. 1952, CSc. 1956, Ass. Prof. 1966, DrSc. 1973, Prof. 1992, Professor, Member ofBdito
rial Boards of STUDIA GEOMORPHOLOGICA, CARPATHO -BALCANlCA, GEOJOURNAL, 
EARTH SURFACE PROCESSES AND LANDFORMS 

Mgr. Lubomir HOMOLA - TS 20; born 14.6.1959 Olomouc, grad. Palackj University Olomouc, Mgr. 
1993, Scientist 

RNDr. Ivan LEPKA, CSc. - TS21,23; born 17.11.1934 Kotruimo, grad. Pedagogical College Olomouc, 
RNDr. 1971, CSC. 1988, Lecturer 

PaedDr. Jifi MALY, CSc. - TS 41,10; born 25.3.1959 Hranice, grad. Palackj University Olomouc, 
PaedDr. 1983, Lecturer 

RNDr. Ladislav PLA.NKA, CSc. - TS 13,14,36,40; born 9.10.1951 Sumperk, grad. Masaryk University 
Brno, RNDr. 1982, CSC. 1982, Lecturer 

RNDr. Miroslav PLUSKAL, CSc. - TS 40,70; born 16.4.1942 Drwvice, grad. Palackj University Olo
mouc, RNDr. 1970, CSC. 1988, Lecturer 

RNDr. Vit VO:mNtLEK, CSC. - TS 37,11,30; born 8.8.1965 Vysoke Mjto, grad. Masaryk University, 
RNDr. 1988, CSC. 1993, Lecturer 

RNDr. Miroslav VYSOUDIL, CSc. - born 16.3.1953 Rymafov, grad. Palackj University Olomouc, 
RNDr. 1979, CSC. 1986, Lecturer 

RNDr. Katefina WOLFOV A - TS 13,15; born 19.9.1963, grad. MasarykUniversity Brno, RNDr. 1987, 
Junior Scientist 

University of Ostrava - Faculty of Sciences 
Department of Geography and <;eoecology 

(Pi'irodovedeckB fakulta 0!'1ravskti univerzity - katedra geografte a geoekologie] 
70103 Ostrava I, Brifova 7 

(t) 4269 6222808, (fax) 42 69 6222803 

Head ofthe Department: Doc. RNDr. Petr Sindler, esc. 
Secretary: Doc. RNDr. Arno§t Wahla, CSc. 

Members: 
RNDr. Vladimir BAAR, CSC. - TS 42,65,66; born 25.5.1953 Novy Jicln, grad. Comenius University 

Bratislava 1977, RNDr. 1979, CSc. 1994, Lecturer 
Doc. RNDr. Ladislav BUZEK, CSc. -'TS 10,11; born 26.6.1934 Karvina, grad. Palackj University 

Olomouc 1957, RNDr. 1972, esc. 1968, Ass. Prof. 1989 , Associate Professor, Vice-Dean of the Fac
ulty 

RNDr. Jan HAVRLANT, CSC. - TS 10,26,41,50; born 17.10.1952 Ostrava, grad. Charles University 
Prague 1977, RNDr. 1983, esc. 1994, Lecturer 

Prof. RNDr. Miroslav HA VRLANT, CSc. - TS 10,15,26,41,50,60; born 5.3.1925 Rychvald, grad. Charles 
University Prague 1949, CSC. 1968, RNDr. 1969, Ass. Prof. 1982, Professor 1992, Professor, Vice
Rector of the University 

RNDr. Jaromir KANOK, CSC. - TS 14,30,35,37; born 26.8.1946 Frydek-Mistek, grad. Pedagogical 
Faculty Ostrava 1969, Ma~k University Brno 1978, RNDr. 1982, CSC. 1994, Lecturer 

Doc. RNDr. Ing. Vladislav KiUz, DrSc. - TS 13,14; born 20.3.1932 Valtinov, grad. Technical Univer
sitySmo 1955, Masaryk University Brno 1962,Ing.1955,RNDr. 1965,CSc. 1965,Ass.Prof.1975, 
DrSc. 1985, Associate Professor, President of the Beskydy Foundation 

Mgr. Lubomir MULLER - TS 10,14; born 21.3.1946 Uherske Hradi§te, grad. Palackj University Olo
mouc 1975, Masaryk University Smo 1988, Mgr. 1990, Lecturer 

RNDr. Jan PRASEK - TS 10,11,16,17,30,35,36,37,50; born 11.10.1960 Bohumin, grad. CharI' Uni
versity Pmgue 1985, RNDr. 1986, Lecturer 
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Doc. RNDr. Radim PROKOP, ·CSc. - TS 20,22,43; born 12.5.1926 Bru§perk, grad. Patackj University 
01omouc 1951, RNDr. 1968, esc. 1968, Ass.Prof. 1990, Associate Professor 

Doc. RNDr. Franti§ek fffiHo~ CSc. - TS 17; born 19.9.1933 Bemartice, grad. Charles University 
Prague 1956, esc. 1965, RNDr. 1966, Ass. Prof. 1977, Associate Professor, Vice-Dean of the Facul
ty, member of the Paleontological Association London 

Mgr. Petr RUMPEL - TS 42,66; born 6.6.1964 Karvina, grad. Pedagogical Faculty Ostrava 1989, Mgr. 
1993, Lecturer 

Doc. RNDr. Petr SINDLER, CSc. - TS 20,40,42,45,66; born 9.5.1944 Dvitr Kralove nad Labem. grad. 
Charles University Prague 1968, RNDr. 1972, CSC. 1984, Ass. Prof. 1990, Associate Professor 

Doc. PaedDr. Jaroslav VENCALEK, CSc. - TS 20,21,22,25; born 6.6.1949 Ostrava, grad. Pedagogical 
Faculty Ostrava 1972, PaedDr. 1985, CSC. 1985, Ass.Prof. 1991, Associate Professor 

Doc. RNDr. Amo§t W AHLA, esc. - TS 27,70; born 28.4.1936 Pardubice, grad. Pedagogical College 
Opava 1961, Patackj University OIomouc 1969, RNDr. 1971, CSc. 1979, Ass. Prof. 1983, Associate 
Professor 

Members: 

Czech Academy of Sciences - Iw.titute of Geonics Ostrava 
Centre for Environmental Geography Brno 

[lJstav geoniky Akademie ved Ceske republiky 
stredisko geografie iivotniho prosti'edf Bmo] 

613 00 Hmo, PO Box 29 (Drobneho 28) 
(t) 42545211901,425573108,425576076, (fax) 425578031 

Head of the Branch: RNDr. Antonin Vaishar, CSc. 

RNDr. Katefina cuzovA - TS 30,50; born 22.2.1959 Pferov, grad. Masaryk University Brno 1983, 
RNDr. 1986, Junior Scientist 

RNDr. Tadeas CZUDEK, DrSc. - TS II; born 1.4.1932 Vendryne, grad. Masaryk University Brno, 
CSc. 1961, RNDr. 1966, DrSc. 1990, Senior Scientist, member of the Czech INQUA Committee, 
member of the National Geographical Committee 

RNDr. Sylvie HOFtRKOV A - TS 14,50; born 9.1.1952 Jesenik, grad. Masaryk university Brno 1978, 
RNDr. 1982, Junior Scientist 

RNDr. Mojrnir HRADEK, CSC. - TS II; born 16.7.1938 Bratislava, grad. Masaryk University Brno 
1962, RNDr. 1972, CSC. 1973, Senior Scientist, member of the IGU Commission on Natural Haz
ards 

RNDr. Antonin IVAN, CSc. - TS II; born 22.11.1936 Vnorovy, grad. Masaryk University Bmo 1960, 
CSc. 1967, RNDr. 1970, Senior Scientist 

RNDr. Karel KIRCHNER, CSc. - TS 10, 11,50; born 30.11.1951 Vsetin, grad. Masaryk University Brno 
1975, RNDr. 1976, CSC. 1981, Senior Scientist 

RNDr. Miroslav KOZELUH, CSc. - TS 36,37; born 4.2.1954 Keimarok, grad. Masaryk University 
Brno 1978, RNDr. 1981, CSc. 1988, Senior Scientist 

RNDr. Hubert KRtZ, DrSc. - TS 14; born 10.5.1933 Ostopovice,grad. Masaryk University Brno, RNDr. 
1968, CSc. 1986, DrSc. 1992, Senior Scientist, member of the Czech Committee for Hydrology 

Ing. Jan LACINA, CSc. - TS 15; born 9.1.1944 Tisnov, grad. Agricultural University Brno -Jng. 1966, 
CSc. 1986, Senior Scientist 

RNDr. Oldfich MIKULiK, CSC. - TS 40,50; born 21.11.1943 Chvalcov, grad. Palackj University 010-
mouc 1967, RNDr. 1974, CSc. 1983, Senior Scientist 

RNDr. Jan MUNZAR, CSc. - TS 13,50,65; born 6.4.1941 Praha, grad. Charles University Prague 1963, 
RNDr. 1969, CSC. 1977, Senior Scientist 

RNDr. Vitezslav NovAcEK, esc. - TS 36,50; born 4.7.1954 Vyskov, grad. Masaryk University Brno 
1978, RNDr. 1980, CSC. 1983, Senior Scientist 

RNDr. Stanislav ONDRACEK - TS 10,14; born 13.9.1953 Nove Mesto na Morave, grad. Masaryk 
University Bmo 1977, RNDr. 1979, Junior Scientist 

Ing. Jan POKORNY, CSC. - TS 35,37; born 30.6.1947, grad. Technical University Brno -Jng. 1970, 
CSc. 1980, Senior Scientist 

RNDr. Evien QUITT, esc. - TS 13; born 22.7.1933 Zlin,grad. Masaryk University Bmo 1957, RNDr. 
1963, CSc .. 1963, Senior Scientist 

RNDr. Antonin V AfSHAR, esc. - TS 21,22,50; born 21.2.1952 Brno, grad. Comenius University Bra
tislava 1974, RNDr. 1979, CSc. 1986, Senior Scientist 

Mgr. Pavel VICHEREK - TS 20; born 9.9.1968, grad. Masaryk University Bmo 1992, Junior 
Scientist 
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RNDr. Vladimir VI...CEK - TS 14,50; born 28.10.1938, grad. Masaryk University Brno, RNDr. 1977, 
Senior Scientist 

RNDr. Jana ZAPLETALOVA, eSc. - TS 25,26,50; born 2.4.1946 Uair nad Sazavou, grad. Masaryk 
University Brno 1970, RNDr. 1974, eSc. 1988, Senior Scientist 

3.Some Institutions Engaged in Geography 

TERPLANCo. 
11000 Praha 1, PJatnei'sla\ 19 

(t) 42 2 24812061, 42 2 24812128, (fax) 42224811748 

Geographers: 
Doc. RNDr. Alois ANDRLE, eSc. - TS 21,22,45; born 4.6.1933 Sumce, grad. Charles University Prague, 

RNDr. 1975, CSc. 1985, Director ofTERPLAN, President of the Editorial Board of"Uzemni planovaru 
a urbanismus" 

RNDr. Ondfej BARTUSEK - TS 21,22,45; born 4.9.1940 Jihlava, grad. Charles University Prague, 
RNDr. 1982, Senior Designl'r 

RNDr. Blanka F1SCHEROV A - TS 21,22; born 8.4.1958 Praha, grad. Charles University Prague, RNDr. 
1983, Designer 

RNDr. Zdenka HAMPLOV A - TS 21 ,22,45; born 17.11.1942 Bucurest;, grad. Charles University Prague, 
RNDr. 1982, Senior Designer 

RNDr. TeOOora HUBNEROvA - TS 45; born 17.8.1961 PreSov, grad. Charles University Prague, RNDr. 
1985, Designer 

RNDr. Helena KfuvANKOvA - TS 13,15,50; born 16.12.1941 Pardubice, grad. Charles University 
Prague, RNDr. 1983, Senior Designer 

lng. Jan MAJER - TS 45,50; born 26.4.1938, grad. Charles University Pragut'. Agricultural University, 
lng. 1981, Senior Designer 

RNDr. Frantisek MATYAS - born 30.6.1940 Praha, grad. Charles University Prague, RNDr. 1982, 
Senior Designer 

RNDr. Jan MULLER - TS 21 ;22,37,45; born 29.11.195 1 Praha, grad. Charles University Prague, RNDr. 
1983, Senior Designer 

RNDr. Renata REzACov A - TS 11,50; born 31.12.1961 Hradec KnUove, grad. Charles University 
Prague, RNDr. 1986, Designer 

RNDr. Zdenek TOMAS - TS 21,22; born 15.8.1958 Pardubice,grad. Charles University Prague, RNDr. 
1988, Designer 

RNDr. Amost VAL TER - TS 21 ;27; born 9.12.1931 Lazuri (Roumania), grad. Charles University Prague, 
RNDr. 1982, Senior Designer 

GEOtest Co. 
659 01 Brno, Smahova 112 

I(t) 42545217006,42545321603, (fax) 42545217979 

Geographers: 
RNDr. LubomirPROCHA.zKA - TS 14,17,50; born 9.12.1951 Rajec nad Svitavou, grad. MasarykUni

versity Bmo 1975, RNDr. 1979, Director of GEOtest 
RNDr. Bohurnila PROCHAZKOvA - TS 13,14,35,50; born 28.5.1952 Prostejov, grad. Masaryk Uni

versity Bmo 1975, RNDr. 1979, Specialist 
RNDr. JosefSLA VtK - TS 11,14,17,36; born 2.7.1947 Nove Mesto nad Metuji, grad. MasarykUniver

sity Bmo 1973, RNDr. 1976, Manager 
RNDr. Ivan VESELY - TS 11,17; born 19.2.1940, grad. Masaryk University Brno 1962, RNDr. 1976, 

Specialist 

Research Institute for Regiolllllllnd Urban Development 
[Vjzkunmy u. .. tav rozv'!,je oblasti a roest] 

70408 Ostrava 3, Cujkovova 30 
(t) 42 " 375451 

Geographers: 
RNDr. Marie HLO~OV A - TS 21,22; born 16.2.1959 Karvina, grad. Masaryk University Brno 1983, 

RNDr. 1983, Junior Scientist 
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RNDr. Jift KOVA~ - TS 21,22,40; born 23.3.1939 Bmo, Grad. Palackj University Olomouc 1960, 
RNDr. 1980, Senior Scientist 

RNDr. Jaroslav MARY AS, CSc. - TS 21,22;1.7,37; born 23.1.195 I Ostrava, grad. Charles University 
Prague 1976, RNDr. 1982, CSC. 1988, Senior Scientist 

4. CENTRAL INSTITUTIONS EMPLOYING GEOGRAPHERS 

Ministry of Economyoftbe Czech Republic 
[Ministerstvo hospodaistvi Ceske republikyJ 

110 15 Praha 1, Staromestske naimisti 6 

Geographers: 
RNDr. Jin BETAK; born 24.4.1938 Praha, grad. Charles University Prague 1962, Branch Director 
RNDr. Vaclav HAvUK, CSc. - TS 45; born 4.1.1933 Klatovy, grad. Charles University Prague 1957, 

RNDr. 1974, CSC. 1974, Department Director 
RNDr. Jift HORACEK - TS 45; born 19.4.1964 Kolin, grad. Charles University Prague 1987, RNDr. 

1989, Senior Administrator 
RNDr. Jaromira HRUBA - TS 45; born 8.3.1941 Libi~, grad. Charles University Prague 1964, RNDr. 

1982, Senior Administrator 
RNDr. Libor HUBAcEK - TS 45; born 16.12.1962 Praha, grad. Charles University Prague 1987, RNDr. 

1988, Senior Administrator 
RNDr. Vojtech MA TIDKA - TS 45; born 29.10.1933 Karlovy Vary, grad. Charles University Prague 

1959, RNDr. 1980, Director of Department 
RNDr. Karel RAB - TS 45; born 4.11.1943 Ceske Budejovice, grad. Charles University Prague 1966, 

RNDr. 1986, Vicehead of Department 
RNDr. Pelr UZEL - TS 45; born 6.11.1952 Kladno, grad. Charles University Prague 1977, RNDr. 1989, 

Senior Administrator 

Ministry of Environment of tbe Czech Republic 
[Ministerstvo ~Ivotniho prosti'edi Ceske republikyJ 

100 10 Praba 10, Vriovick& 6S 

Geographers: . 
RNDr. Eva KAPRASOVA, CSC. - TS 17; born 25.6.1936 Bfehy, grad. Charles University Prague 1959, 

RNDr. 1977. eSc. 1983, Senior Administrator 
RNDr. V1a.'ltimilu MIKULOV A - TS 50; born 8.10.1945, grad. Charles University Prague 1967, Head 

of Department 
RNDr. Vaclav MORCH - TS 50; born 19.4.1934, grad. Charles University Prague 1958, Senior Admin

istrator 
Jan PLA VEC - TS 50; born 1.5.1950 Praha, grad. Charles University Prague 1973, Senior Administra

tor 

Antonin Vaishar 
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THEMATIC ATLASES OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA AND 
OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC 

While before constitution of Czechoslovakia our thematic cartography has at its disposal only the 
work of A. L. Hickmann Industrial-Atlas des Konigreiches BOhmen (Prague 1862-1864, 12 maps in the 
1:900 000 scale), this type of production was sensibly richer after 1918. The first thematic atlas oftne 
young Czechoslovak state was published by German Ass. Prof. of statistics Frnst Pfohl under the name 
of the Prumyslovj atlas CesJcoslovenski republiky (Industry Atlas of the Czechoslovak Republic, U
berec 1920) with 40 sheets with major maps in the 1 :500 000 scale. The work was published simultane
ously in German version as Wirtschaftsatlas des Cechoslowalcischen Staates. A much larger choice of 
economic-geographic maps was presented in the Ndrodohospoddrskj atlas republiky CesJcoslovenslci 
(Economic Atlas of the Czechoslovak Republic) by Julius ti1ui§ (Prague 1928) with 124 maps, mostly 
in the 1:3000 000 and the 6000 000 scale accompanied by text in Czech, German and French. The most 
important thematic atlas after the World War 1 was nevertheless the national atlas Atlas republiky 
Ceskoslovenslci (Atlas of the Czechoslovak Republic), being published since 1931 in instalments (Prague 
1935) and edited by Prof. Jaroslav Pantoflicek and Vaclav Uska. It contains 55 map sheets with about 
500 maps and cartogrammes in the major scale of 1: 1 500 000 with Czech and French explanations and 
with texts accompanying different maps. It was positively appreciated also at international level. 

The first thematic atlas published in our country after the World War II was the Populacnf atlas 
ceskych zemi (Population Atlas of the Czech Lands) by Vladimir Srb and Jaroslav Sebesta (Prague 
1948). It contains 19 black and white cartogrartunes in the 1: 1 700 000 scale (and 48 double pages of 
diagrammes) mapping the most significant demographic phenomena according to the results of the 
1930 census and according to the latest investigations done in 1946 (however, the displacement of 
Germans is anticipated in the calculations back to 1930). Is its accompanied by Czech explanatory text. 

The Lesnickj a mysliveckj atlas (Forestry and Hunting Atlas, Prague 1955), edited by Kveton Cer
mak et al. contains 120 map sheets, two third of them covering the territory of Czechoslovakia (major 
map scales being 1 :750 000, 1:2 000 000 and 1:3 000 000). Detailed contents of the map part are 
indicated in Czech, Russian, English and German, the text accompanying individual maps covers 90 
pages. 

The first systematic and global survey of the Czechoslovakia climate is presented by the Atlas 
podnebi Ct's/wslovenski republiky (Climatic Atlas of the Czechoslovak Republic), edited by AntOnln 
Veseckj et al., containing 82 maps of the 1: 1 000 000 scale (Prague 1958) and published in 2 000 
copies. The Atlas was published simultaneously also in Slovak and it contains 14 pages of text 

The first systematical atlas of the Czech and Slovak history is the Skolni atlas cesJcoslovenskjch 
dijin (School Atlas of the Czechoslovak History), elaborated by 32 authors with participation of edito
rial board chaired by Ass. Prof. Franti§ek Roubik (Prague 1959). It contains 44 map sheets and it was 
published in total in 16 editions (for the last time in 1988), its Slovak version was being published 
simultaneously. 

The geographical counterpart to the atlas of history is the SJcolnf zemepisny atlas CesJcoslovenlci 
republiky (School Geographical Atlas of the Czechoslovak Republic, Prague 1960), since 1961 pub
lished as School Geographical Atlas of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic. It is in fact a miJliature of 
the national atlas, even more valuable as a real national atlas was inexistent at that time. The first 
edition contains 50 maps and cartogrammes on 36 sheets and its editorial board was chaired by Prof. 
Karel Kuchat. Up to 1970, the atlas was published in four editions, while its Slovak version was in the 
same time published seven times. 

The team of authors of the Czechoslovak Academy of Agricultural Sciences and of the Research 
Institute of Agricultural Economy elaborated under the direction of Frantikk Hamernik the Atlas ra
jonizaCt' zemitNlske vyroby v CSR (Atlas of the Agricultural Production Zoning in the CSR, Prague 
1960). One volume, containing a set of zoning maps in the 1: 200 000 scale, was consecrated to each of 
19 regions existing at that time. The map part is accompanied by methodical approach directions for 
using its contents and the atlas includes also a publication on Rajonizace zemedelsk6 vjroby v tsSR 
(Agriculturul Production Zoning in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, Prague 1960 and 1963). 

Short after introduction of a new administrative territorial division of Czechoslovakia, Milan 
Kuceru and Vladimir Srb elaborated the Atlas obyvatelstva CSSR (Atlas of the Population of the 
CSSR, Prague 1962) containing statistical tables, graphs and 20 cartogrammes in the 1:3000 000 
scale, cartogruphically reproducing and documenting, according to districts, the cited demographic
al characteristics. 

The most important work of the historic cartography is the Atlas cesJcoslovenskjch dijin (Atlas of 
the Czechoslovak History, Prague 1965) elaborated under the direction of Jaroslav Pur§ and containing 
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45 sheets with 431 maps, cartogranunes, diagrammes and graphs. It is the basic scientific work present
ing a unified and complex view on the historical development of our nations. 

Similar work in the Czechoslovak geography from the qualitative point of view is the Atlas Cesko
slovenske socialisticke republiky (Atlas of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, Prague 1966). This 
second national Czechoslovak atlas, edited by Antonfn Gotz, contains 58 map sheets with 433 maps in 
the basic scale of I: I 000 000. The work contents are divided into seven thematic groups, explanatory 
notes and accompanying texts on the maps back-side are in Czech, English and Russian. Five maps of 
this atlas, completed by two new ones, gave birth to the Geologickj atlas CSSR (Geological Atlas of the 
CSSR, Prague 1966) destined, among other, to inform participants of the prepared International Geo
logical Congress in Prague about the state of geological research in Czechoslovakia. 

In the field of toponomastics, the rotaprinted Atlas m[stn[ch jmen v Cechach (Atlas of the Place 
Names in Bohemia, Prague 1968) by Prof. Vladimir Smilauer was published as a special appendix of 
the Newsletter of the Toponomastic Commission of the Czechoslovak Academy of Science. It contains 
200 maps of different names and name types in the I: I 500 000 scale and completes the author's book 
Osidleni cech ve svetle tnistnich jmen (Colonization of Bohemia in the light of local names, Prague 
1960). 

A new version of the School Atlas of Czechoslovakia, Atlas CSSR (Atlas of the CSSR, Prague 1972) 
was published in the edition of the unified system of school cartographic aids, directed by Antonin 
Kohlcny, as school book for primary and secondary schools. It contains 42 map pages, its contents were 
extended and actualized in comparison with the first version of the school atlas and some maps corre
spond to the previously published wall maps. The atlas was being published up to 1983, in total in eight 
editions, the Slovak version had also eight editions in the years 1974-1984. 

When the new educational system was introduced in Czechoslovakia in 1984, the Atlas CSSR (Atlas 
of the CSSR) was published in a new, rather larger (50 map pages) and revised edition, as teaching aid 
for elementary and secondary schools (Prague 1984). In the following years, it was published five 
times, the sixth, actualized version (1990) - contains 48 map pages. The Slovak version was published 
three times in the years 1986-1989. 

Only 300 copies of the Atlas chemickeho a spotrebn[ho pnlmyslu (Atlas of the Chemical and Con
sumer Industry of the CSSR, Prague 1974) were destined for administrative use only. It contains 138 
sheets with maps of localization of different industrial objects in districts and regions of the Republic 
on the basis ufplanning groups and production econOinic units and number of workers. 

A team of authors, directed by Ass. Prof. Miroslav Buchvaldek, elaborated for students of the Charles 
University in Prague and the Jagellonian University in Krakow, in the fonn ofroneoed lecture notes, 
the Archeologicky atlas Evropy a Ceskoslovenska (Archaeological Atlas of Europe and Czechoslova
kia, Prague 1979). It has 62 text and 72 map pages, 29 pages With 27 maps in 1:4 000 000 scale being 
devoted to the Czechoslovak territory - they present the localization of archaeological cultures and 
finding places in Czechoslovakia. 

The census in 1980 gave origin to the Atlas ze sc[tan[ lidu, domU a bytu 1980. Ceskti socialistickti 
republika 1:500 000 (Atlas of Population, Houses and Rats Census 1980. Czech Socialist Republic 
I : 500 000, Prague 1984). It has 30 sheets and links up with the previously published map sets of 
physical-geographical and economic-geographical regionalization in the same scale. As the first atlas 
in our country, it is based on using the Czechoslovak automatized cartographical system DIGIKART. 
The observed phenomena are expressed according to the municipalities territory. The extensive Czech 
text is situated on the back-side of map sheets. 

The theme of Czechoslovak population and settlements is described in a complex way in all their 
space, regional and territorial connexions by the Atlas obyvatelstva Ceskoslovenski socialisticki 
republiky (Atlas of the Population of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, Brno 1978). It has in total 
24 sheets with 56 maps in the basic scale of 1:750 000, explications and accompanying texts are in 
Czech, Russian and English. The contents of the atlas link up with the part dedicated to the popula
tion in the National Atlas of 1966 and, methodically and technically, with the Atlas of Census of 
1984. Beside this basic version, accessible in the time of its publication only to state administration 
and socialist organizations, the atlas was published in the same time in an abridged version of 19 
sheets for public. 

The view on the health situation from the point of view of localization of health centres, develop
ment of most serious illnesses and mortality due to them, is given by the Soubor map zJravotnictvi 
',)SR (Set of Health Maps of the CSSR, Brno 1987). Nine sheets of the atlas present in total 201 maps, 

'ogrammes and cartodiagrammes in scales going from I: I 000 000 to 1:20 000 000, the most fre
quent ones being 1:4 000 000 and 1:20 000 000. Originally, the atlas had to contain 12 map sheets, but 
3 sheets were left out because of being kept secret. Even then the set was published in a unsatisfactorily 
low number of 250 exemplars. The general introduction and texts accompanying the maps were pub
lished in Czech only in a small booklet. 
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The decreasing quality of environment in Czechoslovakia and the consequent stagnation or even 
deterioration of the health state of the population were on the origin of the Atlas i.ivotn{ho prostfedi 
a 'l.dravi obyvatelstva CSFR (Atlas of the Environment and Health of the Population of the tsFR, 
Prague - Brno 1992). Its maps have to enable comparison of both phenomena to take measures against 
the present negative development and to eliminate destructive factors. The atlas has 21 sheets with 104 
maps, most frequently in the 1:4 500 000 scale. Explanatory notes are in Czech and English, accompa
nying texts in Slovak and English, names of map sheets are in Czech (IS) or in Slovak (6) and in 
English. 

The result of the research work of the Czech dialectology in the years 1964-1976 is the first volume 
of the Ceskj ja'l.YIwVY atlas (Czech linguistic Atlas, Prague 1993) monitoring by area method on 1 S9 
maps distribution of different designation of substantives. Further four volumes, containing substan
ti ve declension, utilization of adjectives and pronouns, etc. should follow. 

After the independent Czech Republic came into existence, 38 basic maps, cartogrammes and carto
diagrammes were chosen from the school atlas of the CSFR from 1990 and published on 32 sheets 
under the name of Ceskti repub/ika (The Czech Republic, Prague 1994) as one of 7 sheet atlases for 
Czech primary schools (for the eight class in that case). It is in fact a miniature of the first national atlas 
of this country. 

This outline of Czech thematic atlases can be information for foreign readers for whom Czech 
usually means a language barrier. The fact that some atlases have explications or are accompanied by 
the text in foreign languages is therefore emphasized here. 

Ludv£k Mucha 
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REGULAR MEMBERS OF THE CZECH GEOGRAPHICAL 
SOCIETY (BY MARCH 31, 1994) 

CLENOVE CESKE GEOGRAFICKE SPOLECNOSTI, 
KTEid ZAPLATILI CLENSKE piUSPj!;VKY DO 31. 3. 1994 

Martina Aberlova 
Alois Andrle 
sarka Augustinova 
Bfetislav Balatka 
Rostislav Baran 
Miroslav Barto§ 
Jaroslav Bechny 
Hana Beldova 
Antonin Bendl 
laromir Bene§ 
Yvona Bene§ova 
Petr Bergman 
Ivana Bernardova 
Ivan Bicik 
Jan Bina 
Zdenek Binar 
Zdenek BlahUsek 
lifi BlaZek 
Otakar Blecha 
Vladimir Blucha 
~arka Brabnikova 
Hana Bradnova 
Rudolf Brazdil 
Jannila Br'dZdilova 
Karel Brenner 
Arnost Brijar 
Milan Bro! 
Vojtech BrumovskY 
lifi Bfezina 
Antonin Bucek 
Drahomira Buckova 
Milan Bursa 
Ladislav Buzek 
Ian Cablik 
Blanka Cahova 
Jaroslava Cemperova 
Jana Cutychova 
Eduard Cvejn 
Svatopluk Cvrcek 
Tadeas Czudek 
Rudolf Cap 
Richard capek 
Zdenek Cermak 
Jana Cerna 
Pavel Cervenka 
Ivana Ceskova 
Petr Danek 
Verd Danielovska 
Hana Dailkova 
Hana Daronov4 
Petr Dedic 
Marie Dibelkova 
Bohuslav DobSik 
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Zdena Dohnalova 
laroslav Dokoupil 
Eduard Doubek 
Milo§ Drapal 
DuSan Drbohlav 
Dagmar Drmotova 
Milo§ Drobnik 
Zdenek Dupal 
Zdenek t>uiis 
Eva Duskova 
Stanislava Dvofakova 
Vlasta Dvofakov4 
Josef Elster 
Dusan Erban 
Dobroslava F4rnikova 
Ivan FarskY 
Petr Fiala 
lana Forstova 
Jifi Fukan 
Marcela Ga!arova 
Vlasta Goldsteinova 
Hana Gorodecka 
Antonin GOtz 
Jan Hajek 
Jan Hajker 
Jannila Haklova 
Martin Hampl 
Vitezslav Hartman 
Eva Hasalova 
Tomas Havlicek 
V4clav Havlik 
Tomas Herben 
Josef Herink 
Vaclav Hermoch 
Marta Hermochova 
Eva Hefmanova 
Helena Hezinova 
Jifi Hiess 
laroslav Hlacik 
Jaromir HladkY 
Eva Hlavkova 
Jifi Hlubek 
Vaclav Hoda 
Milada Hofmanova 
Milan HoleCek 
Milan Holy 
Vladimir Homola 
Hedvika Ho§kova 
Miroslav Hrdlicka 
Milan Hric 
Jifi HruSka 
Martin HMil 
Igor Huleja 

PetrHllrka 
losef Hllrskj 
Alois Hynek 
Jan Charvat 
Vlasta Chmelafova 
Eva Chocholova 
Dagmar Chovancova 
Alena Chvatalova 
Marta Ivancikova 
Ivan JabiJrek 
Vojtech Jahn 
David Janek 
Vlasta Jankovska 
Bohumir JanskY 
LeoS JeleCek 
Milan Jerabek 
Jifi lelek 
Josef Jelek 
Miroslav Jelek 
Petr Jelek 
Jifina Jelkova 
Ladislav Juranek 
Zdenek Kadlas 
Marta Kalo§ova 
Jan Kalvoda 
Stanislav Kamenik 
Jaromir Kanok 
Ale§ Kaplan 
Jifi Kastner 
Karel Kirchner 
Vlasta Kleinertova 
Miloslav Klima 
Karel Kliment 
Miroslav Knoll 
Jana Kocourova 
Vilem Kocych 
B1anka Koci 
Milena Kolarova 
Jaromir Kolejka 
Ludvik Kopacka 
Vaclav Kopeeny 
Eva Korandova 
Marta Ko§abkova 
Petr Kotasek 
Bruno Kotrnetz 
Karel Kotyza 
Jannila Koufimska 
Jifi Koufimskj 
Tomas Koval 
Jifi Kovar 
Milan Kovalik 
Helena Kozakova 
tibor Krajicek 



Ludek Kratkj 
Ivan Kratochvil 
Vladimir Krika 
Roman Kfiv~ek 
Hubert Kfil 
Vladislav Kfil 
Kveta Kfilova 
Zdenka Kubankova 
Jannila Kublltova 
Pete Kubit\ek 
Zdenka Kubi&ova 
Jifina Kubikova 
Jan Kuboskj 
To~ Kut\era 
Vladimir Kut\era 
Ivan Kudlat\ek 
Libor Kudlat\ek 
Vladimir Kudlit\ka 
Olga Kudrnovska 
Karel Kunc 
Radan Kvet 
Jana Kvit\inska 
Karel Kiihnl 
Hana Kiihnlova 
Josef l1Iznit\ka 
Jin Lejsek 
Jaroslav Lenc 
Ivan Lepka 
Jaroslav Linhart 
Zdenek Lipskj 
lin Liska 
Zdenek Lochman 
Irena Losova 

,Ludvik Loyda 
Libuse Lukova 
Vladimir Lysenko 
Vladislav Macocek 
Jaroslav Macoun 
Lenka Machat\kova 
Rudolf Malek 
Ivan Malis 
Jifi Maly 
Marie Mankova 
Vaclav Marek 
Ivana MareSova 
Cyrila Markova 
Richard Martinec 
laroslav Maryas 
Alena MatuSkova 
Jan Mazal 
Vladimir Mocif 
Frantisek Meduna 
Drahomira MenSikova 
Dana Mertlikova 
Milena Miewaldova 
lngeborg Mihalikova 
Alois Michalek 
Marie Miklankova 
Zdenek Mikulasek 
PetrMinM 
Marie Minxova 

Tomas Mladek 
Ludmila Mladkova 
Jifi Mojdl 
Zdenka Moravcova 
Lenka Motykova 
Emil Mozola 
Dagmar MnUkova 
Ludvilc Mucha 
Jan Muller 
Karel Navratil 
Josef Nerad 
Josef Niemiec 
Radoslav Nop 
Vitezslav Novat\ek 
DuSan Novak 
Pavel Novak 
Svatopluk Novak 
Bolena Novakova-HHbova 
Marie Novotna 
Jindnch Novotny 
Jifi Novotny 
Alena Nowakova 
Helena Odstrt\ilova 
Ivana Opravilova 
Milan Oravec 
Eva Pilkova 
Iva Papewva 
Zdenek Pavlik 
Vojtech Pavlovskj 
Karel Pecka 
Dana Pejchova 
Frantisek PeleSka 
Vlastimil Pilous 
Jan PiSe 
Josef Pitner 
Ladislav Pianka 
Marie Plotova 
Nadelda Pluhafova 
Miroslav Pluskal 
Jan Podlouckj 
Ota Pokorny 
Jaromir Polak 
Vlasta Pospisilova 
Zdenka Pouckova 
Jin Pour 
Bohuslav Poznit\ek 
Jan prasek 
Vera Pravdova 
Jan Prochazka 
Richard Prochazka 
Vit PrUsa 
Ladislav Pfibyl 
Eleanore Rasmussenova 
Zdenek Reitspies 
Ondfej Roubik 
Milena Roubikova 
Helena Rounova 
Tomas Rozehnal 
Jindfich Rozkopal 
Eva RozkoSna 
Josef Rubin 

Stanislav Rehak 
Ladislava Saganova 
Vera Santolikova 
Jannila Samkova 
Karel Segeth 
Dagmar Sekaninova 
Pete Schiller 
Eva Schulzova 
Milan Schweigstill 
Tadeusz Siwek 
Miroslav Skalickj 
Ivana Skfit\i1ova 
Jan Sladocek 
Ivan Sladek 
Jan Slovacek 
Kamila Siovakova 
Jannila Slukova 
Jaroslav Smeja-Lont\ar 
Stanislav Smekal 
Karel Sobota 
Svatopluk Socha 
Zdenek Soldan 
Eva Stavelova 
Otakar Stehlik 
Marta Stehlikova 
Anna Strakova 
Monika Strapat\ova 
Zdenek StraSak 
Jaroslav Strnad 
Miroslav Stnda 
FrantiSek Svitilek 
Jan Svoboda 
Ludek Svoboda 
Marcela Svobodova 
Stepinka Svobodova 
Viktor Safafik 
Ludvik Sana 
Jana Sanova 
Anton Sebesta 
Zdenek Seda 
Vladimir Sery 
Bohumil Sidlo 
Jan Silhavy 
Martin Sirna 
Milan Simek 
Pavel Simek 
Libuse Simkova 
Petr Sindler 
MichalSmilek 
EvaSmidova 
Vaclav Snajdr 
Jin Snapka 
Ivan &ltkovsky 
Bohuslav Stepan 
Zdenek Stepanek 
Pavel Stochl 
Jaroslav Stastny 
Miloslav Stulc 
Vlasta Stulikova 
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POKYNY PRO AUTORY 

Rukopis pl'ispevku pl'edkhida autor v originale 
(u hlavnieh clanku a rozhledii s 1 kopii), veene 
ajazykove spravny. Miize byt psan na stroji (stra
na nesmi mit vice nez 30 l'adek prumerne s 60 
uhozy) nebo na pocitaci ve stejne uprave. Redakee 
vita soubezne dodani textu na diskete v textovem 
editoru T602 (disketu redakee vraci) . Rukopis musi 
byt uplny, tj. se seznamem literatury, obrazky, tex
ty pod obrazky, u hlavnieh clanku a rozhledu s an
gliekYm abstraktem a shrnutim. Zvel'ejneni v jinem 
jazyce nez ceskem nebo slovenskem podleha 
sehvaleni redakeni rady. 

Rozsah rukopisu se u hlavnich elanku a rozhledu 
pohybuje mezi 10 - 15 stranami,jen ryjimeene muze 
byt se souhlasem redakeni rady vets!. Pro ostatni 
rubriky se pnjimaji pl'ispilvky v rozsahu do 3 stran, 
ryjimecne ve zduvodnenych pl'ipadech do 5 stran 
rukopisu. 

Shrnuti a abstrakt (veetne klieorych slov) van
glietine pl'ipoji autor k pl'ispevkum pro rubriku 
Hlavni clanky a Rozhledy. Abstrakt rna celkory roz
sah max. 10 l'adek strojeJD, shrnuti minimalne 1,5 
strany, maximalne 3 strany veetne prekladu textu 
pod obrazky. Text abstraktu a shrnuti doda autor 
soueasne s rukopisem, a to v anglickem i eeskem 
zneni . Redakce si vyhrazuje pravo podrobit anglicke 
texty jazykove revizi . 

Seznam literatury musi byt pl'ipojen k puvodnim i 
referativnim pl'ispilvkum. Pouzite prameny sel'azene 
abecedne podle pl'ijmeni autoru musi byt uplne a 
pl'esne . Bibliograficke citace musi odpovidat 
nasledujicim vzorum: 
Citace z easopisu: 
HAuFLER, v. (1985): K socioekonomieke typologii 

zemi a geograficke regionalizaci Zeme. Sbornik 
CSGS, 90, e. 3, Academia, Praha, s. 135-143. 

Citace knihy: 
VITASEK, F. (1958): FysickY zemepis. II. dil, Nald. 

CSAY, Praha, 603 str. 

Citace z editovaneho sborniku: 
KORCAK, 1. (1985): Geograficke aspekty ekolo

gickych problemu. In: Vystoupil,1. (ed.): Sbor
nik praci k 90. narozeninam prof. Koreaka. GGU 
CSAY, Brno, s. 29-46. 

Odkaz v textu najinou praci se provede uvedenim 
autora a v zavorce roku, kdy byla publikovana. 
Napl'.: Vymezovanim migracnich regionu se zaby
val Korcak (1961), pozdeji na neho navazali jini 
(Hampl a kol. 1978). 

Perokresby musi byt kresleny eernou tusi na Ida
divkovem nebo pauzovacim papiru na formatu ne
presahujicim rysledny format po reprodukci 0 vice 
nez 0 tl'etinu . Predlohy vetsich formatu nez A4 
redakce nepl'ijima. Xeroxove kopie Ize pouzit jen 
pri zachovani zcela ostre eerne kresby. 

Fotografae formatu min. 13 x 18 em a max. 18 x 24 
cm musi byt technicky dokonale na lesldem papiru. 

Texty pod obrazky musi obsahovat jejich puvod 
(jmeno autora, odkud byly pl'evzaty apod.). 

Udaje 0 autorovi (event. spoluautorech) pl'ipoji au
tor k rUkopisu. Pozadl!,je se udani pracoviste, adre
sy bydliste veetne PSC a rodneho eisla. 

Honorai' se poukazuje autorum po vyjiti pl'islus
neho eisla. Redakce rna pravo z autorskeho ho
noral'e odeeist pl'ipadne naldady za pl'epis nedoko
naleho rukopisu, jazykovou upravu shrnuti nebo 
upravu obrazku. 

Autorsky vytisk se posila autorum hlavnich elanku 
a rozhledu po vyjiti pl'islusneho cisla. 

Separaty se zhotovuji pouze z hlavnich elanku 
a rozhledu pouze na zaklade pisemne objednavky 
autora. Separaty se proplaceji dobirkou. 

Pi'ispevky sezasilaji na adresu: Redakce Sborniku 
CGS, Na Siupi 14, 12800 Praha 2. 

Prosime au tory, aby se l'idili tern ito pokyny. 
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